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Abstract: In my master’s thesis, I have examined Saxo’s portrayal of the warrior culture of the Vikings in his 

work of history, Gesta Danorum. Even though the source value of Saxo’s work regarding the Viking past has been 

questioned by many scholars, I have argued for Gesta Danorum’s potential as a source of the warrior culture of 

the Vikings. 

In fact, the connection between Saxo’s accounts and the historical research made on the Viking past is quite 

striking. References to the Viking-age mentalities, practices and beliefs are both numerous and diverse. As I have 

sought to demonstrate in my work, the warrior culture of the Vikings emerges from various themes, covering the 

traits of the warriors along with their pagan ways, the notions of masculinity and the idea of warrior women, the 

conceptions of honour, revenge and death as well as the definitions of an honourable combat. 

The militarism of Saxo’s warriors mirrors the typical characterization of the Viking Age as a violent period. In 

Gesta, military activities, such as war campaigns, military training and warlike achievements are at the centre of 

the narrative. In fact, Saxo’s descriptions of the traits of the male warriors and their activities resonate with the 

current scholarly appreciation of the Viking communities. Interestingly, the pagan elements in the work are also 

clearly perceptible. Several of Saxo’s kings and warriors have associations with Odin and the pagan tradition. 

Furthermore, Saxo introduces more specialized groups of warriors, berserks and the wielders of magic, who have 

close connections to the Vikings’ pagan past. 

As to Gesta’s warrior women and women with masculine qualities, I argue that there may be more to read about 

their characters than it has previously been observed. In the light of the recent historical and archaeological 

research, it is possible to argue that Viking-age societies may have respected masculine qualities both in men and 

women, even though the more traditional female role was relevant and appreciated. Of this, Gesta serves as a 

versatile testimony, describing numerous women leading a warrior’s life and participating in masculine domains. 

In addition to these themes, there are many more Viking aspects in Gesta that have not received much attention, 

such as the conceptions of honour and rightful revenge. Gesta is filled with the examples of blood feuds as well 

as the reasons behind them and their severe aftermaths. The Viking views on death and the afterlife are also 

presented, including descriptions of the Viking funerary rites and the ideas related to them. In fact, Gesta serves 

as an illustrative source of the conceptions the Vikings had of an honourable, warrior’s death. Viking mentalities 

are further represented in Saxo’s definitions of an honourable combat, as he goes through different rules, battle 

tactics and types of combat, such as duelling. 
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1. Introduction  

 

In my master’s thesis, I will examine Saxo’s portrayal of the warrior culture of the Vikings in 

his work of history, Gesta Danorum.1 Arguing for Gesta’s potential as a source of the Viking 

past, I seek to demonstrate through various themes that Saxo’s work may convey more Viking-

age mentalities, practices and beliefs that it has so far been noted. In fact, there are numerous 

parallels between Gesta and the Viking world that emerge by comparing Saxo’s accounts with 

the recent historical research. Traces of the Vikings are found throughout Gesta regarding the 

traits of the warriors and their pagan ways, the notions of masculinity alongside the idea of 

warrior women, the conceptions of honour, revenge and death as well as the definitions of an 

honourable combat. The author was a cleric, affiliated to the cathedral of Lund. Gesta, written 

c. 1188–1208, was a grand project, commissioned by Archbishop Absalon of Lund and 

eventually dedicated to his successor and King Valdemar II of Denmark.2 The work is regarded 

as consisting of two entities different from each other by their approach, the first books i–ix 

being commonly considered ʻmythicalʼ in contraposition to the last books x–xvi classified as 

ʻhistoricalʼ.3 Even though the Viking past is still noticeable in the last books of the work, the 

focus of my thesis is on books i–ix, which are generally recognized as the part of Gesta in which 

Saxo included the information he had gathered from the Scandinavian lore and mythology.4  

Gesta was published in print in 1514.5 It has traditionally been seen by many Danish scholars 

as their primal, national history. More recently, other approaches to the work have been 

developed by not only the Danes, but also Scandinavian, German and Anglo-Saxon scholars 

interested in Gesta’s representation of ancient, ʻGermanicʼ pagan lore. Consequently, the study 

of Gesta’s first ʻmythicalʼ books (i–ix) has been emphasized in comparison with the last books 

(x–xvi) seen as the ʻhistoricalʼ part of the work. Interestingly, these two approaches to Gesta, 

mixed with German historicism, developed a marked tradition of disregarding Saxo as a reliable 

testimony about the Northern lore, considering him of no use in conveying the Scandinavian 

myths contrary to other Scandinavian authors such as Snorri Sturluson. However, between these 

 
1 From now on, I will use Gesta as an abbreviation for Gesta Danorum. 
2 Friis-Jensen 2015, xxix, xxxv, xliii. 
3 Muceniecks 2017, xiv, 42. 
4 In my thesis, I will use the 2015 edition of Gesta Danorum, edited by Karsten Friis-Jensen and translated by 

Peter Fisher. 
5 Friis-Jensen 2015, li. 
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extreme approaches, many works grounded in solid research and scholarship have also been 

produced, discussing the most varied topics from political to cultural history.6 

There are several scholars who have seen Gesta’s potential as a source of the Viking past. As 

it has been pointed out, Saxo makes it abundantly clear that he is a great admirer of antiquity, 

both Roman and Danish.7 In fact, it is possible to argue that Saxo envisions his own age and 

the people whose history he is writing as in a state of moral decline. He writes out of nostalgia, 

something that implies a pain of loss, a longing for the faded past and a rejection of the corrupted 

present. While expressing pessimism regarding his own age, Saxo celebrates the past and, with 

the help of the example displayed by the heroic men of the old times, strives for stirring his 

countrymen to renewed moral energy. In Gesta, ancient warrior virtues are preferred to 

contemporary practice, that is comfort, cowardice, luxury, culinary delicacy as well as the 

softness of dress and manners, generally put down to German influence on Denmark. By 

recording the deeds of the ancient Danes, Saxo seeks to resuscitate the past so that the present 

can measure and educate itself in relation to that lost heroic world and, furthermore, sense its 

own unheroic and insignificant status. The nature of Gesta as a work is heroic. In its dynastic 

politics, lines of succession are created and defended by combat, not by law or custom. Every 

episode is about valour and honour won, lost and stolen, the motives of action being reducible 

to heroism, cowardice and cunning.8 

Interestingly, the role of Christian elements in Gesta emerges as somewhat banal, except for 

the wisdom of Bishop Absalon (1177–1201), which, however, tends to be rather that of worldly 

wisdom. There is no divine plan and hardly even a god who intercedes in human affairs. The 

pagan gods as much as wizards play the roles of the founding heroes of Denmark. Even though 

Christianity is acknowledged as the true religion against the false, old one, Saxo’s narrative 

accords a minor role to the Christian God in whatever ʻprogressʼ the Danes make in the forward 

motion of their history. Instead of conversion or piety, the only ʻprogressʼ in Danish history 

happens because a hero bests an enemy by courage and heroism. The rougher virtues of ancient 

heroism are also means to resist the corruption of ease and courtly ways. It is honour and 

disgrace that move Danish history forward, for better and for worse.9 

 
6 Muceniecks 2017, xiv. 
7 Malone 1958, 94. 
8 Jaeger 2016, 237–238, 242–244, 249–251. 
9 Jaeger 2016, 243–244. 
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As the first part of Gesta, up to book x, is dedicated to the story of the birth of the Danish 

kingdom and the rule and behaviour of the first pagan Danish kings, Saxo’s accounts have been 

seen as sorts of kings and warriors’ mirror for his contemporary Danish kings and magnates. 

Just as pirate raiding was part of the obligations of being a great Danish king and a warrior in 

the past, the warriors of Saxo’s own time were motivated by the same things as their ancestors, 

that is adventure, booty, honour and the possibility of exercising their martial skills. In Saxo’s 

work, piracy was not just a way of fighting. It was an intrinsic part of Danish warrior identity. 

In fact, piracy was an important means for Danish warriors and kings to increase their fame and 

domination irrespective of whether it happened in the earliest days of the Danish kingdom or 

in Saxo’s own time. Even though Saxo occasionally laments his countrymen’s pagan ways, he 

does not omit or gloss over the actions of the pagan Danish kings and the Vikings. On the 

contrary, he lauds them for their fierce warrior expertise and their expansion of Danish 

dominance. That even Arcbishop Absalon, Saxo’s patron, is depicted as a Christian Viking 

bishop indicates that this was, in fact, how Absalon himself wanted to be remembered.10 

In addition to Saxo’s accounts of male warriors, research has been done on his descriptions of 

warrior women. It has been suggested that in Saxo’s eyes the primary reason for these women 

to become female warriors was their strong will to preserve their chastity. As to his attitude 

towards them, Saxo is described as having simultaneously admired the manly spirit of Gesta’s 

warrior women and criticized their lack of femininity. Even though he explicitly emphasizes 

their courage and strength and commends them for their chastity, he implicitly demonstrates 

that they were all defeated one way or another and reproaches them for avoiding their natural 

roles as wives and mothers.11 It has been argued that in Gesta’s account of the battle of Bråvalla 

the presence of women in the army of the Danes is in fact used as a device to emphasize its 

decadence and other negative aspects. The little value ascribed to these women in Saxo’s 

narrative is due to their masculine characteristics. According to this view, there is no escaping 

the number of negative statements about women that are found throughout Gesta.12 The work 

has been approached from other thematic perspectives as well. Saxo’s history has been seen as 

a source of berserk warriordom presenting several characteristics and fighting techniques 

attributed to this particular warrior group.13 Different Scandinavian warrior types, training 

 
10 Heebøll-Holm 2012, 155–158, 164, 167. 
11 Strand 1980, 116–117. 
12 Muceniecks 2017, 96. 
13 Speidel 2004, 69–72. 
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methods and fighting styles related to Viking warfare have also been discovered from Gesta’s 

material along with the discussion of warrior women and their historical reality.14 

Gesta’s capability to convey ideas of the Viking past has also been questioned. Most scholars 

agree that Saxo’s presentation of historic facts is not historically accurate.15 It has even been 

remarked that Saxo is infamous for writing the glorious past of the Danes and in particular that 

of the Viking period.16 The role played by the clergymen in Gesta has also been emphasized. 

According to this view, there are hierocratic conceptions to be found even in the books where 

there are no mentions of the Church or Christianity. In fact, the myriad of warriors and heroes 

in Gesta are seen representing the Danish Church and the churchmen, with whom Saxo 

identifies himself and on behalf of which he speaks. Thus, to rashly attribute a predominance 

of aristocratic and warrior values as well as the interest in military and oratorical deeds to Gesta, 

which is a common topos in other Scandinavian and Icelandic sources as well, has been 

considered a simplistic approach to the work.17 As for the significance of paganism in the work, 

it has been remarked that the main function of the heathen gods in the mythic past of the Danes 

is only to characterize the heathen period as heathen. By letting the heathen gods themselves 

represent heathendom, Saxo ensured that prior to the advent of Christianity no responsibility 

for the heathen past fell on his heroic kings who secured a glorious prehistory for Denmark.18 

With my master’s thesis, it is my aim to contribute to the above-mentioned discussion and 

present some new parallels between Gesta and the warrior culture of the Vikings. Even though 

the source value of the work regarding the Viking past has been questioned by many scholars, 

I will argue for Gesta’s potential as a source to convey Viking-age mentalities, practices and 

beliefs. In the light of the connections between Saxo’s work and the historical research on the 

Vikings, I disagree with the idea that Gesta’s kings, warriors and heroes merely represent 

ecclesiastical ideals. Though Christian virtues and moral doctrines have certainly had their 

impact on Gesta’s content, the warlike orientation of Saxo’s warriors is striking, and their 

militarism mirrors the typical characterization of the Viking Age as a violent period. In fact, 

 
14 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 55, 62–63, 93–94, 101–102, 
15 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 102. 
16 Benham 2016, 283. 
17 Muceniecks 2017, xv, 67, 176. 
18 Mundal 2010, 239–240. In Gesta, paganism is interpreted in accordance with the traditional Christian models 

of interpreting paganism, that is euhemerism, idolatry and demonology (Lassen 2010, 229–230). As a method, 

euhemerism can be defined as a historical or historicizing interpretation of mythology. In medieval Scandinavia, 

it was a well-known method among authors with historical pretensions such as Saxo Grammaticus and Snorri 

Sturluson (Muceniecks 2017, 53). 
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Saxo stresses the relevance of warrior culture in the past he describes. Military activities, such 

as war campaigns, military training and warlike achievements are at the centre of Gesta’s 

narrative. It is clear that Saxo values these activities and sees their lack mostly in a negative 

light. As I seek to show, Saxo’s descriptions of the traits of the male warriors and their activities 

resonate with the current scholarly appreciation of the Viking communities. 

It is also noticeable that Saxo clearly values the ways of his pagan characters. Interestingly, the 

significance of the pagan elements in Gesta may even have been underestimated by the earlier 

research. Several of Saxo’s kings and warriors have associations with Odin and the pagan 

traditions. While it is possible that some of these parallels were unknown to Saxo, some of his 

heroes are still explicitly said having upheld certain pagan ways and interacted with the pagan 

gods. Indeed, in addition to the more usual ways of waging war, Gesta introduces some 

specialized groups of warriors who have connections both to the god Odin and seiðr magic. As 

to Gesta’s warrior women, I argue that there are more dimensions to these female fighters than 

it has previously been observed. As discussed in Chapter 3.2., according to the recent 

archaeological discoveries and historical research, it is possible to argue that Viking-age 

societies may have respected masculine qualities both in men and women, even though the 

more traditional female role was also relevant and appreciated. Of this, Gesta serves as a 

versatile testimony. 

In Saxo’s work, there are numerous women who lead a warrior’s life and seek political power 

through warlike efforts. Besides these warrior women, there are also women described as 

having masculine qualities and being able to fight, if necessary. As I show in Chapter 3.2., the 

fact that an individual, even a woman, is told to have behaved like a man can be interpreted as 

a positive characteristic, given the strong role of the masculine ethos in the Viking communities. 

Contrary to the above-mentioned view that sees Saxo’s attitude towards women only in a 

negative light, I argue for Saxo respecting warrior women’s characteristics that deviated from 

the more general gender roles. Even women who are not portrayed as fighters are given positive 

traits by Saxo when it comes to their ability to perform in more masculine domains. Regarding 

the interpretation according to which Gesta’s warrior women took up arms in order to protect 

their chastity, I argue that there may be more to decipher from Saxo’s descriptions with the help 

of the recent research. It is possible that there is some historical background behind the 

behaviour of Saxo’s warrior women, even if he himself did not fully comprehend their 

masculine ways. 
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In addition to these themes, there are many more Viking aspects in Gesta that have not received 

much attention. As far as the conceptions of honour and rightful revenge are concerned, the 

mentalities of Gesta’s warriors markedly resemble those of the Vikings, known from other 

sources. The fact that blood vengeance was as embedded in the Viking societies as it was 

demonstrated by Saxo’s numerous examples of this practice. Gesta is filled with the examples 

of blood feuds as well as the reasons behind them and their severe aftermaths. What is also 

significant is that blood vengeance receives approval in Saxo’s narrative despite the Church’s 

critical view and efforts to root out the practice. Thus, the stance taken by Saxo in itself 

strengthens the argument for Gesta’s ability to convey Viking-age customs. Saxo also 

introduces views on death and the afterlife that correspond to the beliefs of the Vikings. In 

addition to possible references to Valhalla, Gesta serves as an illustrative source of the 

conceptions the Vikings had of an honourable, warrior’s death. The elements of the Viking 

funerary rites and the ideas related to them are also present in the work. Viking mentalities are 

further represented in Saxo’s definitions of an honourable combat including different rules, 

battle tactics and types of combat, such as duelling. As I will show, the ways Saxo’s warriors 

are expected to behave and fight correspond with our understanding about the Viking warfare 

more than it may have previously been noted. 

Gesta’s potential as a source of the Viking past is supported by the source material Saxo is 

known to have used in building his work. He based his material on Scandinavian sources, 

having himself said that he copied much of Gesta’s material especially from the heroic poetry.19 

In fact, the publishing of Gesta in print in 1514 led to a reviving interest in the Old Norse Kings’ 

sagas in the 16th century, Snorri Sturluson’s Heimskringla owing Saxo credit for its position in 

more than one way. Consequently, Saxo’s Gesta and Snorri’s Heimskringla can be regarded as 

a ʻpairʼ in Scandinavian historiography.20 Saxo drew heavily on vernacular narrative traditions 

about ancient Scandinavia in prose as well as in verse. Even though he may have had access to 

some texts, such as the catalogue poem about the participants in the battle of Bråvalla, he 

probably knew others from the oral tradition, composing his work at a time when the sagas of 

the Norwegian kings began to be written down.21 It has been stated that the detailed dependence 

of Saxo on northern sources and native oral tradition becomes increasingly apparent in studying 

Gesta’s earlier books.22 The relationship between his work and the Icelandic legendary sagas is 

 
19 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 102. 
20 Jørgensen 2010, 91. 
21 Friis-Jensen 2015, xlix– l. 
22 Davidson 1981, 50. 
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in many cases quite obvious.23 The short survey of what can be known of Saxo’s Icelandic 

sources in fact indicates that he had access to a collective treasure house of Icelandic stories 

and poetry, including materials that surfaced much later in Icelandic vernacular literature.24 

The culture of the Vikings was an exclusively oral one, apart from the custom of preserving 

memories by erecting rune stones to commemorate the dead. Even though the dating of the 

surviving Eddic poems is a much-debated question, the metrical form of the poems is old and 

their contents can be assumed to go back to the Viking Age. It is likely that the best poets and 

performers created poems that lasted for a long time, the poem called Vǫluspá, which comprised 

the whole heathen world view, being exemplary in this case. In fact, Saxo’s Gesta has also been 

recognized as a source of Danish heroic poems. While Eddic poems are traditional and 

impersonal in form, skaldic poems were composed by professional poets, the skalds, who 

cultivated individual artistry in their compositions and located their stories in actual situations. 

No art was more admired than that of the skalds, who were patronized by kings and earls, their 

best stanzas uniting great art with intellectual depth.25 The production of these agents of oral 

tradition is found in a myriad of forms, Saxo’s Gesta among them.26 Interestingly, Saxo himself 

mentions an Icelander named Arnold who has been identified by scholars as King Valdemar’s 

court skald Arnaldr Ϸorvaldsson. According to Saxo, Arnold belonged to Archbishop Absalon’s 

household and was no less knowledgeable about the past than in his predictions, being an expert 

in the skilful recounting of history. Saxo also tells how King Valdemar desired to hear Arnold 

tell of historical feats.27 

The question remains how we can approach oral tradition and the sagas based on it as historical 

sources. The fact that Saxo uses oral tradition with its myths in his work strengthens the 

interpretation that he probably had information about the Viking past in his hands. This is 

because myths can be seen as an entrance-portal to the ideology of given culture.28 They are a 

medium par excellence in which ideological structures are manifested and in which ideology is 

verbalized. As it has been remarked, myths are at the centre of the analyses of the ideology of 

any given society and the most important expression of ideology in archaic societies.29 That the 

 
23 Guðnason 1981, 84–85. 
24 Jensson 2010, 206. 
25 Roesdahl and Meulengracht Sørensen 2003, 133, 137–138. 
26 Muceniecks 2017, 29–30. 
27 Saxo, xiv. 36.2., 1259, 1261. In my thesis, references to Saxo’s Gesta Danorum are done by indicating the book 

and its exact section, followed by the page number. As in this case, the reference is from Gesta’s book xiv and its 

inner section 36.2. on pages 1259 and 1261 (xiv. 36.2., 1259, 1261). 
28 Steinsland 2011a, 8. 
29 Schjødt 2011, 269. 
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myths encode an understanding about the world and an attitude to life which is fundamentally 

different from the Christian one actually increases our confidence in them.30 Several studies in 

the history of religion have shown that myths and rituals in general were important means for 

the Viking-age and early medieval rulers in Scandinavia to express their power.31 While the 

middle of the twentieth century saw scholars adopting an overtly critical attitude towards Old 

Norse texts, subsequent decades have seen a re-establishment of trust in these sources. Even 

though they should not be taken as accurately documenting events that took place during the 

Viking Age, the common patterns of behaviour, as they manifest in multiple sources, allows us 

to potentially identify social attitudes and customs that medieval Icelanders found to be 

believable of their pre-Christian ancestors.32 As it has been pointed out, the possible fictionality 

does not automatically imply that the social structure of the sagas is invented. It is the subject 

matter and internal consistency of the sagas that strengthens the idea that they are based on a 

tradition that is rooted in history. It is up to historians to try to create a comprehensive picture 

of the society that produced the accounts and of the society that the sagas depict, focusing on 

the trustworthiness of the information.33 

Gesta Danorum is a work of history that Saxo was commissioned to write by Absalon, the 

archbishop of Lund (1177–1201). What was asked of Saxo was to create a Danish history that 

would work as a written monument to the achievements of the Danes matching similar existing 

works about their neighbours. The time of composition is estimated to have taken place between 

c. 1188 and 1208, or even later. Scholars have identified Saxo as Absalon’s secretary (clericus), 

a canon of the cathedral chapter and a magister, a title which indicated that he taught, or had 

taught, at the cathedral school. It has also been suggested that Saxo came from a military family, 

who had served the Danish kings for generations, being possibly a younger son intended by his 

parents for an ecclesiastical career. Saxo appears as a master of the Latin language and the 

disciplines of the trivium, but there are few traces in his work of a specific, high-level 

knowledge of theology, law or the disciplines of the quadrivium. However, his very consistent 

imitation of classical Roman authors is not likely to be a product of Danish schools. Therefore, 

scholars have seen France as the most likely location for his education.34 

 
30 Roesdahl and Meulengracht Sørensen 2003, 131. 
31 Sundqvist 2011, 163. 
32 Raffield 2019, 814. 
33 Sigurðsson 2011, 97, 100–101. 
34 Friis-Jensen 2015, xxix–xxxiii, xxxv–xxxvi, xliii. 
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Besides being the ecclesiastical centre of Denmark, the archiepiscopal court at Lund was a 

centre of secular power. Lund was a regular station in the itinerary of the royal court since the 

king also possessed a residence there. An intellectually alert collector of old lore and vernacular 

oral tradition like Saxo would have had ample opportunities to cultivate his interests in these 

two courts, where the ecclesiastical dignitaries and their followers, the leading families of the 

country as well as the king’s regular military retinue would gather, providing Saxo with many 

kinds of oral tradition, including military reminiscences and family history. There are several 

important themes associated with Saxo’s literary aims. In addition to providing moral education 

through history-writing, Saxo is seen as having a patriotic agenda. He is a representative of 

those medieval historians who wrote in the genre called origo gentis, that is the national 

histories of non-Roman peoples. Gesta also serves as an example of the late antique and 

medieval writings of universal history that were built up around a backbone of biblical 

chronology synchronized with that of the Graeco-Roman world. Saxo also aims to picture the 

history of Denmark and Scandinavia as a worthy counterpart to that of the ʻfirstʼ Roman Empire 

that collapsed in the West in the fifth century AD. The second half of Gesta abounds in narrative 

about conflicts between Denmark and the German Empire, the Danish independence from the 

German Empire being the highest political aim to be pursued.35 

Saxo’s work can also be seen as a part of a process called northification, in which the older 

theologically modelled view of the past was reconstructed. As Old Norse writers found a new 

value in their pagan past, it became legitimate for them to describe and use it for current 

purposes.36 Even though medieval historiographers wrote the history of the Nordic countries 

into common European historiography, Icelandic-Nordic historians remained faithful to older, 

native concepts for legitimizing and expressing power, contrary to the European royal ideology 

that had long been based on the Christian concept of rex iustus. Nordic culture responded to the 

new medieval challenges by transforming native pagan mythological traditions to agree with a 

new cultural and social context, preserving simultaneously its identity and distinguishing its 

own Nordic past as different compared with wider European developments.37 In fact, pagan 

myths proved highly adaptable to suit new circumstances in the field of ideology. As a result, 

we note the survival, transformation and incorporation of pagan myths into the Icelandic 

sagas.38 It has also been pointed out that there seems to have been more ideological continuity 

 
35 Friis-Jensen 2015, xxx–xxxi, xl–xliv. 
36 Sonne 2016, 80. 
37 Steinsland 2011b, 62. 
38 Beuermann 2011, 377. 
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in Nordic cultures in the late Viking Age than earlier scholarship has acknowledged. Even 

though the change of religion was a crucial event, it was not until the middle of the thirteenth 

century that the European ideology of rulership really got hold on Nordic culture.39 In Gesta, 

the culture is seen as endangered, dying or dead. As Snorri wrote his prose Edda at least in part 

because he saw the skaldic art dying out and wanted to preserve its traces, Saxo’s Gesta can 

also be seen as a part of this project of staving off decline through nostalgic rescue efforts.40 

I will now briefly discuss the definitions of the Viking Age and the term Viking. In the Viking 

Age (c. 800–1050), which as a term is a modern construction, the Scandinavians made 

themselves famous, or rather notorious, stirring up northern Europe in a way they had never 

done before or since. Especially Danes, but also Norwegians and Swedes, ravaged and had an 

impact on the political and social development of England and parts of France. Why 

Scandinavians were able to change the social and political map in such a profound way in 

northern Europe is still under discussion. Whereas the overcrowded state of Scandinavia and 

the years of bad harvests were previously suggested as the causes that made people leave, the 

power struggles within Scandinavia and the escalating incentive to trade are now stressed as 

the main explanatory factors. Even though there is no consensus regarding the origin or 

meaning of the word Viking, there are two Old Scandinavian words found both in Anglo-Saxon 

chronicles and runic inscriptions. The masculine word víkingr seems to have been the word 

used for a man who has gone away on a journey, obviously together with several others as if 

on a ‘group journey’. The feminine word víking has denoted the actual expedition. Though no 

convincing etymological interpretation has so far been given to the word, it seems plausible to 

assume that a víkingr (m.) who was on a víking (f.) probably had not left Scandinavia for a 

peaceful trading journey, as a warrior-like semantic component seems to be found in the word.41 

The study of the warrior culture in Gesta is divided into four thematic chapters in my thesis. In 

Chapter 2, I will examine the parallels between the characteristics of Saxo’s warriors and the 

traits attributed to the Vikings. The focus is on male warriors and their views on war and 

 
39 Steinsland 2011a, 11–12. 
40 Jaeger 2016, 251. 
41 Brink 2008b, 4–6. The image of the ravaging and killing Viking has been toned down during the past fifty years 

as the peaceful, industrious and trading Viking has been on the research agenda. However, Viking-age 

Scandinavians no doubt spent time on both activities and the fear of the Northmen, of which we read in documents 

and chronicles from Anglo-Saxon England and Ireland, probably had nothing to do with them as traders. Still 

today, the word Viking is associated with pirates and the men of violence (Brink 2008b, 4). For more about the 

hypotheses presented about the etymological meaning of the word Viking, see Brink 2008b. For the considerations 

of Viking violence and the stereotypes used in history culture, see Cederlund 2011, Croix 2015, Ellis 2021 and 

Price 2019. 
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military skills. Chapter 3 explores Gesta’s warrior women and considers the possibility that the 

trait of a warrior could also have involved females. In Chapter 4, I seek to demonstrate that the 

conceptions of honour, revenge and death presented in Gesta have clear similarities with the 

Viking-age mentalities and beliefs. The connections between Gesta and the Viking societies 

regarding the ideas of and honourable combat are explored in Chapter 5 through Saxo’s 

descriptions of different types of rules, tactics and combat. 
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2. Gesta and the way of a Viking warrior 

 

The latter brother [Hadding], with a most auspicious natural growth, achieved the full 

perfection of manhood even in his first youth; he avoided the pursuit of pleasure and ardently 

devoted himself to the constant handling of weapons, remembering that as the son of a 

warrior father it was his duty to spend his whole life in feats of military excellence.42 

 

Warriors play a significant role in the narrative of Gesta Danorum. In building his work around 

the accounts of warriors, Saxo stresses the relevance of both warrior culture and warfare in the 

past he describes. The status of a warrior appears to be a distinguished social standing and 

individual trait in Saxo’s narrative. Throughout the work, he emphasizes the martial skills of 

the Danes that go back to the times of their ancestors. Starting from King Dan I, the eponymous 

king of the Danes, Saxo describes his countrymen as the most courageous and skilful fighters. 

In this Chapter, I examine the parallels between the qualities Saxo associates his warriors with 

and the historical research made on the Vikings. Starting from studying the Viking traits of 

Saxo’s warriors in Chapter 2.1., the focus of Chapter 2.2. is on Gesta’s pagan elements and the 

more specialized warrior groups, such as Odin’s champions, berserks (berserkir) and the 

wielders of magic. 

 

2.1. The traits of a warrior 

The portrayal of King Skiold,43 one of the ancestors of the Danes from whom, according to 

Saxo, the succeeding Danish kings assumed the common title of Skioldungs and whose name 

literally means a shield, is an illustrative example of the militaristic spirit the Danes display in 

Gesta Danorum. Saxo describes him as an ideal warrior. Already as a youth he won repute 

among the huntsmen of his father king Løther by overcoming a huge bear. In Saxo’s words, 

this was a remarkable incident which foretold the quality of his bravery in the future. While 

growing up, he individually vanquished many champions of tested courage and already at 15 

had grown to such unusual stature that he presented a perfect specimen of human physique. 

 
42 Saxo, i. 6.1., 42–43: ʻHic primis adolescentie temporibus foelicissimis nature incrementis summam uirilis etatis 

perfectionem sortitus, omisso uoluptatis studio continua armorum meditatione flagrabat, memor se bellicoso patre 

natum omne uite tempus spectatis militie operibus exigere debere.ʼ 
43 The kings mentioned in my thesis are Danish unless otherwise mentioned. 
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Furthermore, Skiold roused other men to pursue merit in an active career in order to avoid an 

emasculated existence.44 Even though the depiction of Skiold seems ideal, the ideality in itself 

does not create an interpretative problem. Quite the contrary, it can be argued that the ideals 

Saxo highlights throughout the work can potentially tell us about the qualities respected in the 

Viking communities. Progenitor Skiold pursues in all his physical might an active life and 

displays both courage and skill as a warrior. One could say he embodies the traits required of a 

warrior and is a model example of a man who prepares himself for the incoming challenges. 

Skiold has, so to speak, a warlike orientation, which is a common characteristic among Saxo’s 

warriors. 

The militarism of Gesta’s warriors mirrors the typical characterization of the Viking Age as a 

violent period. The everyday aspects of Viking-age society reinforced the militaristic, 

hegemonic hierarchies of masculinity, societies themselves perpetuating a series of self-

reinforcing cultural norms that encouraged participation in martial activities.45 It is possible to 

describe Viking communities as ʻmilitarised societiesʼ. All levels of society including women 

and children were involved in the warrior culture one way or another, free men having the right 

to carry weapons and the supreme leader being also the military leader. To die in battle was 

seen as a natural end for an armed man.46 Thus, in a ʻmilitarised societyʼ, there is no distinction 

between the civic and the military and between civilians and soldiers.47 The importance of the 

warrior culture also emerges from Norse mythology. For example, the mythological account 

about the life in Valhalla, the home of the gods, where dead warriors live with Odin, depicts 

the young men’s preparation for warrior life. In Valhalla, warriors fought and cut each other 

down in training games every day, standing up again at noon and riding home. This was their 

daily training routine in anticipation of the great final war, Ragnarök, between the gods and the 

jotun, that is the giants. In the account in question, life in Valhalla is presented as a mirror image 

of real life, with a need for daily weapon practice and physical training.48 In fact, it is possible 

to argue that the so-called need for mythology that emphasizes militancy tells about the Viking 

societies themselves. 

The way the Viking societies possibly viewed peace is also telling. There is evidence in the 

skaldic poetry of the king being regarded responsible for good and bad harvests, the idea of 

 
44 Saxo, i. 3.1., 23. 
45 Raffield 2019, 813. 
46 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 31. 
47 James 1997, 19. 
48 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 62. 
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ʻgood year and peaceʼ linked to the king. Even though the king’s responsibility for ʻpeaceʼ may 

at first sight seem to contradict the mainly martial image of the king in the sagas and the skaldic 

poetry, it actually confirms it as peace was not considered the absence of war but the result of 

successful war.49 What is especially noteworthy here is the impression that peace is secured by 

waging war. The seemingly close connection between war and peace indicates how central 

factor warfare might have been in the ways the Viking societies functioned. Military activities, 

such as war campaigns, military training and warlike achievements, are at the centre of Gesta’s 

narrative as well. Saxo values these activities and sees their lack mostly in a negative light. 

King Hadding serves as a demonstrative example of this when reproaching himself during the 

time of peace: 

When his rival [Uffi] had been removed all was quiet and he [Hadding] discontinued his 

warfaring completely for many years; finally, pleading that he had spent ages cultivating the 

land when he should have been indulging in naval exploits (as though he believed 

belligerence pleasanter than peace) he began to criticize himself for his sloth in this strain: 

ʻWhy do I linger in the shadows, enfolded by rugged hills, not following the waves as before? 

- - To sound out the straits with our oars, revel in plundered wealth, pursue for our coffers 

another’s fortune and gloat over sea loot would be a far finer business than haunting the 

winding forest tracks and barren ravines.ʼ50 

What the passage shows is that Hadding was bored with peace, missed war campaigns and, 

above all, saw his own idleness in military activities in a negative light. Saxo also tells of the 

possible risks peacetime could cause to both communities and individuals. He sees the time of 

peace as the cause for the moral decline that prevailed at the beginning of the reign of King 

Frothi III when he was still a young ruler. Saxo describes the sons of Vestmar and Koli, Frothi’s 

advisors, responsible for all kinds of outrages during the time of peace. He states that the reason 

behind their actions was that during peacetime men’s bodies had no sturdy exercise and became 

demoralized through inactivity. In Saxo’s words, leisure brought viciousness to Frothi’s 

courtiers who demonstrated this wantonness born of inactivity by the most appalling crimes. 

This unrestrained and shameless behaviour of Frothi’s warriors had even made the king odious 

not only abroad but to his own countrymen.51 Even though the depiction of the sons resembles 

that of berserks and has an antagonistic tone, it is telling that Saxo stresses the lack of warfare 

 
49 Bagge 2010, 148. 
50 Saxo, i. 8.18., 68–71: ʻCunque sublato iam emulo complures annos per summam armorum desuetudinem rerum 

agitatione uacuus exegisset, tandem diutinum ruris cultum nimiamque maritimarum rerum abstinentiam causatus 

et quasi bellum pace iocundius ratus talibus seipsum culpare desidie modis aggreditur: ʻQuid moror in latebris 

opacis Collibus implicitus scruposis, Nec mare more sequor priori? - - Nam freta remigiis probare Officii potioris 

esset, Mercibus ac spoliis ouare, Aera aliena sequi locello, Aequoreis inhiare lucris Quam salebras nemorumque 

flexus Et steriles habitare saltus.ʼʼ 
51 Saxo, v. 1.1., v. 1.3., v. 1.11.–1.12., 251, 253, 259, 261. 
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as the main cause of the disorder and chaos. In other words, peace, that is the absence of war, 

caused disturbances. It seems that this was also realized by King Harald I Hildetan who, 

according to Saxo, had a following plan for the season of peace: 

To prevent his soldiers’ spirits relaxing into sloth during this period of rest he [Harald] 

decided they should be trained constantly by swordsmen in the art of parrying and dealing 

blows. Some of them became so adroit in this remarkable exercise of duelling that they could 

graze their opponent’s eyebrow with unerring aim. If anyone at the receiving end so much 

as blinked an eyelid through fear, he was shortly discharged of his duties and dismissed from 

court.52 

In addition to being an example of some side effects of peace, that is laziness and idleness, the 

passage depicts a certain kind of weapon training and the fact that it was necessary for the 

warriors to upkeep their military readiness. As it has been noted about this particular passage 

of Gesta, it emphasizes that the readiness and courage of the warriors could be maintained only 

by realistic and dangerous weapon training, even if we do not know if this really took place 

among the warriors in Harald Hildetan’s retinue.53 In the light of the above-mentioned, it is 

possible to interpret that in the Viking communities peace was seen as a temporary state 

followed, sooner or later, by a new season of war. Thus, warriors needed to be alert and maintain 

their activity and military skills during peacetime. 

Indeed, it seems that militarism had its roots deep in the Viking communities and the ways they 

worked. As it has been pointed out, the pagan warrior ideal was, ideologically and 

economically, a centre feature of Viking-age society.54 The Scandinavian warrior society’s 

dynamic and changing political configurations were based on alliances and military power.55 

In the early Viking Age, political power was less institutionalized and more depended on the 

personalities of the powerful. What mattered was their charisma, skill and luck in war and 

politics and their ability to attract important and powerful friends and allies. Therefore, control 

over land and people was rather unstable and a dynasty rarely kept in control for more than a 

few generations.56 The king was king because of the consent of the army. In other words, he 

was primarily a warlord who was either elected by lesser warlords and their warriors or warrior 

 
52 Saxo, vii. 10.11., 520–521: ̒ Quorum quiete ne militum animos in desidiam resolui pateretur, assidue eis cauendi 

inferendique ictus rationem a gladiatoribus perdiscendam constituit. Quorum quidam insigni dimicationis arte 

callentes aduerse frontis supercilium infallibili ictu ferire solebant. Quo siquis recepto uersilitate palpebre timidius 

conniueret, mox aula eiectus stipendiis defungebatur.ʼ 
53 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 62. 
54 Steinsland 2011a, 7. 
55 Hedeager 2008, 17. 
56 Skre 2008, 86. 
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were attracted to him and gathered around him because of his charisma, skills and success as a 

leader in war. The power to decide on war and peace was not institutionalized as a royal 

prerogative, kin and mutual friendship between the king and his retainers of great men with 

private armies being continuously the core of the military system.57 In contrast to medieval 

authority that saw power deriving from the divine sphere, from ʻthe top downʼ, Viking-age 

power structures were organized from ʻthe bottom upʼ. Thus, the Viking rulers depended on 

popular support, which they secured through giving gifts and redistributing resources.58 In fact, 

the leader’s duty to give from his wealth to those under him in exchange for their loyalty and 

military support was considered almost sacred. In case the leader broke his obligations, his 

supporters were no longer obliged to maintain their bonds of loyalty to him and could support 

other princely candidates.59 

That both generosity and the reputation of a great warrior were significant sources of power for 

the rulers is also demonstrated throughout Gesta, of which I give a couple of examples. The 

Norwegian king Frøger, for instance, was known for his military power and wealth, which are 

implied to have increased his reputation and political power: 

This monarch, Frøger, had achieved a double distinction: he was remarkable both for his 

spectacular militancy and wealth, adorned his sovereignty with athletic prowess, and was 

rich in prizes for gymnastics as well as the distinctions of authority.60 

King Frothi III, on his part, displays the importance of generosity through his actions. After 

overthrowing the Irish leader Kervil in Ireland, Saxo recounts the aftermath of the battle as 

follows: ʻFrothi shared out the captured booty among his soldiery, so that he could claim to be 

free from any greedy inclination for wealth and only ambitious to strive for glory.ʼ61 What 

Frothi’s reaction reveals is that he would have been regarded as greedy, if he had decided to 

keep all the spoils of war to himself instead of sharing them. The glory won from the battle is 

also implied to have been politically powerful in itself. In fact, there was competition for the 

position of the most generous leader among the Vikings, as men wanted to become the friends 

and supporters of the most generous leaders.62 In Gesta, King Skiold is explicitly said to have 

 
57 Hybel 2018, 270, 301–302. 
58 Steinsland 2011a, 6–7. 
59 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 26, 47. 
60 Saxo, iv. 8.1., 244–245: ʻFrogerus hic erat gemina admodum sorte conspicuus, quod non minus armis quam 

opibus illustris regiam ditionem athletico decoraret officio tantumque gymnicis palmis quantum dignitatis 

ornamentis polleret.ʼ 
61 Saxo, v. 14.5., 350–351: ʻCaptiuam rex predam militi dispertiuit, uti se totius auaritie expertem et a nimia rerum 

cupiditate auersum solius glorie lucrum appetere testaretur.ʼ 
62 Sigurðsson 2011, 78. 
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vied with other kings’ courage through his own bounty and generosity.63 Likewise, a great 

crowd of champions is told to have been brought to King Rolf Krake’s court due to his 

reputation as a generous leader.64 

In addition to generosity, the reputation of a warrior was considered a source of political power. 

As chiefs used surplus in wealth to bind people to local and regional political machines in the 

Viking communities, people became affiliated with aggressive leaders, not with corporate 

groups.65 Besides being generous, it was important for a leader to have capacity for strategic 

thinking and to be able to show ruthlessness towards his enemies. Outward qualities, such as a 

strong body and beautiful clothes, needed to be shown as well. It was the good reputation that 

led to popular support. Prosperity in times of peace and victory in war were seen as 

confirmations that the gods were protecting the leader and that his capacity for good luck had 

stood the test. However, a leader could lose his reputation for ʻgood luckʼ if he misused the 

talent or had bad luck. Consequently, the followers, whether they were an entire state or a 

warring band of brothers, had to choose another leader who could restore the relationship with 

the gods.66 In Gesta, the portrayals of rulers and warriors with great military reputations are 

many. Saxo describes how the company of King Harald I Hildetan and his nephew Oli, who 

was later to be a king as well, was sought by many champions who were inspired by their 

military achievements and who, consequently, joined their brotherhoods of warriors.67 In fact, 

Saxo explicitly states that the men of the past pursued a warlike reputation for themselves: 

In times past people believed that the supreme goal was a celebrity achieved not by dazzling 

riches but by hard activity in war. Illustrious men once made it their concern to pick quarrels, 

start up old feuds, loathe ease, choose soldiering in preference to peace, be evaluated by 

courage rather than property, and take their greatest delight in battles, their least in 

banqueting.68 

Interestingly, Gesta can also be read a source of the phenomenon described by the study 

examining the effects of the male-biased operational sex ratios (the OSR) in the Late Iron Age. 

The OSR, one of several sex ratios recognized by evolutionary biologists, is the ratio of males 

to females who are ready to mate in a population at a given time, biases in it determining which 

 
63 Saxo, i. 3.3 (2)., 25. 
64 Saxo, ii. 6.8., 117. 
65 Ling et al. 2018, 494. 
66 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 24. 
67 Saxo, vii. 10.10., vii. 11.1., vii. 11.12., 521, 531. 
68 Saxo, vii. 2.6., 456–457: ʻNihil enim ueteres claritate magis expetendum ducebant, quam non opum fulgor, sed 

armorum industria peperisset. Itaque seditiones amplecti, instaurare lites, ocia fastidire, paci militiam anteferre, 

uirtutum, non rerum estimatione censeri, plurimum uoluptatis in preliis, minimum in conuiuiis reponere clarissimis 

| quondam uiris cure extitit.ʼ 
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sex competes for access to mates and the intensity of this competition. During the Late Iron 

Age (c. 400–1050), Scandinavian OSRs were biased towards males by polygyny and 

concubinage, the bias being also magnified by an increase in social stratification that occurred 

during this period. As a result, a pool of unmarried men motivated to engage in risky behaviours 

in order to increase their probability of entering the marriage market was created. Thus, the 

male–male competition was increased, which led to a volatile socio-political environment in 

which men joined raiding parties and sought to distinguish themselves by obtaining wealth, 

status and female slaves. In fact, raiding represented a mutually beneficial means of achieving 

social advancement and success for the men of both high and low status. As the low-status men 

strived for improving their lot, the elite men instigated expeditions to acquire plunder and to 

develop their reputations as war leaders.69 As Saxo’s work is filled with accounts that 

emphasize the importance of distinguishing oneself by obtaining wealth, fame and status as 

well as rich in descriptions of male–male competition, I argue that it is also possible to read 

Gesta from the OSR theory’s point of view. 

As the above-mentioned examples demonstrate, military traits were strongly emphasized and 

valued in the Viking societies. It was not only the warriors who had to master the military arts, 

for a king or a chieftain was expected to surpass his men in martial sports and to display his 

strength in peaceful contests with others.70 As the ruler held his power by virtue of being ʻthe 

best manʼ, he might be deposed by another with similar qualities, there being no monopoly of 

divine descent or divine protection.71 According to the written sources, an ideal man had to be 

strong and skilful and at times able to resort to impressive trickery, these skills being trained 

and developed from the early days of his childhood to the moment when he entered adulthood.72 

The assumption in the Viking societies that the king or the chieftain was, so to speak, the best 

warrior in the community is significant. What it implies is that it was the warrior traits that were 

valued and defined who was the leader. Furthermore, the requirement of military skills in the 

society also speaks of their necessity. This can be seen in Gesta as well, where the need of both 

the physical and military skills points out along with the ideal of an active life. Even though 

there are also common warriors, most of the warriors Saxo describes are kings, whose personal 

qualities had made them leaders. 

 
69 Raffield and Collard 2016, 315–316, 322. For more about the Scandinavian OSRs in the Late Iron Age and their 

effects on the Viking communities, see Raffield and Collard 2016. 
70 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 61. 
71 Bagge 2010, 148. 
72 Gardeła 2012, 244. For using trickery as a battle tactic, see Chapter 5. 
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Naturally, life as a warrior required physical fitness and good weaponry skills.73 Many of Saxo’s 

warriors strive for activity regarding idleness as dishonourable. In Gesta, an active life is 

constantly associated with military training and achievements. Gesta’s King Frothi II even got 

an epithet ̒ the Activeʼ by demonstrating his bodily and mental endurance. Saxo tells how Frothi 

dealt destruction on ten Norwegian generals, after which he made his final attack on the 

Norwegian king Frøger himself.74 In other words, Frothi won fame by his active war efforts 

that were regarded worth his epithet. Likewise, King Gram achieved renown by his outstanding 

gifts of body and mind. Saxo describes how Gram practised keenly and assiduously whatever 

contributed towards hardening and sharpening his strength. From swordsmen, he 

conscientiously copied methods of parrying and thrusting. According to Saxo, Gram’s 

achievements were so noteworthy that his descendants acknowledged his greatness by making 

his name in the most ancient Danish poems synonymous with royal nobility.75 King Hadding 

avoided the pursuit of pleasure and ardently devoted himself to the constant handling of 

weapons.76 Hadding’s son Frothi, later King Frothi I, is also told to have displayed the same 

virtues in his early manhood: ʻNot wishing to have these tarnished by inactivity, he [Frothi] 

withdrew his thoughts from amusements and bent his purposes to the studious practice of 

arms.ʼ77  

The Swedish King Athisl is depicted by Saxo as a man of notable fame and energy. When Athisl 

had vanquished his neighbours on all fronts, he wanted to make sure that slothful inactivity 

would not tarnish the glory won by his courage. To avoid his reputation fading he brought a 

great many new exercises into vogue by continually practising them himself. According to 

Saxo, among these was a habit of walking alone each day invested with a full panoply of arms, 

since Athisl knew that in soldiering nothing was more creditable than the continual use of 

weapons. It is also said that the zeal in this activity increased his reputation.78 What is implied 

here is that military activity was, in a sense, something by which one’s reputation was measured. 

It was also necessary considering the warlike conditions of the Viking Age. The idea behind 

Athisl’s training method might have been the fact that it was important for a warrior to be able 

to travel quickly over long distances fully armed.79 As many of the accounts of Gesta’s warriors 

 
73 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 61. 
74 Saxo, iv. 8.1., 245. 
75 Saxo, i. 4.1., 25. 
76 Saxo, i. 6.1., 43. 
77 Saxo, ii. 1.1., 78–79: ʻQuas ne desidie corrumpendas preberet, abstractum uoluptatibus animum assidua 

armorum intentione torquebat.ʼ 
78 Saxo, iv. 3.2., 223. 
79 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 63. 
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reveal, men should upkeep their activity and channel it into military feats. A case in point is a 

warrior called Oli who was later to become the king of Denmark. After receiving a report telling 

that Gunni, the lord of Telemark, and his son Grimi had taken to brigandage and occupied the 

forest of Edeskov, Oli was beside himself with rage at their conduct and hurried to confront 

them. He also condemned any young man who allowed a stretch of time to slip away in idleness 

when it should be devoted to courageous deeds.80 Feats of valour are multiple in Gesta and even 

though they may have been glorified on Saxo’s part, they potentially have a wider meaning. It 

is possible they convey certain attitudes and mentalities that can be linked to the Viking 

communities, given the possibility that they are based on older, circulating oral traditions. In 

other words, what these valorous stories communicated to their contemporary listeners was that 

warlike achievements were appreciated and seen as honourable. 

In Gesta, the general attitude towards inactivity is highly negative. Of this, the portrayal of later 

King Jarmerik is illustrative: ʻTo avoid spending his youth in spineless inactivity, he [Jarmerik] 

accustomed himself to warlike pursuits, augmenting his natural gifts by hard application.ʼ81 

That inactivity is being described as spineless implies it possibly being a notable stigma 

connected with disgrace. Related to this Saxo describes how King Ragnar Lothbrok encouraged 

young inactive men to amend their ways. When Ragnar’s wife Thora was carried off by the 

ravages of disease, Ragnar sank into boundless, oppressive grief. Saxo tells how Ragnar 

resolved to find comfort in exercise and temper his misery with toil, since he believed he could 

best shake his grief off by some employment. In order to banish his sorrow and procure 

consolation, Ragnar’s thoughts turned to soldiering, and he decreed that every head of family 

should offer the son he supposed the most worthless82 or one of his lazier and less trusted slaves 

to serve in the king’s army.83 As Saxo says, though one would have imagined Ragnar’s edict 

basically incongruous with his purpose, it in fact brought great improvement to these youths, 

since the ones who had been selected were eager to vie with each other and expunge the stigma 

of sloth.84 Later in Gesta, when proposing a campaign against the Hellespontines, Ragnar asks 

each head of family to arm that son of his who was more capable of action85 along with his 

 
80 Saxo, vii. 11.2., 521, 523. 
81 Saxo, viii. 10.1., 576–577: ʻEt ne segnem eneruemque iuuentam ageret, militaribus se studiis assuefecit, nature 

dotes industria cumulans.ʼ 
82 Saxo, ix. 4.13., 640: contemptissimum 
83 The Viking society was characterized by great social differences, being divided into three main groups: the 

unfree (slaves), the free and the aristocracy (Roesdahl and Meulengracht Sørensen 2003, 126). 
84 Saxo, ix. 4.13., 641. 
85 Saxo, ix. 4.20., 646: ualentioris opere 
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most responsible slave.86 Ragnar’s orders and their opposite nature reveal the communal 

importance of activity and the dishonour that would follow the lack of it. It is possible to 

interpret that sons were, in principle, expected to be military orientated and active, yet 

remembering that the way of a warrior was not necessarily for everyone. What the account of 

Ragnar’s recruitments suggests is that in case boys and men were not active in the expected 

way, the pressure of the community made them amend their ways. In Gesta, Saxo himself 

comments on that in military affairs you may observe nothing more ruinous than men dozing 

in comfort.87 

When it comes to children, there is evidence suggesting that children were conditioned to 

violence at a young age in the Viking communities. During the Viking Age, when regional 

elites were looking to consolidate and expand their power across Scandinavia, it probably would 

not have been uncommon for children and adolescents to be exposed to violence and conflict 

as witnesses and victims. There is also good evidence to indicate that children experienced or 

actively participated in conflict outside of Scandinavia as some, for example, were born into 

and lived among the large, migratory Viking fleets that were operating in northwestern Europe 

during the ninth century. Of these, the so-called Viking Great Army, which was active in 

England during the years 865–878, is a known example. However, previous considerations of 

children’s experiences of warfare among this and similar groups have tended to present them 

as the passive victims or observers of conflict instead of giving thought to the potential roles 

that children may have played as the agents of violence themselves. In fact, the discovery of 

two late Viking-age mass graves from England at Ridgeway Hill, Weymoth, and St. John’s 

College, Oxford, have provided more concrete evidence for the participation of adolescents in 

armed conflict. The demography of the graves peak in the 16–25-years range, with the number 

of older individuals dropping off sharply after this, which indicates that individuals that we 

would today recognize as children were present among armed groups.88 What may explain this 

is that Viking-age attitudes towards conflict and warfare were shaped by a deeply ingrained 

culture of militarism and hegemonic masculinity, which legitimized a powerful suite of 

behaviours and social norms that promoted competition and risk-taking from an early age. 

 
86 Saxo, ix. 4.20., 647. 
87 Saxo, ii. 1.8., 85. 
88 Raffield 2019, 816–817. 
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Among Viking children this mindset was embodied in a corpus of toy weapons and strategic 

board games as well as various physical activities.89 

A unique insight into how important it was to prepare young boys for what awaited them is 

demonstrated in an Arab source that is a report from around 922, probably describing an event 

which took place somewhere in the middle of the 9th century. Ibn Rustah relates that when a 

boy was born among the landless Vikings in the East, the father stepped forwards with a drawn 

sword, cast it on the ground in front of the newborn and said that he would not leave his son 

any possessions, only the sword with which he would have to earn them himself. The boy would 

be brought up to depend only on his weapon, which made the weapon training from a young 

age very important. As the child’s father could be away for long periods or die young, it was 

also the mother’s duty to ensure he had the training he needed. Thus, for men to assert 

themselves as warriors, weapon training had to start at an early age. Physical fitness and good 

weaponry skills were developed from childhood onwards, irrespective of social rank. Training 

began at the age of five or six years. By the age of 10 a boy was expected to be able to take part 

in athletic competitions alongside adults and by the age of 12 he was expected to be a fully 

developed athlete. For children and young people playing sports was a means to harden the 

body and prepare themselves for the challenges of adult life, while the adults took part in sports 

for fun and to maintain their fitness and martial skills.90 

In Gesta, the status of a warrior is commonly being passed down from father to son. Kings 

depicted by Saxo are warriors like the men fighting for them and the sons of kings are expected 

to follow the same path as their fathers. In the Viking societies, heroic attributes were thought 

to follow blood.91 This can be seen in the following account of King Gram: ʻThe boy’s amazing 

genius was so reminiscent of his father’s that he was immediately believed to be treading in the 

same worthy footsteps.ʼ92 In this passage there are two important observations. Firstly, Gram is 

depicted as sharing the same respected traits as his father, King Skiold. Secondly, Gram is to 

follow the same path as his father, that is the path of a warrior, and it is described as a worthy 

one. When it comes to the next generation, Gram’s son, King Hadding, is told to have devoted 

himself to the constant handling of weapons, remembering that as the son of a warrior father it 

 
89 Raffield 2019, 826. In fact, board games play a prominent part in the sagas and Old Norse poetry. Gaming 

boards and pieces are also well-known from archaeological contexts (Gardeła 2012, 242). For the strategic board 

games of the Vikings, see Raffield 2019 and Gardeła 2012. 
90 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 31, 61. 
91 Bagge 2010, 148. 
92 Saxo, i. 4.1., 24–25: ʻCuius mirifica indoles ita paternas uirtutes redoluit, ut prorsus per earum uestigia decurrere 

putaretur.ʼ 
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was his duty to spend his whole life in feats of military excellence.93 What these passages imply 

is that the life of a warrior was highly thought of and honoured in the community. It may also 

have been considered a duty, which is telling in itself. When living a warrior’s life is seen as a 

duty, it is something that the social environment expects and values. 

Young warriors are not unknown in Gesta either. Interestingly, instead of condemning their 

warlike, and even violent, traits, Saxo seems to place a high value on them. The portrayal of 

King Halfdan III, when he was still a young boy, is a revealing example of this. Saxo tells how 

at the beginning one heard nothing of this young man but the reports of his stupidity. Later on, 

however, Halfdan became famous for his shining achievements and his career was 

distinguished by the highest marks of honour. What appears to have changed the course of his 

life was a certain incident. As a stripling Halfdan was cuffed by a celebrated champion for 

making childish fun of him, whereupon Halfdan went for him with the staff he was holding and 

killed him.94 Saxo comments on this act as follows: 

This affair presaged the glorious deeds to come, marking a turning point between the 

contempt he had so far earned and the full splendour of his future. His act was a prophecy 

of the mighty feats he was to perform in war.95 

What this Gesta’s passage implies is that Halfdan’s violent act was, at least to some extent, 

socially acceptable. There is a similar example in Egil’s Saga, where the Icelander Egil 

Skallagrimson (c. 910–c. 990) is said to have killed his first sports opponent at the age of seven. 

However, while the outcomes of practising martial arts in Viking times could be hard, outcomes 

such as this were exceptional, because a Viking warrior also had to learn self-control. Although 

the sports could appear brutal to outsiders, there were strict rules and great respect for the 

opponent’s life and limbs involved. What was considered a violation and not a worthy way to 

behave was to deliberately try to injure an opponent during a martial arts contest. As the main 

purpose of the sports was to develop, by relatively safe means, the skills which would be needed 

in real combat, it was important that men should not wound each other and render themselves 

unfit for military duty.96 What can be interpreted here is that children in the Viking communities 

possibly had a real and concrete relationship with violence in the context of preparing for a 

warrior’s life. Even if cases like Halfdan and Egil’s might have truly happened, it is, however, 

important to remember that encouraging to practise one’s military skills is not the same as 

 
93 Saxo, i. 6.1. 43. 
94 Saxo, vii. 9.6., 501. 
95 Saxo, vii. 9.6., 500–501: ʻQuo facto futuros operum titulos auspicatus preterite uite contemptum in amplissimum 

sequentis fulgorem conuertit. Ea quippe res bellicorum eius insignium magnitudinem | augurata est.ʼ 
96 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 61. 
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encouraging to violence. As I will discuss more in Chapter 5, Vikings had an honour code 

regarding the conceptions of honourable and dishonourable combats. 

In addition to Halfdan, Saxo introduces other young warriors. One of them is King Dan III who 

assumed the power very young. While only 12 years old, Dan was pestered by insolent envoys 

who told him he must give the Saxons tribute or war. Saxo describes his response as follows: 

ʻHis sense of honour put battle before payment, driving him to face a turbulent death rather than 

live a coward.ʼ97 Dan is told to have staked his lot on warfare, after which the Danish warriors 

crowded the River Elbe with such a vast concourse of ships that one could easily cross it over 

the decks lashed together like a continuous bridge.98 Eventually, the king of Saxony was 

compelled to accept the same terms he was demanding from the Danes.99 It is interesting how 

seemingly Dan, albeit being still a child, mirrors the conceptions of honour and honourable 

death that are often associated with the Viking societies, themes which I will be discussing in 

Chapter 4. Likewise, Frothi IV became king as a young boy. He was 12 years old when his 

father King Frithlef died and when the Saxon princelings, Sverting and Hanef, were struggling 

towards open rebellion. However, Frothi conquered them in battle.100 

The third especially young warrior in Gesta is King Ragnar Lothbrok’s son Ivar. Saxo relates 

how the Jutlanders and the Scanians, kindled with the inextinguishable flames of mutiny, 

dismissed Ragnar’s claims and handed supreme control to someone named Harald. When 

waging a heavy battle with the Scanian insurgents, Ragnar’s son Ivar, only seven years old, is 

told to have fought remarkably, displaying a mature strength in his young body. Saxo also tells 

that Ragnar enlisted support from every age group, piling infirm and sturdy together and feeling 

no embarrassment at introducing squads comprised of boys101 and the old among the formations 

of the able-bodied.102 Though the given ages should be approached with caution, it is not 

impossible, in the light of the above-mentioned ages when young Vikings are assumed to have 

started their military training, that these passages of Gesta could have some historical 

 
97 Saxo, iv. 9.1., 246–247: ʻSed rubor pugnam pensioni anteposuit, potius ad strenue moriendum quam timide 

uiuendum impellens.ʼ 
98 This may be a reference to ways the Vikings fought at sea battles. As it has been noted, many of their battles 

took place at sea in fjords, bays or inlets. Before a battle, the sails were struck, the masts unstepped and the ships 

were rowed into position. In defence, ships were often rafted together, making them more difficult to eliminate 

than a single ship. This also provided a combined platform on which men could move about and fight (Hjardar 

and Vike 2016, 80–81). 
99 Saxo, iv. 9.1., 247. 
100 Saxo, vi. 4.14., 377. 
101 Saxo, ix. 4.9., 638: puerorum 
102 Saxo, ix. 4.9.–4.10., 637, 639. 
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background. Even if these accounts were to be seen as literary creations on Saxo’s part, it is the 

fact that Saxo describes children participating in warfare what matters and how it fits the image 

historical research has formed. In addition to these examples, there are many more passages in 

Gesta where Saxo describes warriors as young. Although these young warriors were supposedly 

at least adolescents or young adults, it is implied by Saxo that individuals may have participated 

in their first war campaigns relatively young. 

As it has been pointed out, the harsh living conditions, the northern climate as well as world 

views where war played a prominent role had an effect on what Norsemen considered ʻfunʼ and 

entertainment.103 Weapon training, for instance, had to start at an early age in order for men to 

be able to assert themselves as warriors. The Edda poem Rigstula describes how men trained 

with defensive weapons (shields), shooting weapons (bows and arrows), throwing weapons 

(javelins), distance weapons (spears) and close combat weapons (swords and axes). In addition 

to these, riding, hunting and swimming were part of the repertory. Rigstula also tells us that a 

warrior had to be able to maintain his equipment by twisting bowstrings, making arrows, 

sharpening sword, spear and axe blades as well as repairing chain mail, shields and other 

equipment. In fact, this practical aspect of the Viking warrior’s work was very important since 

on a voyage or in the field of war a man had to rely first on himself and his own weapons.104 

For the Vikings, different kinds of games were important ways of demonstrating masculine 

qualities. Wrestling competitions (glíma), for example, seem to have been popular. It is implied 

in the sagas that wrestling, although brutal in itself, could also end in a real fight and even in 

someone’s death. However, although the late Iron Age Scandinavians are often portrayed as 

representatives of a ʻculture of violenceʼ, the available textual and archaeological sources 

demonstrate that it was not always so. The Norse resorted to all kinds of pastimes or games. 

While a large amount of them involved roughness and violence (wrestling, swimming, stone 

lifting), there existed also those that did not (board games, poetry, music and drama).105 In fact, 

ʻsportsʼ in old Norse times also encompassed intellectual and spiritual activities. In a poetic 

verse which is attributed to King Harald Hardråde, he says that he has mastered several sports 

among which were composing poetry, riding swimming, skiing, shooting, rowing and playing 

 
103 Gardeła 2012, 244. 
104 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 58, 61–62. 
105 Gardeła 2012, 240, 244. 
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the harp. Chess, carving runes, smithy work and book learning were also considered the 

branches of sport in the Viking Age and the Middle Ages.106 

In Gesta, Saxo also displays a variety of the above-mentioned skills expected of the Viking 

warriors. As it has already been shown earlier, weapon training was fundamental to Saxo’s 

warriors. Regarding other skills, King Høther is a versatile example. According to Saxo, Høther 

surpassed his foster-brothers and contemporaries in his sturdy physique already as a stripling. 

His talents lay in a variety of skills. Høther was as knowledgeable and deft in swimming, 

archery and boxing as any youth could be, for training and strength together made him a 

champion. No one was a more expert harpist or lute player as Høther who was also dexterous 

in the whole art of playing the psaltery, lyre and fiddle.107 What the portrayal of Høther reveals 

is that, in addition to his physical strength, he was also talented in more intellectual and spiritual 

activities. Likewise, the following warriors fighting alongside King Harald I Hildetan in the 

battle of Bråvalla are accomplished in these spheres: 

Then there were Harald’s kinsmen, Blend, from far-off Iceland, and Brand, whom they 

called Crumb, together with Torfi and Tyrving, Teit and Hialti. These sailed to Lejre, their 

bodies equipped for war, excelling in strength of intellect and matching their tall stature with 

well-trained spirits; they were versed in shooting missiles from long-bows or crossbows, 

would commonly take on the enemy man to man and could dexterously weave poems in 

their native speech. So assiduously had they cultivated mind and body.108 

What is highlighted in this Gesta’s passage is that both physical and mental skills are seen as 

equally important and respectful traits, which corresponds to our understanding about the 

qualities appreciated in the Viking societies. In addition to being skilful at martial arts, King 

Harald I Hildetan’s warriors are talented in weaving poems, which is a characteristic skill 

among the Vikings.109 Interestingly, they are also described as taking commonly the enemy 

man to man. What this implies is that they were known to be duellists, bearing in mind that 

duelling had a significant role in the warrior culture of the Vikings.110 In the same battle there 

 
106 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 58. 
107 Saxo, iii. 2.1., 145. 
108 Saxo, viii. 2.2., 534–535: ʻCui adiiciuntur necessarii Haraldi Blend, ultime Tyles incola, ac Brand Mice 

cognomen habens. Hisdem sociantur Thoruy cum Thoruingo, Tetar atque Hialto. Qui quidem nauigio Lethram 

aduecti instructis ad bella corporibus ingenii quoque uirtute pollebant, proceritatis habitum animorum exercitiis 

emulantes. Quippe spicula arcuum ballistarumque tormentis excutere ac plerunque uiritim cum hoste decernere, 

poeses quoque patrio sermone contexere promptissime calluerunt. Adeo animum cum corpore impensa 

exercitatione coluerant.ʼ 
109 The court poetry was a shared element of the Viking-age Scandinavians and the cultures of the manneristic 

Latin (Jaeger 2016, 241). Odin himself was considered as the supreme poet, who is said to have given the poetic 

skill as a gift to his followers (Price 2019, 57). 
110 For duels, see Chapter 5. 
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are also other men described as sharing this skill. Saxo tells how Ger of Livonia, Hama, Hunger, 

Humli and Biari, also fighting under Harald’s banner, ʻwould very often wage duels 

successfully and far and wide win outstanding victoriesʼ.111 The skill to compose poetry in the 

native manner fluently and eloquently is also attributed to King Halfdan II Biargramm who, in 

addition to this skill, was no less of a cynosure for his prowess as a combatant than for his 

sovereignty.112 

Other above-mentioned sports and abilities are presented as well. When King Frothi III had 

sent an envoy to propose a marriage between him and the king of the Huns’ daughter, Hanunda, 

one of his ambassadors, a woman called Gøtvara, praised Frothi as ambidextrous and as a quick 

and skilful swimmer and fighter.113 The fact that these skills were mentioned tells of their 

relevance and, above all, that physicality was appreciated. What is interesting is the portrayal 

of Frothi as ambidextrous, meaning that he could use both his hands equally effectively. Saxo’s 

account mirrors the assumption that a young Viking man was encouraged to learn to use the 

weapons with either hand. Since in a war situation, there was a high likelihood of being 

wounded in a weapon arm, being able to change the weapon arm in the course of a fight made 

a warrior more dangerous and gave a tactical advantage. Running, jumping, throwing and 

archery are also mentioned by Saxo. Running was a popular sport, which trained warriors for 

being able to travel quickly over long distances fully armed. As a skill, jumping is often 

described in the accounts of battles. Training it was useful, for it was important to be able to 

jump out of range of an opponent’s weapons. Likewise, throwing and archery were common 

sports to be trained.114 All these are presented in Gesta’s passage where the oarsmen of the 

Norwegian warrior brothers Erik the Eloquent and Roller are described as having trained their 

bodies before their naval journey to Denmark. Saxo narrates how the oarsmen were refreshing 

their bodies or training them by throwing weights, some leaping and others racing. They also 

tried their strength by vigorously hurling rocks and drew the bow to test their archery. In Saxo’s 

words, they cultivated a robust fitness by various types of exercise.115 As for other Viking 

pastimes, a game of dice is depicted to have been played by a crew on their sea voyage.116 

 
111 Saxo, viii. 2.6., 536–537: ʻHi persepe duellis foeliciter gestis insignes late uictorias edidere.ʼ 
112 Saxo, vii. 2.6., 457. 
113 Saxo, v. 1.8., 257. 
114 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 61, 63. 
115 Saxo, v. 2.5., 267. 
116 Saxo, i. 8.22., 73. 
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As noted above, for the Vikings sports were a means of demonstrating one’s masculine 

qualities. There were many sport fields (leikvoller) in Scandinavia, where the local communities 

could gather for different activities. In the sport fields, young men had the opportunity to meet 

and show off their skills to each other. They were also a place for the chieftains and men of 

substance to recruit crews for their ships and warriors for their retinues, for it was important to 

get men who could distinguish themselves in battle. The respect as a warrior had to be earned 

on the battlefield, even if a man trained hard.117 In Gesta, Saxo mentions sports displays twice. 

In the first account King Ragnar Lothbrok’s son Ivar, who at this point of the narrative is a 

leader himself, is told to have watched sports when the announcement of his father’s death 

arrived. Saxo tells how Ivar retained the same expression on his face, giving no indication of 

his suppressed misery and having no wish to put an end to the games, for he did not want to be 

seen to have played the part of a grief-stricken son instead of a vivacious leader.118 The second 

account describes how King Gorm III the Old’s son Cnut was attending a sports display at night 

amid a heavy throng of his soldiers in Ireland when he and his brother Harald, later King Harald 

IV Bluetooth, were laying Dublin under siege. During the games, Cnut was hit by an arrow shot 

by the Irish king and dealt a mortal wound. However, he wished to keep his injured state 

concealed and ordered the games to carry on in order to give the Danes a tactical advantage.119 

In addition to being examples of sports displays, these depictions reveal how important it was 

for a leader to appear strong, even under stress or in their final moments. 

In addition to already mentioned traits, it seems that in Gesta being tall and strong are relevant 

characteristics, which Saxo frequently associates with his warriors, such as King Hadding and 

King Høther.120 Interestingly, King Halfdan II Biargramm is even described having spread fear 

among people because of his height. When Halfdan was about to stop the inappropriate match 

between Ebbi, a pirate of peasant stock, and Sigrith, the daughter of Ungvin, the king of 

Götaland, people are told to have been thunderstruck at Halfdan’s superhuman size on his 

arrival at the wedding.121 According to Saxo, King Rolf’s epithet Krake means a tree trunk in 

Danish, a name the king was given by a youth called Viggi when examining his huge frame.122 

Saxo also describes how Rolf was a man who enhanced his mighty physique with bravery to 

 
117 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 61, 64. 
118 Saxo, ix. 5.1., 663. 
119 Saxo, ix. 11.6., 677, 679. 
120 Saxo, i. 6.1., iii. 2.1., 43, 145. 
121 Saxo, vii. 3.1., 463, 465. 
122 Saxo, ii. 6.12., 119. 
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match.123 Considering these traits equal, Saxo appears to perceive them as a natural pair. Tall 

stature is also matched with well-trained spirits in Saxo’s description of warriors called Blend, 

Brand, Torfi, Tyrving, Teit and Hialti.124 What these passages of Gesta suggest is that an ideal 

warrior was tall and physically strong. This is illustrated more by Saxo when he compares 

Hithin, the king of a sizeable people in Norway and a Jutland princeling named Høgni.125 

Interestingly, Hithin is described as of short stature126 which is considered a shortcoming of 

sorts: 

When the winter had relaxed its grip, Hithin and Høgni decided to cooperate in a pirating 

expedition. Høgni was unaware that his colleague was deeply in love with his daughter. He 

was a strapping fellow, but headstrong in temperament, Hithin very handsome, but short.127 

That these qualities may have been appreciated is possibly explained by the fact that they give 

a tactical advantage in combat. Of course, it cannot be ruled out that emphasizing warriors’ 

height may also be a subjective choice on Saxo’s part, aiming to polish the image of the Danes. 

However, Viking kings, earls and chieftains were admired and credited with qualities which 

others did not have. Those who could claim princely or divine kinship were considered having 

a number of inborn qualities, such as unusually high intelligence, generosity and a capacity for 

strategic thinking. In order to be considered worthy leaders they also needed to show outward 

qualities such as a strong body and beautiful clothes.128 As Hithin in the passage above is 

described as handsome, fine looks along with remarkable physique are also associated to King 

Sigar’s son Alf who is told to have excelled the others in spiritedness and physique and had a 

remarkably beautiful head of hair with the locks of such radiance that they were thought to 

shine with silver.129 Gesta’s warriors are also portrayed as having more grim appearances. In 

his descriptions of King Halfdan III and the famous warrior Starkath, Saxo gives the impression 

that battle scars are a testament of sorts of one being an honoured warrior.130 Starkath and King 

Oli are also told to have had a piercing power in their eyes.131 Interestingly, there is a connection 

between these attributes of Saxo’s warriors and Norse poetic convention, where the piercing, 

 
123 Saxo, ii. 6.1., 111. 
124 Saxo, viii. 2.2., 535. 
125 Saxo, v. 8.3. (7.8.), 329. 
126 Saxo, v. 8.4. (7.9.), 328: corpore…breui 
127 Saxo, v. 8.4. (7.9.), 328–329: ʻSoluta hyeme Hithino Høginoque socialem exequi piraticam placuit. Ignorabat 

enim Høginus suam a sodali filiam adamari. Erat autem is corporis habitu prestans, ingenio peruicax, Hithinus 

uero corpore perquam decoro, sed breui extitit.ʼ 
128 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 24. 
129 Saxo, vii. 6.1., 471, 473. 
130 Saxo, vi. 8.4., vii. 9.8., 417, 503. 
131 Saxo, vi. 8.4., vii. 11.1., 417, 521. 
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aggressive stare is a characteristic of kings and princes.132 That this aggressive stare has a 

convention of its own seems of importance, possibly being a means to strengthen the idea of 

Viking warriors as fierce opponents. 

 

2.2. Warriors and their pagan beliefs 

In Gesta, the pagan elements related to Saxo’s warriors are numerous, many of them resorting 

to pagan practices and associating with the pagan gods. Interestingly, several kings and warriors 

are described having a special relationship with the god Odin. Saxo also introduces two groups 

of warriors, berserks and the wielders of magic, who are strongly linked to the pagan beliefs of 

the Vikings. In the Viking societies, religion was strongly integrated with warfare as well as the 

social life and subsistence activities. Therefore, religious elements can be expected to occur 

within the total range of the Viking-age culture and society.133 The native European paganism 

was also very different from Christianity, for at its heart lay two practices, regular public 

divination and blood sacrifice, which Christianity rejected, condemned or abhorred.134 

As to divination, the saga literature tells of ceremonies and rituals aiming to reveal future 

events. The task of conducting such ceremonies was assigned to people with special 

capabilities, the norns (nornir) being perhaps the most renowned agents of fate.135 Gesta, too, 

describes this pagan practice. In Saxo’s words, it was a custom among the ancients to consult 

the oracles of the Fates concerning the future experiences of their children. King Frithlef II, for 

example, is told to have investigated the fortunes of his son Olaf by this ritual. He met three 

maidens, who bestowed on Olaf traits such as handsome appearance and abundant generosity. 

He was also to receive a plentiful share of men’s goodwill. However, one of the maidens 

implanted the fault of meanness in Olaf’s future character.136 Interestingly, the portrayal of Olaf 

conveys Viking ideals, at least in some respects. As discussed earlier, in order to gain political 

power Viking leaders needed people’s support, which was secured by generously sharing their 

resources. It is possible that this passage of Gesta is a reference to the three maidens appearing 

in Vǫluspa called Urðr, Verðandi and Skuld, popularly understood as ʻPastʼ, ʻPresentʼ and 

 
132 Price 2019, 288. 
133 Hultgård 2008, 212. 
134 Bartlett 2007, 60. 
135 Raudvere 2008, 237–238. 
136 Saxo, vi. 4.12., 375, 377. 
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ʻFutureʼ.137 An oracle is also mentioned in the account of King Halfdan III, who went to 

Uppsala in order to secure his wife Gyrith’s fruitfulness. The oracle advised Halfdan to offer 

solem propitiation to his brother’s ghost, after which he would father a child. According to 

Saxo, since Halfdan obeyed the oracle’s words of wisdom, Gyrith born him a son, later King 

Harald I Hildetan.138 In fact, Saxo’s mention of Uppsala seems no coincidence. As it has been 

pointed out, there was a pagan cult in Uppsala that is known to have survived until the end of 

the eleventh century.139 

Likewise, King Hadding sought help from a skilled soothsayer by revealing him a dream. In 

Hadding’s dream, the apparition of his dead wife told him that an animal born to him would 

tame the wild beasts’ fury, savaging the swift wolves with its grim jaws. According to the 

soothsayer, the wolf in the dream was in fact Hadding’s son, later King Frothi I, who was 

destined to be fierce.140 The depiction of Frothi as a wolf may have a symbolic meaning, 

whether Saxo realized it or not. What this passage of Gesta resembles is the concept of fylgjur, 

a word deriving from the Old Norse verb fylgja, ‘to follow’. Fylgjur appear in the distinctly 

visible forms of either animals or women, the animal fylgja being a symbolic image pointing 

towards the inner qualities of its owner. As the animal was considered a constant symbolic 

characterization and a metaphor, the fylgja revealed much about the person it followed. 

Characteristics such as strength, evil-mindedness or social status were visualized especially in 

the images of a bear, a wolf or an eagle. Furthermore, the animal fylgja often appeared in 

dreams.141 Likewise, the wolf in Frothi’s case showed up in a dream. Picturing Frothi as a wolf 

possibly implied him being a great warrior. As Saxo says, Frothi was destined to be fierce, 

which is demonstrated through his military skills later in Gesta. As a king, he was a man of 

high social status, which also corresponds to the traits represented by the wolf fylgja. Another 

male soothsayer presented in Gesta is a king called Gevar, who was, in Saxo’s words, extremely 

learned in divination.142 

 
137 For Vǫluspa’s maidens, see Raudvere 2008, 238. 
138 Saxo, vii. 10.1., 513. 
139 Sundqvist 2011, 166. 
140 Saxo, i. 8.23., ii. 1.1., 73, 75, 79. 
141 Raudvere 2008, 239. 
142 Saxo, iii. 1.1., iii. 2.7., 143, 149. Earlier in Gesta, Gevar is mentioned as a man closely linked with the Swedish 

king Hothbrod, who appointed Gevar as a tutor to his sons Athisl and Høther (Saxo, ii. 5.5., 109). Later, Gevar is 

depicted as a king under whose guardianship King Høther spent his boyhood years (Saxo iii. 1.1., iii. 2.1., 143, 

145). 
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Warfare, too, was a highly ritualized phenomenon closely associated with religion and 

especially with the cult of Odin.143 Humans and gods had a relationship that was based on 

reciprocity. It was a kind of friendship in which people held blót, that is sacrificial feasts, for 

the gods in return for their help.144 A Frøblot is also mentioned by Saxo. When King Hadding 

was bathing beneath the sea water, he is told to have swum after a peculiar monster and slain 

it. While triumphing over this feat at his camp, he was accosted by a woman, who said that 

Hadding had, in fact, dispatched a sky-dweller wrapped in another body. Afterwards, as the 

slayer of a benign deity, Hadding encountered many misfortunes. According to Saxo, there was 

no alleviation for his calamities till he had been able to atone for his wickedness by religious 

offerings. In order to return to heavenly favour, Hadding made a holy sacrifice of dark-coloured 

victims to the god Frø. He is even said to have repeated this mode of propitiation at an annual 

festival and left it to be imitated by his descendants.145 Interestingly, Saxo comments on this by 

saying: ʻThe Swedes call it Frøblot.ʼ146 The dark-coloured victims Saxo mentions are possibly 

a reference to the stereotypical way the sagas depict thralls, that is slaves, as dark, short and 

stupid as opposed to the blond, tall and wise hero. However, as it has been pointed out, the 

descriptions of thralls in these stories are far too stereotypical to be used in any serious analysis 

of Viking slavery.147 Nevertheless, the Vikings are said to have sacrificed humans in times of 

distress, a human being the foremost offering one could give to the gods.148 In addition to 

Hadding’s account, there is another passage in Gesta that describes human victims being 

delivered as offerings to the powers above.149 

The help of the gods was also sought and received by other kings and warriors. When King 

Gorm I and his comrades encountered dangers in their sea voyage, they, too, resorted to offering 

prayers to the gods. Saxo says that Gorm himself solicited Utgartha-Loki with combined vows 

and propitiations and thus obtained the beneficial spell of weather they desired.150 Saxo also 

tells that amid the most uncomfortable events the gods had supported King Frothi III and a 

Norwegian warrior called Erik the Eloquent and that similar help could be expected in the 

future.151 That Saxo’s warriors had a close relationship with the pagan gods is further presented 
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in his accounts of warriors who had a special connection to the god Odin. Besides being the 

god of the elite and of warriors, Odin was a supernatural protector of the outcast and the loner, 

appearing often as a cloaked, friendless wanderer.152 He is also characterized by his possession 

of thorough knowledge that he was able to pass on to his chosen men.153 In Norse mythology, 

Odin himself only fights twice, in the first war of the world, where he throws his spear across 

the enemies, that is the Vanir, and in the last war, Ragnarök, where the wolf Fenrir devours 

him. Otherwise, Odin’s role in war and fighting is not physical but rather mental. He puts his 

warriors into ecstasy, equips them with supernatural abilities and advises on the deployment of 

troops and strategy. His help is usually directed at rulers, and it is therefore armies or groups of 

warriors such as berserks (berserkir) or wolf-warriors (úlfheðnar) who profit from Odin’s 

help.154 

As the ruler was responsible for furthering the group’s interests, it was vital that the relations 

between the gods and the society were excellent. In fact, Odin-warriors were frequently 

aristocratic.155 In Gesta, both King Hadding and King Harald I Hildetan are described as Odin’s 

champions to whom the god teaches the strategic battle formation known as ʻthe boar’s snoutʼ 

(svínfylking).156 According to Saxo, King Harald I Hildetan and Odin even had a pact between 

them: 

Because he [Harald] was of amazing beauty and outstanding size and since he surpassed his 

contemporaries in strength and height, he had enjoyed such fondness from Odin, whose 

oracle appears to have been responsible for his birth, that no blade could impair his unscathed 

condition. Thus weapons injurious to others were rendered futile and could cause him no 

hurt. This benefit did not go unrecompensed; he is said to have promised Odin all those souls 

which his sword had cast out of men’s bodies.157 

Many interesting observations can be made about this passage. Firstly, it is clearly suggested 

by Saxo that Odin favoured a Danish king. As Harald’s appearance and physique are mentioned 

as the reasons why Odin considered him special, it is also implied that the traits of a warrior 

were highly appreciated. Interestingly, Odin is said to have presented Harald with immunity to 

weapons. However, Harald had to give Odin something in return. That Harald is said to have 
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promised Odin the souls of the men he overcame may be a reference to the idea of sacrificing 

souls for Odin in order to strengthen his army of warriors in Valhalla, a theme examined further 

in Chapter 4. In fact, Odin is also known for letting his chosen men down and being directly 

involved in their deaths. As it has been noted, this was the case with Harald as well. It is 

frequently emphasized in scholarly work that Odin is a god who cannot be trusted, his seeming 

lack of trustworthiness being usually explained with reference to Eiríksmál, where Odin himself 

says that the reason for taking the great kings to Valhalla is that the gods must be prepared for 

Ragnarök.158 

The famous warrior Starkath and King Ragnar Lothbrok’s son Sigvard, too, had their own 

relationship with Odin. Like King Harald I Hildetan, Starkath was favoured by Odin for his 

unusual size. Moreover, it is said that Odin appreciated his courage as well as his skill in 

composing songs. In fact, Odin is said to have given Starkath three times the span of mortal life 

in exchange for accomplishing three damnable deeds for him.159 As to Sigvard, Odin guaranteed 

to heal him, provided that Sigvard would consecrate to him the souls of those men he was to 

strike down at war.160 What we have here is another passage in Gesta suggesting that souls were 

sacrificed for Odin. Saxo also recounts how some people believed that Odin was the father of 

the Norwegian king Frøger, who had received a god-given gift of immunity with one restriction. 

It is said that Frøger could be won by the opponent who managed to catch up in his hand the 

dust lying beneath Frøger’s feet. In fact, King Frothi II the Active is told to have desired to 

outwit Frøger’s divine patronage. He invited Frøger to a duel and emerged victorious by asking 

his opponent to switch their standing positions.161 Regarding other pagan gods, Starkath and 

King Halfdan II Biargramm have a connection to the god Thor. According to some folk, as 

Saxo says, Starkath was born of giants and revealed his monster kind by an extraordinary 

number of hands. To reach more limited dimensions of men, Thor cut his extra hands off and 

left him with two arms.162 King Halfdan II Biargramm is even said to have been held in such 

esteem by the Swedes due to his strength and valorous feats that he was believed to be great 

Thor’s son.163 Interestingly, Regner, the son of the Swedish king Hunding and later king of 

Sweden, also acknowledges Thor’s power. Saxo tells that Regner was afraid of no supernatural 
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power save that of the god Thor, to whose vast strength nothing human or divine could be 

compared.164 

Regarding berserks, it has been stated that berserks and ʻwolfskinsʼ were a special group of 

warriors associated with the god Odin. Possessed of uncontrollable destructive power, they 

were distinguished by their ecstatic battle fury. As Odin was the god who gave warriors courage 

in battle, aggression was seen as a god-given gift. According to the sources, berserks and 

wolfskins took this a step further. They could muster inhuman strength and when they attacked 

they howled like mad dogs or wolves. Furthermore, it was said that neither iron nor fire could 

injure them and that did not know pain. After the battle, however, they were as weak as infants, 

totally spent both physically and psychologically.165 It has been stated that the berserks’ way of 

fighting is connected with the ancient Germanic warrior styles.166 In fact, the warrior style of 

berserks covers more than two thousand years from 1300 BC to 1300 AD, lasting as long as the 

culture of the tribes north of the Roman empire stayed intact until the advent of Christianity.167 

Their social underpinning lay in their role as elite warriors, often as guards and the champions 

of kings or as kings themselves.168 As the warrior who was more willing to attack recklessly 

was more useful in battle, warrior societies granted high ranks to the reckless, often fostering 

and rewarding such behaviour. Of this, the Indo-European berserkdom is an example.169 It is 

telling that the Old Norse saga texts never call berserks mad or insane even though they are 

distinguished from other men by ascribing to them a particular nature, which made them 

scorned and feared at the same time.170 

As the berserks in Gesta Danorum have been researched in detail, I will briefly refer to the 

earlier research before adding my own observations. It has been noted that Gesta offers a rich 

tableau of berserk thought and deed. However, as there is more than two hundred years between 

the heathen berserks and the writing down of the sagas, the tales regarding them have probably 

changed in the course of time, thus reflecting berserk warriordom only as in a broken mirror. 

Nevertheless, Gesta’s accounts of such berserk fighting techniques as being the first to open 

battles, scorning armour, flinging one’s shield on the back or wearing only a helmet, matches 
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the earlier evidence of mad, naked warriors, reporting the true features of the ancient berserk 

style. This being so, there is a certain likelihood that other berserk customs known only from 

the sagas and Saxo, but not from antiquity, such as the two-handed sword fighting, yielding no 

ground, wearing rings, snorting and snarling, howling like wolves and biting through 

windpipes, also come from antiquity. In Gesta, berserks like Sigvald and his seven sons were 

typical in that they were skilled in sorcery and often, in the sudden fits of madness, bellowed 

wildly, bit their shields, swallowed hot coals, and walked through any fire. However, there is 

no telling whether shield-biting is ancient, being considered odd and not known from before 

the time of the sagas. Sigvald’s sons were also defeated with a club, which is often depicted as 

a way to harm berserks. There are several instances in Gesta depicting berserks blunting the 

first sword of their foes with their gaze, a habit known from the sagas as well. Saxo also follows 

the tradition of describing berserks appearing in groups of twelve, which recalls the number of 

warriors that were the inner circle of the Nordic war bands.171 

At times, the title of berserk is thought to have descended from father to son and even whole 

families of berserks are mentioned in the sources.172 In Gesta, there may be an example of this 

hereditary nature. When Saxo describes King Halfdan II Biargramm fighting against the above-

mentioned Sigvald and his seven berserk sons, he gives two interesting details. Firstly, Sigvald 

is depicted as a man of very high rank. Secondly, when Sigvald challenged Halfdan to fight 

alone against him and his sons, he justified this unjust battle by saying that at their birth his 

sons drew a shared origin from him. Thus, they should be seen as a one man.173 It is possible to 

interpret that Sigvald himself was a berserk, whose traits were inherited by his sons. 

Interestingly, he is also portrayed as an elite warrior of high rank, which is a characteristic status 

of berserks as discussed above. There are also parallels between Gesta and the earliest Icelandic 

compendium of law, Grágás, where it is said that a raging berserk can either be bound or 

condemned to exile.174 Regarding Sigvald’s sons, Saxo states that nothing else could restrain 

their frenzied bouts but rigorous chains or the slaughter of human victims.175 When King Harald 

I Hildetan confronted a ravaging Frisian champion called Ubbi, he shortly imagined that this 

warrior would bring him a heavy defeat. As Ubbi could not be subdued with weapons, Harald 

encouraged his soldiers to grip him with their hands, threw him to the ground, bound him and 
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put him in chains. However, Harald is eventually told to have made Ubbi one of his lieutenants, 

giving also him his sister in marriage.176 In fact, many parts of this passage hint at Ubbi’s status 

as a berserk. He could not be subdued with weapons, which possibly refers to the above-

mentioned tradition according to which berserks were immune to most of things. Furthermore, 

his ravaging state can be interpreted as a frenzy of rage. Likewise, the mention of putting him 

in chains matches with the description in Grágás. That Harald wanted to include Ubbi as an 

elite warrior in his group is also telling, possibly refering to the habit of hiring berserks as the 

champions of kings. 

Gesta also works as a source of seiðr magic. According to multiple sources, Odin was 

simultaneously the god of war and poetry, a seducer and a trickster, the embodiment of the 

mind as well as the supreme master of sorcery. He could control the weather and the elements, 

heal the sick and kill his enemies. According to Snorri Sturluson, Odin was believed to have 

been the master of seiðr magic. However, seiðr is only a one category of several when it comes 

to Odin’s magical skills. As it has been examined, there are three categories based on the type 

of ability and the form of sorcery. Seiðr consisted of divining the future, killing, inducing 

sickness, inflicting misfortune along with depriving people of their wits or their strength or 

augmenting them both. In fact, as it was considered shameful for ʻmanly menʼ to practice seiðr 

in order to deprive people of their strength, the ability was usually taught to women. Galdrar 

(ljóð) and runic sorcery included shape-shifting, ethereal travel in animal form while physical 

body remained still, the control of fires, water and wind, conversation with men in their graves 

or with the hanged, various forms of ʻhelping spiritsʼ (such as giant Mímr’s head and Odin’s 

crows Huginn and Muninn) as well as the transport with the magical ship called Skíðblaðnir. 

Other magical skills (fjǫlkyngi, fróðleikr, ljóð) were revealing the hidden, opening mountains, 

stones, underground places and burial mounds and binding the inhabitants of these places.177 

As we can see, the practice of divination, in which Saxo’s kings also participated, is considered 

a part of seiðr magic. The image of Odin as the master of magic is also conveyed by Gesta. As 

it has been pointed out, healing through sorcery was one of Odin’s magical skills, the role of 

the magical healers, especially women, being important in the Viking Age.178 As demonstrated 

above, Odin is mentioned healing King Ragnar Lothbrok’s son Sigvard. There is also one 

interesting passage in Gesta where Odin gives prophetic advice to King Hadding. According to 
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Odin, there comes a time when Hadding’s enemies will shackle him. When this happens, he 

instructs Hadding to strike off the harsh fetters. Furthermore, Odin says that he himself will 

later weaken Hadding’s opponents with sleep by making them snore away through the lingering 

dark.179 Interestingly, removing shackles has been noted to have been one of Odin’s war-

spells.180 As we know that Hadding is portrayed in Gesta as one of Odin’s chosen men, it is 

possible to argue that in this passage Odin either teaches Hadding the required spell to escape 

from his situation or reminds him of using the spell he already knows. That Odin can make 

people fall asleep probably has to do with magic as well.  

In addition to Odin, there are both men and women in Gesta who are described as the wielders 

of magic. In the Viking societies, the primary role in the performance of seiðr was played by 

women, sorceresses being the main practitioners of Norse magic. However, even though the 

practice of sorcery by men was socially problematic in the Viking period, there are a great many 

descriptions of men who chose to perform these rituals. The male sorcerers’ magical activities 

seem also to have been well-known in the community.181 In Gesta, a witch named Guthrun is 

told to have robbed King Jarmerik’s men of their sight and, consequently, turning their weapons 

against one another. Following this, Odin is described by Saxo to have appeared in the 

battlefield, helping the Danes and restoring their vision.182 As Guthrun physically blinded the 

Danes, she is probably depicted to have used seiðr. Likewise, a woman called Kraka is told to 

have had skill in enchantment.183 Thus, women, too, were considered able to fight with the help 

of seiðr. Even though it is not implied that the women wielding magic were seen as manly 

individuals, the idea of masculine warrior women existed in the Viking past, as explored in 

Chapter 3. 

Saxo also mentions a male sorcerer called Oddi, who was close to King Frothi III and had 

dominion over seas, when the king was still young.184 When a certain Rafn harassed the Danes, 

Oddi used his magical skills as follows: 

Rafn was met by Oddi, who at that time carried the highest prestige as a sea-rover; he was a 

man learned in magic arts, one who would roam the high seas without a boat and often 

capsize hostile ships by raising tempests with his spells. Rather than condescend to a test of 
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naval strength he used to churn up the waves by sorcery and direct them to shipwreck the 

freebooters.185 

Unlike Guthrun, Oddi’s magic may have belonged to the category of ljóð, since Saxo describes 

him being able to control the waves. However, following this scene, Oddi is told to have dulled 

the enemy’s sight like Guthrun, which can be interpreted as seiðr.186 King Ragnar Lothbrok is 

also told to have confronted raging thunderstorms that were magically cast by the Biarmians. 

Because of their spells, Danes could not put in the sea for some time, with the result that they 

ran out of food supplies. As the tempests abated, a burning heat followed, being a curse no more 

endurable than intense cold. According to Saxo, Ragnar realized that he had been hampered by 

severe weather that was not natural but contrived.187 The ability of the Biarmians to control the 

elements is possibly another reference to the use of ljóð. In Gesta, it is also explicitly said by 

Saxo that King Frothi III’s warrior called Grep wanted to use black magic. After being defeated 

by the Norwegian warrior Erik the Eloquent in a vocal contest, Grep was embarrassed by his 

scant success as a prizefighter in the wars of words. Thus, he demanded from Frothi that revenge 

by way of black magic should be at his disposal. Frothi agreed to his request, after which Grep 

sacrificed a horse to the gods and impaled its head on a pole, hoping to strike fear into Erik.188 

Interestingly, this passage of Gesta may also refer to the Viking contest called flyting. In pagan 

European culture, taunting to work up anger prior to an engagement was a part of a refined 

flyting competition, flyting being a ritual contest of insulting an opponent in a way that displays 

verbal virtuosity.189 
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3. Gesta, masculinity and warrior women 

 

Among these had appeared Lathgertha, a skilled female fighter, who bore a man’s temper in 

a girl’s body; with locks flowing loose over her shoulders she would do battle in the forefront 

of the most valiant warriors.190 

 

In this Chapter, I will explore the connections between Saxo’s descriptions of masculinity and 

warrior women and the historical research regarding the conceptions of the Viking societies. 

Starting from Saxo’s definitions of masculinity and masculine behaviour in Chapter 3.1., I go 

on to examine the theme of warrior women and women with masculine qualities in Chapter 

3.2., which is the main topic of this Chapter. In order to consider the idea of fighting Viking 

women, it is necessary to take into account the definitions the Viking societies had of 

masculinity and femininity. Hence, these two topics are closely interwoven. 

 

3.1. The definitions of masculinity 

In Viking times, gender roles were clearly defined and separated, men and women each relating 

to their symbolic world of rights, values and attributes. A free man’s symbol was his weapons, 

with which he defended himself and his family. A woman, on the other hand, held the keys to 

the rooms and storage chests on the farm. Clothing and appearance were other symbolic 

distinctions of both sex and status. In an Icelandic legal decision, for example, it is specified 

that women, who wore men’s clothing, cut their hair or carried weapons could be condemned 

as outlaws and the same applied to men who wore women’s clothes. In the social milieu of the 

warriors, which promoted a purely masculine culture, the distinction was most acute.191 An 

illustrating example of the antithesis between masculine and feminine, in a Scandinavian 

context, is the medieval Icelandic society, where the conduct and social functions of a man were 

almost in all respects clearly demarcated from those of a woman. As the women’s duties laid 

innan stokks, that is indoors, the duties of the men were directed outwards. Women took care 

of children and housekeeping and exercised full control in this domain. Men, on the other hand, 

worked away from home, taking over sheepgathering, fishing, trade and transport. If a man was 
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a landowner, he would also participate in public affairs. The husband was also the external 

representative of the household, being the one able to take part in the administration of the law, 

judicial pronouncements and other decisions affecting the community at large. It was also the 

men who carried arms and used them if necessary. As the Icelandic republic was a society 

without any overriding executive authority, the right and the obligation to answer for himself 

and his own lay with the individual, that is the individual man. Society was to a very great 

extent based on aggressive masculine ethic, which was so dominant that for women to conform 

to it could be regarded as virtue.192 The gender roles of the Icelandic society were arguably 

shared more widely in Scandinavia. As it has been noted, the lands of Viking-age Scandinavia 

shared a substantially common culture, apart from Finland and the Sámi areas in their northern 

and central parts.193  

It is also apparent in Gesta that warfare was men’s remit. A case in point to demonstrate this is 

the passage, where Erik the Eloquent, a Norwegian warrior and a counsellor of King Frothi III, 

is commissioned to suppress the invasion of the Wends by the king himself.194 Saxo depicts 

Erik’s response to Frothi’s orders as follows: ʻNever wishing to decline real man’s work, Erik 

undertook the task gladly and executed it bravely.ʼ195 As we can see, military activities are 

considered a masculine action. In fact, Saxo repeatedly describes masculinity in a warlike 

context. A man was, for example, expected to revenge a death of his kin.196 Of this, a passage 

involving the famous warrior Starkath and King Ingiald is exemplary. According to Saxo, when 

Starkath discovered from spreading reports that Ingiald had not punished his father King Frothi 

IV’s murderers but instead granted them kindness and friendship, he set off from Sweden to 

Denmark in order to have an impact on Ingiald.197 Starkath advised him to don a manly spirit 

and to revenge his father’s death.198 In his annoyed state, he even reproached the king as is 

depicted in Gesta’s poem Lay of Ingiald: 

What man could ever permit the killing of his parent to be bought off by taking bribes, ask 

from a foe payment to atone for a murdered father? Would any sturdy, prosperous successor 
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let such creatures jostle his side, allow this despicable bargain to drain all his manly 

vigour?199 

What this passage suggests is that a man who would not revenge his kin’s murder would not be 

considered, in a sense, a man at all. At least, he would not be seen in a respective light by the 

others and his manhood would possibly be questioned. In Gesta, courage and tenacity are also 

related to manliness. A warrior called Helgi, for example, was spared by Starkath due to the 

courage he displayed. Helgi had entreated Starkath’s companionship in a predetermined battle, 

but, on the day of the contest, missed the combat, leaving Starkath to handle it on his own.200 

After the contest, Starkath came to exact retribution for Helgi’s absence, but Helgi countered 

him forcefully.201 The outcome was as follows: 

The incident induced Starkath to leave Helgi alone and declare that this prompt and 

convincing show of manliness indicated that here was a person of assured valour, who ought 

to be spared. Whoever graced his noble character with such confident resistance did not 

deserve to die.202 

According to this passage, what saved Helgi’s life was his show of manliness. That he defended 

himself courageously was considered honourable by Starkath who, thinking highly of Helgi, 

decided to spare his life. King Ragnar Lothbrok, on his part, showed a great amount of tenacity. 

When his son Sigvard was wounded in the battle against the Scanians, Ragnar, against all odds, 

encouraged his demoralized men to try for victory just when they were prepared to accpet 

subjugation. In Saxo’s words, what strengthened the stunned and drooping spirits of the 

warriors was Ragnar’s manly conduct and inspiration.203 As the examples described above 

illustrate, what seems to have been of primary importance was the demonstration of one’s 

manly spirit. In the eyes of others, this gained respect for a man, given that his manliness 

corresponded to the society’s accepted conceptions of masculinity. That one’s manliness was 

measured by his abilities and spirit, not for example by his status that in itself was not enough 

to prove one’s worthiness, is also emphasized in the following passage of Gesta, where Regner, 

the son of the Swedish king Hunding, states that his manliness has not diminished even though 

he wears a squalid garb and is, at this point of the narrative, a royal slave: 
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He therefore went on to say that servitude is not always found devoid of manliness; shabby 

and grimy clothes often envelop and conceal a stout arm, and poor circumstances are 

redeemed by bravery, deficiency in birth recompensed by freedom of spirit.204 

As it is suggested in this passage, one’s characteristics and actions were proof of his 

masculinity. Interestingly, Saxo gives examples of how men could improve their social status 

by showing courage, a theme discussed further in Chapter 5. In Gesta, a sense of honour can 

also be read as a manly characteristic, of which King Harald I Hildetan is an illustrative 

example. After Harald had defeated Ingi and Olaf, the sons of the Swedish king Alver, their 

brother Ingiald begged a truce under the pretence of ill-health. Harald acceded to his demands, 

for he was unwilling to vaunt himself over anyone depressed by a period of low fortune. 

According to Saxo, Harald had learned in his manliness to spare those in misery.205 Even though 

Ingiald’s illness was feigned, it seems that for Harald Ingiald appeared as an unwanted 

opponent. From this passage, it is possible to interpret that for a man to enter a fight considered 

unfair was seen as dishonourable, Ingiald’s illness being in this case a disadvantage of which 

Harald did not want to take advantage. As we will see in Chapter 5.2., there are examples of 

duels in Gesta that described as dishonourable. 

An especially noteworthy passage exemplifying the conceptions of masculinity in Gesta is the 

one describing King Ragnar Lothbrok mourning the death of his son Hvitserk who had died at 

the hands of Daxon. Daxon was the son of the king of the Hellespont, Dian, who had earlier 

been overthrown by Ragnar himself.206 According to Saxo, when Ragnar heard the news, he 

was set on dying in his grief, for he not only went into mourning but, with a heart completely 

stricken, confined himself to his bed and let groans reveal the sorrow he had suffered.207 

Interestingly, his wife Svanløg criticized him as follows: 

His wife [Svanløg], whose self-reliance surpassed a man’s, chided Ragnar’s feebleness and 

fortified him with her masculine exhortations; she summoned his soul from its dejection, 

told him he must resort to energetic warfare, and declared that a courageous father would 

make better amends to a son’s blood-stained ashes through arms than tears. Further, she 

advised him not to whimper like a woman, for he would reap as much dishonour through 

weeping as he had previously gained glory by his valour. Her words made Ragnar fear he 

might obliterate his ancient renown for bravery by effeminate lamentation; he therefore 

 
204 Saxo, ii. 2.6., 90–91: ʻSeruitutem itaque non semper uirilitate uacuam reperiri subiunxit. Sepe enim sordido 

cultu robustam obtegi manum, fortemque dextram atra ueste concludi interdum: itaque nature uitium uirtute redimi 

damnumque generis animi ingenuitate pensari.ʼ 
205 Saxo, vii. 10.6.–10.7., 517, 519. 
206 Saxo, ix. 4.20.–4.21, ix. 4.30., 647, 649, 655. 
207 Saxo, ix. 4.31., 657. 
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threw off his sad demeanour, removed the outward marks of misery, and allowed the hope 

of a swift revenge to revive his dormant resolution.208 

This passage is exemplary in many respects. Firstly, regarding the conceptions of masculinity, 

it is implied in this passage that it was dishonourable for a man to show signs of weakness, 

when the situation demanded a strong resolve. The requirement of revenge is also emphasized. 

In Svanløg’s words, as a father and a man, Ragnar should revenge his son’s death. It is also 

emphasized that Ragnar would lose his good name if he continued to lament like a woman. In 

fact, Svanløg reprimands Ragnar for behaving like a woman. Interestingly, Saxo’s description 

corresponds with the mentalities associated with the Vikings. In the saga literature, the mere 

suggestion of a man in a female role was enough to symbolize unmanliness. Cowardice and 

effeminacy were strongly linked to the charges of wearing women’s clothes, performing 

women’s work or being a woman, that is behaving like a woman. Of course, that men were 

slandered if they behaved like women did not mean that women, female activities, women’s 

sexual role or their maternal capacities were held in contempt, the female role being 

ignominious only when assigned to a man.209 As Saxo tells, Ragnar was also himself worried 

about his renown which made him to cast his grief aside and take action. Another significant 

observation about this passage is Saxo’s portrayal of Svanløg. Saxo describes how Svanløg’s 

self-reliance surpassed a man’s and how she fortified her husband with her masculine 

exhortation. Thus, what is highlighted here is the masculine conduct of Svanløg which leads us 

to further discuss the warrior women in Gesta. As we will see, it was their masculinity, not 

femininity, that made warrior women warriors. 

 

3.2. Warrior women and women with masculine qualities 

In the ʻmilitarised societiesʼ of the Vikings, women took an active part in the maintenance of 

the social order. They, for example, instigated conflicts by urging men to undertake revenge 

and raids and to re-establish lost honour. As supporters, they incited their men during battles 

and looked after the wounded. They also scorned and mocked men who abandoned the field. 

Women took the lead, as official mourners, in remembering the fallen and keeping the 

 
208 Saxo, ix. 4.31., 656–657: ʻQuem coniunx uirilem supergressa fidutiam imbecillitatis increpitum uirili 

adhortatione firmauit reuocatumque a moerore animum arma impensius celebrare perdocuit, affirmans 

fortissimum patrem cruentos filii cineres iustius armis quam lachrymis expiaturum. Monuit quoque, ne muliebriter 

lugens tantum sibi ignominie fletu pareret, quantum antea claritatis uirtute contraxerat. Ad hanc uocem ueritus 

Regnerus, ne pristinos fortitudinis titulos effoeminato moerore contereret, discusso moestitie habitu depositisque 

doloris insignibus promptissima uindicte spe iacentem reuocauit audaciam.ʼ 
209 Meulengracht Sørensen 1983, 23–24. 
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memories alive. In fact, wealthy widows and mothers are known to having raised rune stones 

in memory of their relatives. In extreme situations, women could even take up arms in pursuit 

of revenge and the restoration of family honour. Furthermore, they were responsible for 

bringing up the children and preparing young men for whatever society required of them.210 

King Ragnar Lothbrok’s wife Svanløg, as discussed above, is a revealing example of a woman 

urging her husband to maintain his honour by undertaking revenge. That women goad men to 

vengeance by frýja, that is by inciting or scornful words, is a widely used motive in the sagas. 

It shows that even though a woman cannot herself take revenge and does it through the agency 

of a man, her way of thinking and moral outlook are identical with the man’s.211 In other words, 

women and men possibly agreed on matters related to the use of physical force. The mention 

of women taking up arms in pursuit of revenge is also important. Even though these situations 

may have been rare and extreme, the mere mention of them suggests that it was seen acceptable 

by the Viking communities that women restored the family honour, if needed. Moreover, it is 

a sign of a mentality that approved women using violence, at least to a certain extent, which 

certainly differs from the Christian thought of Saxo’s own days. 

Viking women also had personal honour of their own. As a man’s loss of honour affected his 

wife, women were important motivators in conflicts. Likewise, women’s actions reflected, 

either negatively or positively, in the honour of their male relatives. In contrast to women in 

many other societies, Viking women are seen to having had a degree of control over their own 

honour, being able, for example, to divorce themselves from men who did not respect their 

honour. They could also, in some circumstances, take over roles which would usually be 

reserved to close male relatives, taking responsibility for personal assets, making decisions 

about marriage and restoring the family honour through the acts of revenge.212 However, the 

image of women acting independently, going against their husbands, taking political decisions 

without consulting them and divorcing them is often linked in the sagas to women who were, 

in fact, socially superior to their husbands. As medieval women were subordinate to men, to 

their fathers, brothers and finally their husbands, the saga-writers use the difference in social 

standing as an explanation for this kind of behaviour.213 What is of importance here, irrespective 

of the interpretation that this concerned only women with a higher social standing, is the fact 

that women are described having acted thus in the first place.  

 
210 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 31. 
211 Meulengracht Sørensen 1983, 21. 
212 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 33. 
213 Magnúsdóttir 2008, 46. 
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As it has been noted, Viking-Age Scandinavians would certainly have been familiar with the 

concept and imagery of female warriors as well. Female warlike characters are even featured 

in Scandinavian cosmology in the form of the supernatural beings called Valkyries who carried 

fallen warriors to Valhalla. They are also represented in a growing corpus of the so-called 

Valkyrie brooches and pendants.214 In fact, a woman taking a man’s part is a well-known motive 

in Old Icelandic literature, known also as the Valkyrie motive. Women in a male role, carrying 

swords and taking over men’s duty of revenge, is a motive which carries approval in Old 

Icelandic literature. It by no means evokes contempt, but, on the contrary, is often an element 

in the character of a heroine. It is also a feature to be overcome. The Valkyrie-figure emphasizes 

simultaneously the masculine ideal with the military ethic and the more traditional female role. 

Even for Valkyrie-figures, marriage was the proper outcome.215 Women who chose to live as 

warriors were called in the sagas and poetry as warrior women. They frequently appear in 

Scandinavian folklore as pirates, fighters, avengers and the leaders of armies. They are also 

referred to as shield maidens, young women having chosen to work as warriors who, however, 

must not be confused with the Valkyries. Interestingly, the expression of shield maidens is often 

used in the texts without further explanation, which suggests that the readers and listeners were 

well acquainted with the phenomenon. The question remains, however, whether warrior women 

are literary fantasies, myths or a historical reality.216 

As far as Saxo is concerned, warrior women appear as a real part of the past, something Saxo 

is determined to shed some light on. In Saxo’s words, in case anyone is marvelling that this sex 

should have sweated in warfare, he will digress briefly to explain certain features of such 

females’ character and behaviour: 

There were once women in Denmark who dressed themselves to look like men and spent 

almost every minute cultivating soldiers’ skills; they did not want to allow the sinews of 

their valour to lose tautness and be infected by self-indulgence. Loathing a dainty style of 

living, they would harden body and mind with endurance and toil, rejecting all the fickle 

pliancy of girls and compelling their womanish natures to act with a virile ruthlessness. They 

courted military expertise so earnestly that anyone would have guessed they had unsexed 

themselves. Those especially who had forceful personalities or were tall and elegant tended 

to embark on this way of life. As if they were forgetful of their true selves they put toughness 

before allure, aimed at conflicts instead of kisses, tasted blood, not lips, sought the clash of 

arms rather than the arm’s embraces, fitted to weapons hands which should have been 

 
214 Raffield 2016, 317. 
215 Meulengracht Sørensen 1983, 22–23. 
216 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 99. For sources describing warrior women in northern Europe and Scandinavia, see 

Hjardar and Vike 2016 and Price 2019. 
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weaving, desired not the couch but the kill, and those they could have appeased with looks 

they attacked with lances.217 

This passage is noteworthy in many respects. Firstly, Saxo implies that warrior women have 

existed in the past of Denmark. Even though this would not truly have been the case, for Saxo 

it may have appeared so. As the historical research has noticed, Saxo’s material is based on 

Scandinavian and mainly Icelandic sources. In his presentation, he also states himself to have 

copied much of Gesta’s material, especially from the heroic poetry.218 Thus, Saxo came by 

sources of warrior women, whose stories he recounted in his work. It seems that he also felt the 

need to explain the matter, given that there were not warrior women in his own days and that 

he, nevertheless, read about them repeatedly from his sources. What is of importance here is 

the fact that these narratives existed in the first place, irrespective of the fact whether there were 

actual fighting Viking women or not. Even if these stories were myths, they tell of the societies 

that narrated them. In other words, a physically strong woman with the skills and the spirit of a 

warrior existed at least in the minds of the people. This does not appear far-fetched either, 

considering the martial ethos of the Vikings. It is arguable that women, too, needed to possess 

so-called masculine qualities. As it has been noted, the mother’s role as an instructor was 

possibly important, as the father could be away for long periods or die young.219 

Secondly, the way Saxo describes these warrior women is striking. According to him, they 

dressed themselves like men and trained the skills required of a warrior. In Saxo’s words, they 

had, in a sense, unsexed themselves. They are told to have rejected all the fickle pliancy of girls 

and compelled their womanish natures to act with virile ruthlessness. This statement of Saxo’s 

is noteworthy in two respects. What Saxo implies is that even though a warrior’s path was not 

a common choice among women, some of them followed it. He also seems to respect warrior 

women’s characteristics that deviated from the more general gender roles. In other words, he 

valued their masculine qualities. Saxo also describes them as tall and elegant individuals with 

forceful personalities, the same qualities he attributes to Gesta’s male warriors. It has been 

 
217 Saxo, vii. 6.8., 476–477: ʻFuere quondam apud Danos foemine, que formam suam in uirilem habitum 

conuertentes omnia pene temporum momenta ad excolendam militiam conferebant, ne uirtutis neruos luxurie 

contagione hebetari paterentur. Siquidem delicatum uiuendi genus perose corpus animumque patientia ac labore 

durare solebant totamque foeminee leuitatis mollitiem abdicantes muliebre ingenium uirili uti seuitia cogebant. 

Sed et tanta cura rei militaris notitiam captabant, ut foeminas exuisse quiuis putaret. Precipue | uero, quibus aut 

ingenii uigor aut decora corporum proceritas erat, id uite genus incedere consueuerant. He ergo perinde ac natiue 

conditionis immemores rigoremque blanditiis anteferentes bella pro basiis intentabant sanguinemque, non oscula 

delibantes armorum potius quam amorum officia frequentabant manusque, quas in telas aptare debuerant, telorum 

obsequiis exhibebant, ut iam non lecto, sed leto studentes spiculis appeterent, quos mulcere specie potuissent.ʼ 
218 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 102. 
219 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 31. 
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noted that all the warrior women in Saxo’s writings are upper-class women, which, in fact, 

makes the stories appear more authentic. Contrary to women with higher status, women from 

other layers of society would not have had the same opportunity to distinguish themselves in 

masculine arenas, even if they had wanted to do so. In theory, upper-class women would have 

had the time and the authority to be able to assert themselves outside the wholly traditional role 

model.220 

From archaeology’s perspective, the remains of weapons have been found in many sites of 

female burials from Roman, Germanic migration and Viking times. It has been stated that in 

cases where there is evidence of more than one weapon, there is a possibility that the weapons 

were actually used by the women. Although in most cases the graves contain a single weapon 

rather than the whole equipment and it is difficult to be certain that the surviving artefacts really 

are the remains of a weapon, weapons have been found with greater certainty in other burials 

from Viking times. In 1981, for example, a female skeleton was found in the neighbourhood of 

the village of Gerdrup in Denmark, buried with a needle-case, an iron knife and a spear from a 

grave dating from the beginning of the 9th century. It has been suggested that she was either a 

warrior woman or a woman with ʻman-statusʼ who served as a head of a household lacking a 

man to fulfil this role. In fact, it was legitimate in such circumstances for a woman to be buried 

with the symbols of manhood. However, this does not tell us anything about whether she 

actually fought with the spear. Even though such finds of weapons do not in themselves prove 

that these women were warrior women using these weapons in battle, they are evidence that 

women and weaponry were not incompatible in the Viking Age. As the gender roles in Viking 

society were normally kept strictly separate and it was associated with shame and dishonour to 

break these boundaries, except for in certain conditions, the preliminary conclusion has been 

that warrior women would probably have represented too big a deviation from the gender roles 

of the Viking Age.221 

However, a recent archaeological study presented in 2017 has shed new light on the matter, 

when an individual buried in a well-furnished warrior grave (Bj 581) in the Viking Age town 

of Birka, Sweden, was confirmed as female by a genomic confirmation of the biological sex. 

The genomic results revealed the lack of Y-chromosome and, thus, a female biological sex. 

Previously, the male sex has been associated with the gender of the warrior based on the 

material and historical research. This was also the case with Bj 581, as an earlier osteological 

 
220 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 101. 
221 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 103–105. 
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classification of the individual as female was considered controversial in a historical and 

archaeological context. Hence, the biological sex of the individual was taken for granted and 

the grave was considered having belonged to a high-status male warrior. What the 2017 study 

states is that the individual in grave Bj 581 is the first confirmed female high-ranking Viking 

warrior who was at least above 30 years of age and part of a society that dominated 8th to 10th 

century northern Europe.222 She was buried in an underground wooden chamber with two 

horses, numerous weapons along with a bag of gaming pieces and a gaming board. That 

weapons were present in unusual profusion and variety suggests the equipment belonging to a 

professional, probably a mounted archer who was able to deploy a remarkable repertoire of 

fighting techniques. The war-gear was of excellent quality and intended for someone of high 

social standing. The gaming pieces add an extra dimension as well. Even though they are not 

uncommon as individual objects in Viking-age burials, full sets with iron-bound boards rarely 

appear.223 In fact, the exclusive grave goods and two horses are seen as worthy of an individual 

with responsibilities concerning strategy and battle tactics. According to the study, the results 

provide a new understanding about the Viking society, the social constructions and norms in 

the Viking Age, suggesting that women were able to be full members of male dominated 

spheres. However, the results call for caution against generalizations regarding social orders in 

past societies.224 

As it has been stated, it would be surprising if the individual in grave Bj 581 was alone in the 

Viking world, as other women, too, may have taken up arms in the same seasonal or 

opportunistic context as many male Viking raiders. In fact, it is probable that more Viking-age 

female warriors will be found in the archaeological record, either as new discoveries or as the 

reinterpretations of old finds, given the enormous numbers of buried individuals from this 

period that have been sexed only indirectly using associated artefacts.225 Indeed, the obvious 

corollary of these findings is that some women were active participants in the martial cultures 

of the Viking Age and that gendered boundaries were permeable. At present, however, we can 

only speculate, whether these individuals were perceived as ʻwomenʼ or as ʻmenʼ or whether 

they perhaps occupied, either permanently or temporarily, some kind of third gender.  

Nevertheless, even though we should not suppose that participation in martial society demanded 

 
222 Hedenstierna-Jonson et al. 2017, 853, 855, 857–858. For the critical response to the 2017 study, see 

Androshchuk 2018. For the response of the researchers of the 2017 study, see Price et al. 2019. 
223 Price et al. 2019, 184. 
224 Hedenstierna-Jonson et al. 2017, 853, 858. 
225 Price et al. 2019, 192–194. 
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active involvement in combat, these burials remind us that at least some girls may have been 

conditioned to adopt the persona or roles of the warrior.226 

In the light of above, I will now explore Saxo’s descriptions of warrior women and women with 

masculine qualities. Interestingly, there are two passages in Gesta suggesting that a woman 

acting in a warrior’s role was not unusual. When King Frothi I advanced against the bastions 

of Handvan, the king of the Hellespont, he invented a scheme that would get him inside the 

town’s walls: ʻExchanging clothes with the maidservants, he [Frothi] disguised himself as a 

young female warrior and went to the town as a deserter, shedding his masculine appearance 

and impersonating a woman.ʼ227 According to Saxo, after conducting a complete and careful 

reconnaissance, Frothi sent an attendant the next day to order his army to station themselves by 

the walls and opened the gates from the inside.228 What is especially noteworthy in this passage 

is that a female warrior does not seem to have attracted any special attention among the people. 

In other words, Frothi could credibly trick the sentinels with this disguise. A warrior named 

Hagbarth is also told having dressed himself in woman’s clothing when he approached King 

Sigar’s daughter Signe in secret: ʻTo advance a plausible reason for his mission he professed to 

be a fighting woman of Haki’s, coming from him on embassy to Sigar.ʼ229 Again, a warrior 

woman appears as a believable character. Moreover, Hagbarth’s character is implied to have 

belonged to a possible warrior band, that of Haki’s, and is described as an envoy, which 

presumably was a prestigious task. 

King Hadding’s daughter Svanhita can be interpreted as the first warrior woman in Gesta. 

According to Saxo, when she heard that Thorhild, the wife of the Swedish king Hunding, had 

involved his stepsons Regner and Thorald in a variety of dangers as royal herdsmen, she took 

her sisters as her retinue and journeyed to Sweden, aiming to forestall the deaths of these men 

by her woman’s wits. When perceiving Regner and Thorald surrounded by all kinds of monsters 

as they guarded their beasts at night, Svanhita dismissed her companions and spent the night 

fighting the repulsive hordes of monsters. Following this, Svanhita is said to have won the 

Swedish kingdom for Regner who she also married. In fact, Regner felt gratitude for Svanhita 

saving his life.230 Though involving imaginary creatures, what is of importance in this passage 

 
226 Raffield 2019, 820–821. 
227 Saxo, i. 6.10., ii. 1.8., 51, 84–85: ʻQuippe permutata cum ancillulis ueste peritam se pugnandi puellam simulat 

depositoque uirili cultu foemineum emulatus transfuge titulo oppidum petit.ʼ 
228 Saxo, ii. 1.8., 85. 
229 Saxo vii. 7.6., 482–483: ʻEt ne profectioni causa deesse uideretur, pugnacem Haconis famulam profitendo 

legationem eius ad Sigarum perferre se dixit.ʼ 
230 Saxo, ii. 2.1., ii. 2.9., 87, 93. 
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is that Svanhita is described as a woman fighting fearlessly. She can also be said to have done 

a heroic deed, something Gesta’ male warriors frequently do. In this passage, the situation has 

been turned upside down, Regner being the one who has been rescued. Moreover, Regner is not 

described having wondered at Svanhita’s behaviour. Saxo emphasizes Svanhita’s warrior 

character in another passage as well. She is told to have fought a hard battle against his brother 

King Frothi I, who was beaten in the fight. Following the outcome, Frothi tried secretly at night 

to drill holes in his enemy’s fleet, but was, interestingly, intercepted by his sister who had also 

embarked at the same hour of night on a lone excursion.231 What this passage implies is that 

Svanhita had an active role in the battle against his brother. She also displays her ability in 

tactical thinking, as it can be interpreted that she had the same plan on her mind as her brother. 

In fact, there are numerous women in Gesta who lead a warrior’s life. One of them is Sœla, the 

sister of the Norwegian king Koller. She was killed by the Jutland governor Ørvendil after the 

duel between him and Koller: ʻAfter this he [Ørvendil] hounded down and slew Koller’s sister 

Sæla, a warring amazon and accomplished pirate herself and skilled in the trade of fighting.ʼ232 

What Saxo leaves unsaid is the reason behind Sœla’s fate. One possible explanation could be 

that Ørvendil decided to remove Sœla in order to avoid her revenge or other countermeasures, 

as she was the sister of the late king and, as Saxo says, a skilled warrior herself. Another warrior 

woman is Rusla who is told by Saxo to have fought Hvirvil, the lord of Öland.233 Saxo 

comments on their battle as follows: 

This man by his endeavours achieved no small increase in renown, for he [Hvirvil] fought 

and overthrew the maid Rusla, who in her military ardour had aspired to warfare, and 

snatched manly fame from his female adversary.234 

This passage is noteworthy in two respects. Firstly, Rusla is depicted as a woman who has 

chosen to live the life of a warrior. Secondly, what is telling in itself is that Hvirvil is told to 

have achieved fame from overthrowing her, suggesting that Rusla was seen as a noteworthy 

and honourable opponent. Thus, Rusla was, as a woman, an adversary whose defeat gained 

manly fame for Hvirvil. That Saxo describes the renown achieved as manly seems deliberate. 

What this possibly indicates is that Rusla was, in a sense, considered more a man than a woman. 

In fact, the conceptions of the Vikings regarding the use of violence against women strengthen 

 
231 Saxo, ii. 2.10., 93. 
232 Saxo, iii. 6.1., iii. 6.3., 179, 182–183: ʻDeinde sororem eius, Selam nomine, piraticis exercitam rebus ac bellici 

peritam muneris, persecutus occidit.ʼ 
233 Saxo, iv. 10.1., 247. 
234 Saxo, iv. 10.1., 246–247: ʻCuius operibus haud parua claritatis accessio fuit, quod Rusilam uirginem militari 

uoto res bellicas emulatam armis oppressit uirilemque gloriam ex muliebri hoste corripuit.ʼ 
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this interpretation. It was considered dishonourable for men to commit violence against women. 

If a man committed such an offence, he could expect reprisals from the woman’s relatives.235 

At home, Nordic morals demanded severe punishments for insulting free women.236 In Gísla 

saga Súrssonar it is depicted shameful for a man to be struck or wounded by a woman. This 

was because he could not avenge himself, as it was an infamous deed to use force against a 

woman.237 Thus, the fact that Hvirvil used violence against Rusla indicates that Rusla was not 

treated by him as a ̒ normalʼ woman. She was rather seen as a manly opponent, someone against 

whom it was acceptable to fight. Interestingly, Saxo also describes Rusla having as her 

confederates the five sons of Finn, that is Broddi, Bild, Bukki, Fanning and Gunholm, whom 

Hvirvil took after Rusla’s defeat into his alliance for their outstanding acts.238 As this account 

of Saxo’s gives the impression that Rusla belonged to the same warrior group as the sons of 

Finn, she appears to have been acknowledged as a warrior by them as well. 

In Gesta, women are also told to have formed their own war band, the crew of Alvild being the 

example of this. Alvild was the daughter of the king of Götaland, Sigvarth. When King Sigar’s 

son Alf declared himself as Alvild’s suitor, her mother opposed the match, even though Alvild 

herself praised her wooer.239 Following the incident, Alvild is told by Saxo to have changed her 

way of life: 

Once Alvild had been prevailed upon to despise the young Dane, she changed into man’s 

clothing and from being a highly virtuous maiden began to lead the life of a savage pirate. 

Many girls of the same persuasion had enrolled in her company by the time she chanced to 

arrive at a spot where a band of pirates was mourning the loss of their leader, who had been 

killed fighting. Because of her beauty she was elected the pirate chief and performed feats 

beyond a woman’s courage.240 

In this passage, Saxo seems to both moralize and admire Alvild’s character. Before, she has 

been a highly virtuous maiden, who then started living like a savage pirate. Again, a warrior 

woman’s manliness is emphasized. Alvild changed into a man’s clothing and performed feats 

beyond a woman’s courage. Even though her beauty had an effect on her being elected as the 

new pirate chief, Alvild’s actions are also seen as praiseworthy. Whether there were women 

 
235 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 32. 
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240 Saxo, vii. 6.4., 472–475: ʻIta Aluilda ad Danici iuuenis contemptum adducta uirili ueste foemineam permutauit 
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chieftains like Alvild or not, the passage indicates that Alvild’s actions were appreciated 

regardless of her biological sex. Perhaps her gender, which is a more social concept, 

corresponded to that of a man’s, which gained her respect and made her choice more acceptable 

in the eyes of others. As Saxo implies, her amount of courage was not common among women. 

It was more masculine and exceptional. 

According to Saxo, many girls shared Alvild’s beliefs and banded together with her. It is 

possible to interpret that these women formed their own warrior group even before meeting the 

other band of pirates. Alvild is described having her own fleet, into which Alf happened to run 

into in his pursuit of her. Both Alvild and Alf had steered towards Finland, Alvild being the 

first one to arrive in a harbour located in a confined inlet. When catching a sight of unfamiliar 

craft at the distance, Alvild is told to have shot off with rapid rowing to encounter them, judging 

it wiser to burst on an enemy than to lie waiting for him. Not knowing it was Alvild’s crew, Alf 

encountered her. In Saxo’s words, the Danes were filled with astonishment when they found 

what graceful, shapely limbed opponents they had. Alf’s comrade Borkar is told to have struck 

off Alvild’s helmet, revealing her feminine features. Alf’s men lay down their spears and Alf 

was overjoyed to find Alvild. Saxo goes on to tell that in addition to laying his hands on her 

more lovingly, Alf compelled Alvild to change back into feminine clothing. Afterwards, they 

had a daughter named Gyrith and Borkar married Gro, Alvild’s attendant, who bore him a son 

called Harald.241 What this passage implies is that Alvild was a fearless warrior, who did not 

hesitate to take action. Her attendant Gro can also be interpreted to have been a female fighter 

and a member of Alvild’s crew along with other like-minded women. 

Interestingly, Alvild’s character resembles Vǫlsunga saga’s Brynhildr, of whom has been noted 

that she is described in the saga as a paragon of both male and female virtues. The combination 

of these basically incompatible ideas reached a conclusion in marriage, Brynhildr-figure’s male 

role being something that the hero had to overcome in order to make himself worthy of her 

femininity. This same motive appears in Hrólfs saga Gautrekssonar, where a Valkyrie must be 

actually defeated in battle before she consents to marriage. Thus, even for valkyries, marriage 

was the proper outcome.242 Saxo’s story about Alvild matches this pattern, her male role having 

ended in the matrimony. As Saxo tells, Alf compelled her to change back into feminine clothing, 

after which they married and Alvild became a mother. However, it has been said that there is 

 
241 Saxo, vii. 6.5.–6.7., 475, 477. 
242 Meulengracht Sørensen 1983, 22–23. 
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nothing in the reports to indicate that a warrior woman lost her femininity in men’s eyes. On 

the contrary, it appears in the written sources that the warrior women were desired by men and 

that they married and had children, marriage between a man and a woman being one of the most 

important social institutions of the Viking Age.243 This, too, matches with the story of Alvild 

and Alf since Alf did not stop being Alvild’s suitor after her choice to become a female warrior. 

Alf and Alvild’s daughter Gyrith is also portrayed as a warrior woman. She was married to 

King Halfdan III, with whom she had a son named Harald, later King Harald I Hildetan. For 

his son’s sake, Halfdan is told to have attempted to restore the Danish kingdom, which had been 

mangled by the outrages of its chieftains. However, he was killed while waging war in Zealand. 

According to Saxo, Gyrith saw this, as she had assumed male attire and was taking part in the 

battle through devotion to her son. In this battle, Harald is said to have fought zealously but 

been abandoned by his fleeing comrades. At that moment, Gyrith took it upon herself to carry 

his son away on her shoulders to a nearby forest stand. Saxo also tells that one of the enemies 

planted an arrow in Harald’s buttock while he was hanging over his mother. Consequently, 

Harald reckoned his mother’s aid had brought him more embarrassment than assistance.244 

Saxo’s depiction of Gyrith creates an image of her as a very determined, brave and strong 

woman. She does not hesitate to assume male attire, as is yet again emphasized, and to take part 

in the battle besides her husband and son. Even though the character of Gyrith would be 

fictitious, she is described by Saxo to have had bodily strength to carry her son who, based on 

Gesta’s narrative, is at this point a grown-up man. In other words, the image of a physically 

strong woman exists. What is especially interesting is that Gyrith’s mother Alvild was also 

portrayed as a warrior woman, Harald, thus, having both a warrior mother and a warrior 

grandmother. That Harald is told being hit on his buttock probably has a symbolic meaning 

referring to ̒ a shame-stroke on the buttocksʼ called klámhǫgg. In early Icelandic law collections 

called Grágás, klámhǫgg is mentioned side by side with castration as examples of ʻmajor 

woundsʼ (hin meiri sár), being both a physical and a symbolic blow to one’s manhood and 

corresponding to that of níð, a word by which affronts to honour are denoted in Old Icelandic.245 

It has been stated that the actual reason for Gesta’s women for taking up arms was, in fact, to 

protect their chastity.246 There are two clear examples of this, the first one having to do with 

 
243 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 102–103. 
244 Saxo, vii. 9.20., vii.10.1.–10.2., vii. 10.4., 513, 515. 
245 Meulengracht Sørensen 1983, 11, 16, 68. 
246 Strand 1980, 116–117. 
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King Ragnar Lothbrok. When Ragnar inherited the throne, the Swedish ruler Frø had killed 

Ragnar’s grandfather Sigvarth, the king of the Norwegians, and removed the wives of 

Sigvarth’s relatives to a brothel. When Ragnar heard of this, he set out for Norway in order to 

exact vengeance for his grandfather and the women’s sake. On his arrival, many women of 

quality who had lately suffered abuse to their bodies or feared that their chastity was in 

imminent danger, began to dress themselves as men and flock in eagerness to Ragnar’s camp, 

vowing that they would put death before dishonour. In Saxo’s words, Ragnar felt no shame in 

borrowing their help against the cause of their disgrace.247 In another passage, a Norwegian girl 

called Stikla is implied to have chosen the path of a warrior in order to avoid matrimony. When 

King Frothi III sailed to Norway, most of the Norwegians are said to have escaped over the 

borders into Hålogaland, since they had no confidence that they could resist the attack. Saxo 

describes Stikla’s reaction as follows: ʻIn order to preserve her chastity the girl Stikla stole 

away from her native country, preferring the sphere of war to that of marriage.ʼ248 What these 

passages imply is that for some women adopting manly roles as warriors was, in a sense, a way 

to protect their femininity or to avoid certain situations. Even though these descriptions may be 

fictitious and morally charged on Saxo’s part, the fact that women are described as having 

resorted to self-defence and their own resolve is interesting, considering that the idea of fighting 

women would have been quite impossible in the Christian thought of Saxo’s own days. Perhaps 

there are some remnants of the mentalities the Vikings had in these passages, something Saxo 

came across from his sources and tried to explain to his contemporaries. The fact that Saxo 

describes Ragnar feeling no shame in borrowing women’s help is also significant, being an 

example of a man who allowed women to join military ranks. 

Lathgertha, one of the women joining King Ragnar Lothbrok, is an illustrative example of a 

woman whose skills as a warrior were valued. Her role in a battle is even seen as decisive: 

Among these had appeared Lathgertha, a skilled female fighter, who bore a man’s temper in 

a girl’s body; with locks flowing loose over her shoulders she would do battle in the forefront 

of the most valiant warriors. Everyone marvelled at her matchless feats, for the hair to be 

seen flying down her back made it clear that she was a woman; as soon as Ragnar had laid 

his grandfather’s slayer in the dust, he made particular enquiries of his fellow-soldiers as to 

the identity of the girl he had noted in the vanguard; he confessed that his victory was due 

 
247 Saxo, ix. 4.1., 633. 
248 Saxo, v. 11.2., 336–337: ʻStikla quoque uirgo seruande castitatis causa patrie se subduxit, bellis quam nuptiis 

exerceri preoptans.ʼ 
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to her energy alone. Having discovered that she was of distinguished foreign birth, he set 

about wooing her with determination through intermediaries.249 

That Lathgertha is described as a skilled female warrior fighting beside the most valiant 

warriors in the vanguard suggests her being very brave and not afraid to encounter the enemy. 

Like many Gesta’s warrior women, she is also said to have had a man’s temper and displayed 

significant feats of strength. Ragnar also states that his victory was due to Lathgertha’s energy 

alone. Even though this had not been the case, the detail is not insignificant, as it conveys the 

idea that Lathgertha would have had the abilities to win the fight for Ragnar and that her skills 

as a warrior are respected. Lathgertha, too, simultaneously maintains her feminine appearance 

and has a man’s temper. What this suggests is that a woman did not have to hide her feminine 

features in order to participate in the more masculine domains. Regardless of her manly 

conduct, Lathgertha is still considered a woman, at least when it comes to her biological sex. 

Saxo also recounts how she and Ragnar were married and had two daughters, whose names 

history has not remembered, and a son called Fridlev.250 

Later in Gesta, Ragnar is said to have divorced Lathgertha and married Thora, the daughter of 

the Swedish king Herröth. Nevertheless, when Ragnar sent ambassadors to Norway to plead 

for friendship and aid against his foes, that is the rebellious Jutlanders and Scanians who had 

handed supreme control to a man named Harald, Lathgertha supported him by sailing speedily 

with her son and second husband to Ragnar’s aid as well as providing him with a fleet of a 

hundred and twenty vessels.251 In the passage describing the battle against the Scanians, her 

role as a decisive fighter is again emphasized, along with the fierceness of her character: 

Lathgertha too, with a measure of vitality at odds with her tender frame, restored the mettle 

of the faltering soldiery by a splendid exhibition of bravery. She flew round the rear of the 

unprepared enemy in a circling manoeuvre and carried the panic which had been felt by the 

allies into the camp of their adversaries. Finally, when Harald’s line had given way, his 

troops been massacred in abundance and their leader put to flight, she returned home from 

the battle; that night she stuck a dart, which she had concealed beneath her gown, into her 

husband’s throat, thereby seizing for herself his whole sovereignty and title. This woman, of 

 
249 Saxo, ix. 4.2., 632–633: ʻInter quas affuit et Lathgertha, perita bellandi foemina, que uirilem in uirgine animum 

gerens immisso humeris capillitio prima inter promptissimos dimicabat. Cuius incomparabilem operam 

admirantibus cunctis – quippe cesaries tergo inuolare conspecta foeminam esse prodebat – Regnerus aui 

interfectore prostrato de puella, quam in acie preuiam prenotauerat, commilitones plurimum percontatus est, unius 

foemine uiribus uictoriam sibi constitisse professus. Quam quum illustri inter barbaros loco natam cognouisset, 

per internuntios procari perstitit.ʼ 
250 Saxo, ix. 4.3., 633. 
251 Saxo, ix. 4.4., ix. 4.9., 635, 637. 
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the haughtiest temperament, found it pleasanter to govern a realm alone than share the 

fortunes of her husband.252 

As we can see, Saxo clearly moralizes Lathgertha’s decision of usurping her husband’s 

authority instead of sharing his fortunes, explaining her behaviour by her arrogant character. It 

is possible to argue that this passage, in fact, strengthens Gesta’s potential as a source to convey 

mentalities associated with the Viking past. Even though Saxo comments on Lathgertha’s 

behaviour, he does not rework the portrayal of her as a fierce warrior woman, which certainly 

does not correspond to the Christian virtues of his own days. As coups staged by women have, 

most likely, been non-existent, and highly rare at best, the act of Lathgertha appears as a very 

manly one, whether it was considered acceptable or not. 

Besides Lathgertha, there are other women in Gesta who seek political power. Asmund, king 

of the Vik, is told by Saxo to have been robbed of his dominion by his anonymous elder sister. 

Saxo describes how King Harald I Hildetan was roused by this demonstration of female 

effrontery and sailed to Norway to offer Asmund help. Afterwards, Asmund’s sister was 

crushed in a battle and Asmund restored to the throne.253 He is told to have confronted female 

brashness, as Saxo puts it, for a second time, when he defeated the women called Stikla and 

Rusla who were struggling over the kingdom with Olaf, the king of the Thronds.254 Another 

woman called Rusla is portrayed as follows: ʻAt that same time the maiden Rusla, surpassing a 

woman’s temperament in her strenuous military activities, had had frequent clashes with her 

brother Thrond for the throne of Norway.ʼ255 As we can see, yet again a warrior woman’s 

temperament is seen as a masculine one and her military achievements are acknowledged. 

According to Saxo, Rusla could not bear the idea of King Ømund lording it over the 

Norwegians, due to which she declared war on all who had given their allegiance to the Danes. 

King Ømund is even told to have selected his finest soldiers against Rusla who, in fact, 

overcame them and had her eye on securing the sovereignty of Denmark as well. She is told to 

have had her own fleet and fought victoriously against both the Danes and her brother. 

 
252 Saxo, ix. 4.11., 638–639: ʻLathgertha quoque teneris membris incomparabilem sortita spiritum | trepidantis 

militie studium specioso fortitudinis exemplo correxit. Militari namque discursu inopinatorum terga circumuolans 

socialem metum in hostilia castra conuertit. Ad ultimum laxata Haraldi acie atque ipso per summam suorum 

stragem fugato, quum domum ex acie reuertisset, spiculo, quod toga occultauerat, noctu mariti iugulum attentauit 

totiusque potentie eius ac nominis summam inuasit. Insolentissimus namque foemine spiritus absque uiro regnum 

gerere quam fortune eius communicare iocundius duxit.ʼ 
253 Saxo, vii. 10.5., 515. 
254 Saxo, vii. 10.8., 519. 
255 Saxo, viii. 7.5., 556–557: ̒ Eodem tempore Rusla uirgo strenuis militie operibus muliebrem animum supergressa 

apud Noruagiam cum fratre Throndo crebros de rerum summa conflictus habuerat.ʼ 
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Eventually, she suffered a defeat and was slain by his brother Thrond, who even received the 

governorship of Norway as a reward for eliminating his sister from King Ømund.256 

Even though Saxo’s tone is critical of these women’s behaviour, he tells about warrior women 

who had their own political aims and were battled against by men. In his account of the battle 

of Bråvalla, fought between King Harald I Hildetan and his nephew, the Swedish king Ring, 

Saxo also introduces two female war leaders called Hetha and Visna.257 In addition to telling 

that they fought on Harald’s side, Saxo explicitly mentions their leadership and manly traits: 

ʻFrom Schleswig issued Haki Scarface and Tummi the Voyager under their leaders Hetha and 

Visna, whose female bodies Nature had endowed with manly courage.ʼ258 Visna is portrayed 

as a woman hard through and through and a highly expert warrior, whose chief followers among 

the band of Wends were Barre and Gnisli. Likewise, Hetha is said to have been encircled by 

ready comrades, bringing to the war a century of armed men.259 In Saxo’s words: ʻSo the two 

women I have mentioned, graceful in battle gear, led their land forces to combat.ʼ260 A woman 

called Vyborg is also told to have stood on Harald’s side. According to Saxo, she was instilled 

with the same spirit as Hetha and Visna and was attended by Bo, Bram’s son, and Brat the 

Jutlander, who were both longing for the fray.261 As it is suggested by Saxo, Vyborg, too, was 

a warrior woman and had two male warriors as her comrades. Interestingly, the significant 

positions of Hetha and Visna are further emphasized in the following passage: 

After Bruni, as Harald’s deputy, had been told to construct the battle line he designed a 

wedge-shaped front, posting Hetha on the right flank, putting Haki in control of the left, and 

making Visna the standard-bearer.262  

What is especially noteworthy in this passage is the mention of Visna being the standard-bearer. 

All Viking chiefs of a certain status fought under their own emblem or banner, the banner 

showing their position on the battlefield and functioning both as a rallying point and as a means 

of sending various signals to the troops. The banners were individual to each leader and were, 

in addition to their purely practical use, often ascribed magic properties. Carrying the banner 

 
256 Saxo, viii. 7.5.–7.6., 557, 559. 
257 Saxo, vii. 10.11., viii. 1.1., viii. 2.4., 521, 533, 535. 
258 Saxo, viii. 2.4., 534–535: ʻAt Sle oppido cum Hacone genam scisso sub Hetha Wisnaque ducibus Tummi 

Velificator excesserat. Quarum muliebri corpori natura uirilem animum erogauit.ʼ 
259 Saxo, viii. 2.5.–2.6., 535, 537. 
260 Saxo, viii. 2.6., 536–537: ʻItaque memorate uirgines non modo comiter, sed etiam pugnaciter culte terrestres in 

aciem copias ductauere.ʼ 
261 Saxo, viii. 2.4., 535. 
262 Saxo, viii. 4.3., 544–545: ʻAt Bruno Haraldi loco aciem statuere iussus cuneo frontem molitur, Hetham uero in 

dextero latere locat, Haconem leuo preficit, Wisnam aquiliferam facit.ʼ 
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was considered a great honour and, correspondingly, losing it in battle a great disgrace. 

Capturing an enemy’s banner conferred great honour. As the banner symbolized the strength 

and vitality of the army, great efforts were made to protect one’s own banner and capture the 

enemy’s. The banners were carried by specially selected standard-bearers. They had a high 

status in the guard troop and were often one of the leader’s closest advisers. As the banner was 

nearly always an enemy’s first target, the job was very prestigious as well as extremely 

dangerous. In order to achieve such a position one needed to be highly respected as a warrior, 

the appointment often being a reward for distinguished service in battle. Along with the leader, 

the standard-bearer had the best protection and equipment. The banner and its bearer were also 

protected by guard troops, and there was often another warrior deployed nearby whose only 

duty was to take over the banner in case the standard-bearer fell.263 

In the light of this, Visna is, indeed, depicted as a very talented and respected warrior, having 

the ability to defeat the enemies targeting the banner. As to what happened to these women, 

Visna and Vyborg are told to have been defeated in the battle. The famous warrior Starkath, 

who, according to Saxo, was the first to recall the sequence of the war’s events in his native 

tongue, sheared off Visna’s right hand. Vyborg, on her part, was transfixed by an arrow shot by 

a warrior called Thorkil. Even though she fell, Saxo describes Vyborg fighting fearlessly. She 

is told to have beaten a champion named Soti and threatened Ring’s warriors with slaughter.264 

As we can see, Visna and Vyborg are another example of women against whom the use of 

violence is ʻapprovedʼ. What this indicates is that they were not seen as civilians but as warriors 

who would fight and strike back like men and, consequently, were treated as enemies. The fate 

of Hetha is especially striking. According to Saxo, the Danes entreated Ring, who had emerged 

victorious, to appoint Hetha to rule the remnants of their land. Fearing his enemies might 

suddenly unite against him with restored strength, Ring, however, broke Scania away from the 

Danish community and placed it under the separate governorship of a certain Oli. Nevertheless, 

Zealand and the other territories were commanded to obey Hetha.265 As we can see, it is 

explicitly said in this passage that a warrior woman was given the title of a ruler. What is 

important here, irrespective of whether this was truly the case, is that an idea like this has existed 

in the first place, even if it was a fictitious one. 

 
263 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 86–87. 
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In Gesta, there are also women who are described as having masculine qualities, even though 

they are not portrayed as warrior women. One of these is Hermuthrud, the wife of the famous 

warrior Amleth who was the son of the Jutland governor Ørvendil.266 When King Viglek invited 

Amleth to battle, Amleth is told to have harboured a deeper anxiety over Hermuthrud’s possible 

future widowhood than for his own death.267 Saxo describes Hermuthrud’s response as follows: 

At this she [Hermuthrud] protested a masculine confidence and swore that she would not 

abandon her husband even in the front line, saying she loathed the woman who was 

frightened to join her husband at his end.268 

Hermuthrud’s manly and courageous reaction is significant for two reasons. Firstly, she implies 

that she would be ready to follow her husband to a battle and even to its front line. Secondly, 

she expresses that she would be ready to join her husband in death, loathing women who fear 

to do so. Interestingly, this corresponds to the conceptions of an honourable death related to the 

Vikings, a theme discussed in Chapter 4. Like Hermuthrud, Gunnur and Hanunda did not want 

to abandon their husbands even in the face of danger. After their stay in Denmark, Gunnur and 

Hanunda’s husbands, the Norwegian warrior brothers Erik the Eloquent and Roller, are told to 

have sailed back to Norway with their wives who let neither the length of the voyage nor fear 

of the dangers to come to tear them from their husbands’ sides.269 As these passages 

demonstrate, some of Gesta’s non-warrior women were ready to expose themselves to dangers 

as well. What mattered was their spirit that was ready to face even the gloomiest situations. 

In Gesta, women who are not portrayed as warrior women are also depicted as being able to 

fight. One of these examples takes place in a scene where above-mentioned Erik the Eloquent 

and his wife Gunnur are attacked by two spies working for Gøtar, the king of Norway.270 

Gunnur is told to have participated in the fight beside her husband: ʻWith equal vigour, Gunnur 

ran a spear through the other, matching a man’s spirit though her body was a woman’s.ʼ271 In 

another instance, King Rolf Krake’s sister Ruta is urged to fight by her husband Biarki, who 

was also one of Rolf’s warriors.272 When the king and his men were attacked in Lejre, a scene 

which Saxo depicts in his version of the vernacular heroic poem Bjarkamál, Biarki encourages 

 
266 Saxo, iii. 6.1., iii. 6.4., 179, 183. 
267 Saxo, iv. 2.2., 219, 221. 
268 Saxo, iv. 2.2., 220–221: ʻQuam ob rem Hermutruda uirilem professa fiduciam ne in acie quidem se eum 

deserturam spopondit, detestabilem inquiens foeminam, que marito morte conseri formidaret.ʼ 
269 Saxo, v. 3.25., 301. 
270 Saxo, v. 2.1., v. 3.34., 263, 309. 
271 Saxo, v. 3.34., 308–309: ʻAlterum Gunuara non impetu minori hasta transfodit, muliebri corpore uirilem 

animum equans.ʼ 
272 Saxo, ii. 6.9.–6.11., ii. 7.10., 117, 119, 129. 
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Ruta as follows: ʻArise too, Ruta, and show your snow-pale head, come forth from hiding and 

issue into battle.ʼ273 Another woman showing great strength is Helga, Helgi’s wife. As 

discussed earlier, Helgi was a warrior who pleaded with Starkath to receive this famous 

warrior’s help in a predetermined battle. When Helgi, unintentionally, missed the contest, 

Starkath came to exact revenge. Helgi warded off Starkath and gave him a blow, after which, 

according to Saxo, Helga flew swiftly from the bed, snatched up a shield and interposed it to 

save the old man, that is Starkath, from imminent destruction. Helgi’s swordstroke was so 

mighty that the shield was shivered as far as the middle of the boss. Nevertheless, Helga was 

able to protect Starkath by her action. Saxo portrays her as a woman of commendable wit who 

simultaneously protected her husband with her warning and helped her friend Starkath.274 What 

is interesting here is that even if this passage would be fictitious, Saxo clearly wanted to portray 

Helga as a resourceful and physically strong woman. 

The characters of Gøtvara and Thyra also stand out. Gøtvara was the wife of King Frothi III’s 

counsellor named Koli.275 Interestingly, Saxo describes her as follows: 

Koli’s wife was Gøtvara, who flaunted her outstanding eloquence so much that she would 

quell anyone, however fluent and articulate. She was proficient in disputation and had 

plentiful resources in every type of argument. A warrior with words, she was armed with an 

equal battery of questions and stubborn replies. Though she never fought in battle, no one 

could vanquish this woman, whose tongue provided her with arrows.276 

There are two interesting observations to be made about this passage. Firstly, Gøtvara is 

depicted as a warrior with words, which is, most likely, another reference to the verbal contest 

called flyting.277 Secondly, Saxo implies that even though Gøtvara fought in verbal battles, she 

never participated in physical ones. Thyra, the queen of Denmark, is also a woman who seems 

to have acted in more masculine domains. In order to make her country safer from the incursions 

of foreigners, she undertook to build an earth fortification of firm construction. In fact, Saxo 

explains Thyra’s activity by saying that she bore a man’s heart beneath a feminine exterior.278 

 
273 Saxo, ii. 7.10., 128–129: ʻTu quoque consurgens niueum caput exere, Ruta, Et latebris egressa tuis in prelia 

prodi.ʼ 
274 Saxo, vi. 7.16., 413. 
275 Saxo, v. 1.1.–1.2., 251. 
276 Saxo, v. 1.2., 250–251: ʻVxor Colonis erat Gøtwara, que eximie procacitate facundie quantumlibet disertos ac 

loquaces eneruare solebat. Altercando quippe efficax erat et in omni disceptationum genere copiosa. Pugnabat 

siquidem uerbis, non modo questionibus freta, uerum etiam peruicacibus armata responsis. Imbellem nemo 

foeminam debellare poterat, a lingua spicula mutuantem.ʼ 
277 For flyting, see Chapter 2. 
278 Saxo, x. 3.1., 689. 
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It has been noted that Saxo simultaneously admires the manly spirit of Gesta’s warrior women 

and criticizes their lack of femininity and that their fighting spirit was not the primary reason 

behind their choice to become female warriors. What led them to take up arms was, as already 

referred to above, their strong will to preserve their chastity. According to Saxo, warrior women 

were brave, or arrogant, enough to go against the natural order. They wanted to live 

independently without having to submit themselves to any man. Even though he explicitly 

emphasizes their courage and strength, he implicitly demonstrates that they were all defeated 

one way or another. Thus, he simultaneously commends them for their chastity and reproaches 

them for avoiding their natural roles as wives and mothers.279 It has also been suggested that, 

despite the mention of warrior women in the battle of Bråvalla, there is no escaping the number 

of negative statements about women that are found throughout Gesta. Furthermore, even in the 

case of the battle of Bråvalla the tone is negative, the presence of women in the army of the 

Danes being used as a device to emphasize other negative aspects and its decadence. To Saxo, 

the little value ascribed to the women in Bråvalla is due to their masculine characteristics.280 

However, historical research has also shed light on the positive associations the idea of a 

masculine woman might have had. As discussed, in the Icelandic society, for example, the 

masculine ethic was so dominant that for women to conform to it could be regarded as virtue.281 

It has also been argued that just as it was possible for men to increase or lose their status through 

their words and actions, women, too, might have attempted to achieve social ascendancy by 

behaving in a way considered hvatr, meaning vigorous or manly. While such women might 

have been a minority within the Scandinavian society, these depictions are now potentially 

supported by the already mentioned 2017 study of the human remains from the grave 581 at 

Birka, Sweden.282 

In the light of the recent archaeological discoveries, the historical research and my 

interpretations, I argue that there may be more dimensions to Gesta’s female fighters than it has 

previously been observed. The fact that Saxo moralizes warrior women for abandoning their 

ʻnaturalʼ roles is logical, considering that he wrote Gesta at the turn of the 13th century. As 

discussed, these more common gender roles were also relevant in the Viking Age. However, 

this does not change the fact that the Viking societies possibly respected masculine qualities 

both in men and women. Saxo, too, values warrior women’s masculinity. Regarding the 

 
279 Strand 1980, 116–117. 
280 Muceniecks 2017, 96. 
281 Meulengracht Sørensen 1983, 21. 
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interpretation according to which Gesta’s warrior women took up arms in order to protect their 

chastity, I argue that this might have been a more subjective construction on Saxo’s part, closely 

linked to his thoughts on Christian virtues, and that there may be more to decipher from his 

accounts of warrior women. The idea of chastity might not have been the primary reason to live 

as a warrior for Viking women, supposing there were female fighters in the Viking past. Even 

though Saxo would not have understood the meanings of the descriptions of the warrior women 

he was reading about, it does not mean that it is impossible for us, so to speak, to read between 

the lines. As masculine ethos was so strongly appreciated in the Viking communities, it is not 

insignificant that an individual, even a woman, is told to have behaved like a man. It is possible 

that the traits of a masculine woman were not seen in a disapproving light, quite the contrary. 

Thus, it is possible that there is some historical background behind the behaviour of Saxo’s 

warrior women, even if he himself did not fully comprehend their masculine ways. 
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4. Gesta and the Viking conceptions of honour, revenge and death 

 

I [Biarki] never saw, by heaven, a braver man; he [Agner] collapsed half-conscious and 

leaning on his elbow welcomed his fate with a smile, laughed death to scorn, as he passed on 

to the other world exultant. High courage he had, clever to conceal his moment of death with 

a grin, to suppress the utmost anguish of body and mind with a cheerful expression.283 

 

In this Chapter, I will examine Gesta’s potential as a source of the Viking conceptions of 

honour, revenge and death. Chapter 4.1. focuses on Saxo’s descriptions of blood vengeance, 

which is a theme closely connected to the Viking societies and their conceptions of honour. 

Observations about the parallels between Gesta and the Viking ideas of the afterlife are made 

in Chapter 4.2., where the way Saxo’s warriors defined an honourable death is compared with 

the mentalities of the Vikings. 

 

4.1. Revenge and honour 

The morality of the Viking Age was no more a fixed doctrine than its religion as regards to 

telling people how to behave. The key concepts were freedom and honour, all men and women 

being free, unless they were slaves and thus considered as the property of others with no right 

of self-determination. However, the free status did not mean the freedom to do as one wished. 

It meant self-determination and inviolability within the limits established by the community. 

The free person had honour in the eyes of others and himself and his honour protected him from 

encroachment by others. As the societies had little or no centralized power, a man had to defend 

himself and his family or, at least, demonstrate that he could do so. In this way, he also obtained 

the support of others, as honour was not a personal matter. Honour was possessed by the 

individual together with his group, that is his family, household or assembly group. In 

consequence of this, the failure of one individual would bring shame to the whole group.284  

Honour had several forms, the most important being personal honour. This affected a man’s 

family, the women and children, the leaders he served, his friends and nearly everyone with 

 
283 Saxo, ii. 7.19., 134–137: ʻHercule nemo illo uisus mihi fortior unquam: Semiuigil subsedit enim cubitoque 

reclinis Ridendo excepit letum mortemque cachinno Spreuit et Elisium gaudens successit in orbem. Magna uiri 

uirtus, que risu calluit uno supremam celare necem summumque dolorem Corporis ac mentis leto compescere 

uultu!ʼ 
284 Roesdahl and Meulengracht Sørensen 2003, 132. 
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whom he had a relationship. Whether personal honour was strong or weak depended on how 

one adhered to the values and concepts such as loyalty, duty and the sense of decency, a person 

having totally lost honour being no longer considered a part of the society. A warrior had to 

show loyalty to his family, his comrades and his leader. He also had an obligation to carry out 

revenge, whether for himself or on their behalf. If a man had offended another’s honour, a 

settlement at the ting would not be enough, tings having been the legal assemblies at which the 

free men of a specific area were required to meet. The system of making and administering the 

law in tings was common to the whole of Scandinavia and in many of the places where the 

Vikings settled. At the tings, the farmers, chiefs and kings could debate matters of common 

concern and present cases. They also worked as the councils of war, where the questions of war 

and raiding were debated, and men were recruited. Even though in many cases the dispute could 

be settled by conciliation and a fine, this was not the case when a man’s honour had been 

offended. In these cases, the only solution to settle the dispute was a duel or a blood feud. What 

this means is that killing outside the conditions of war would be honourable, if it took place in 

the right circumstances, vengeance for an insult against oneself, family or friends being an 

example of this.285 

Thus, honour was everything to a Viking, being the central theme in the sagas, the skaldic 

poetry and the rune stone inscriptions. It was an important condition for the maintenance of 

peace and order in a society where there was no centralized power.286 Anyone harmed by 

strangers would be supported in his revenge by his group, blood vengeance, that is killing, being 

the answer to all kinds of injuries from killing, rape and wounding down to what we would 

consider insignificant blows. However, revenge was not essentially a personal response, as it 

could fall on someone who had nothing to do with the injury but was related to the culprit. The 

idea of blood vengeance was to hurt the opponent’s group and restore the balance. As vengeance 

was considered a duty, anyone not taking revenge would lose his honour with serious 

consequences for his social status. Thus, vengeance, like the concept of honour, maintained the 

peace, as even the possibility of blood vengeance was a guarantee against violence and other 

offences. Even though there were great social differences and power was unevenly distributed, 

death was the same for all, and all could take revenge.287 

 
285 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 31–32. 
286 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 31–32. 
287 Roesdahl and Meulengracht Sørensen 2003, 132. 
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Gesta, too, works as an illustrative source of the conceptions of revenge with many examples 

of blood vengeance, also known as blood feuds.288 Saxo’s narrative emphasizes the importance 

of taking revenge, thus corresponding to the mentalities of the Vikings. As mentioned in 

Chapter 2.1., the famous warrior Starkath is told by Saxo to have reproached King Ingiald for 

not avenging his father, King Frothi. In Starkath’s words, Ingiald had touched the supreme 

height of infamy by neglecting to avenge his father, disregarding the law of nature.289 In Gesta’s 

poem Lay of Ingiald, Starkath portrays the consequences of this as severe: 

- - far and wide disgrace will dog your heels, and mortification suffuse your face, when 

mighty kings assemble to sport themselves. Awaited by everlasting dishonour, you cannot 

appear in the midst of illustrious ranks, but will pass your days rejected in every region.290 

As this scene of Gesta shows, blood vengeance is described as ʻthe law of natureʼ and a great 

dishonour and communal disapproval would wait Ingiald, in case he would not avenge his 

father. However, Ingiald is told by Saxo to have taken his revenge eventually. Doing so, he 

cleared his name and was acknowledged by Starkath.291 The binding force of blood vengeance 

is demonstrated in the case of King Høther as well: 

Whereas he [Høther] had had a duty to take [King] Rolf’s life because the latter’s father had 

killed his own, someone else had made him pay the penalty and by this unlooked-for-favour 

had opened the way for Høther to secure Denmark.292 

What had happened in the narrative was that Hiarthvar, the governor of Sweden, had killed Rolf 

Krake, the king of Denmark and usurped the throne. Afterwards, he was killed by one of the 

surviving warriors of Rolf called Viggi, who avenged the death of his king. As a result, the rule 

of both Sweden and Denmark was assumed by Høther.293 In addition to serving as an example 

of a warrior revenging his leader’s death, this passage implies that blood vengeance surpassed 

the boundaries of generations. Rolf’s father, King Helgi, had killed Høther’s father, the Swedish 

king Hothbrod.294 Even though Rolf did not have anything to do with the matter, Høther 

 
288 That the practice of blood vengeance was used for a long time is demonstrated by the so-called King Valdemar’s 

Law of Zealand, dated to the 1170s or 1180s, which intended to bring revenge killings to an end (Hybel 2018, 

184). 
289 Saxo, vi. 9.2., 425. 
290 Saxo, vi. 9.14., 438–439: ʻTe pudor late comes insequetur Et graui uultum feriet rubore, Quando magnorum 

sociata ludit Concio regum. Dedecus quem cum maneat perenne, Inter illustres medius uenire Non potes turmas 

reprobusque in omni Climate deges.ʼ 
291 Saxo, vi. 9.17., 9.19., 441, 443, 445. 
292 Saxo, iii. 3.1., 154–157: ʻNam et Roluonem, quem, quod ab eius patre suum interfectum meminisset, uita 

spoliare debuerat, aliena opera supplicium luisse, et sibi potiende Danie copiam insperato rerum beneficio 

patuisse.ʼ 
293 Saxo, ii. 6.11., ii. 8.3.–8.5., iii.1.1., 119, 141, 143. 
294 Saxo, ii. 5.5.–5.6., 109, 111. 
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extended the revenge of his father to concern Rolf as well. Thus, both sons were involved in 

the blood feud, Rolf’s life being at risk because of the act of his father’s. 

That blood vengeance was seen as a justified act is demonstrated especially well in two passages 

of Gesta. First of them has to do with the death of Balder, Odin’s son and thus a demi-god 

himself. In Saxo’s narrative, Balder was slain by King Høther.295 Consequently, Odin reminded 

his other son, Bo, of taking revenge: 

When he [Odin] saw that his son Bo, Rinda’s child, loved the hardships of war, he summoned 

the lad and told him to keep in mind the destruction of his brother [Balder]; better to take 

vengeance on Balder’s assassins than overpower guiltless men with his weapons, for a battle 

was more suitable and beneficial when a proper excuse for revenge made warring a duty.296 

What this passage reveals is a mentality that sees killing of one’s relative as a justified reason 

for the losing party to take revenge, considering the blood feud a duty. The fate of the brothers 

Ørvendil and Fengi who shared the governorship of Jutland is another example. Feeling 

jealousy, Fengi slew his brother Ørvendil, making himself guilty of fratricide. Afterwards, he 

was killed by Amleth, Ørvendil’s son.297 After the incident, Amleth appealed to the common 

people for receiving the status of his late father and addressed them as follows: ʻSince I was an 

agent of righteous revenge striving to fulfill my responsibility for reprisal, support me with your 

noble spirits, give me the respect that is due, revive me with your warm regard.ʼ298 Following 

this, Amleth was appointed ruler by prompt and general acclamation.299 Like in the example of 

Balder, blood vengeance is portrayed here as a righteous act. What both Amleth’s speech and 

the aftermath of it also imply is that the revenge was seen as his duty, and it deserved the 

people’s respect. King Hadding is also implied as having achieved fame from a blood feud. He 

crushed the Norwegian king Svipdag in order to avenge his father King Gram and brother 

Guththorm and, in Saxo’s words, advanced to a high rung of fame for both winning foreign 

plunder and exacting revenge.300 

 
295 Saxo, iii. 2.3.–2.4., iii. 3.7., 145, 147, 161. 
296 Saxo, iii. 4.13., 170–171: ʻQui cum filium Boum, quem ex Rinda sustulerat, bellici laboris studiosum 

cognosceret, accersitum fraterne cladis memorem esse iubet, potius a Balderi interfectoribus ultionem exacturum 

quam armis innoxios oppressurum, quod aptior ac salubrior pugna competeret, ubi pium belli locum iusta uindicte 

licentia tribuisset.ʼ 
297 Saxo, iii. 6.1., iii. 6.4.–6.5., iii. 6.25., 179, 183, 201. 
298 Saxo, iv. 1.7., 206–207: ʻMe tam iuste uindicte ministrum, tam pie ultionis emulum patricio suscipite spiritu, 

debito prosequimini cultu, benigno refouete contuitu.ʼ 
299 Saxo, iv. 1.8., 207, 209. 
300 Saxo, i. 4.18., i. 5.1., i. 6.11., 41, 51, 53. 
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In Gesta, there is one passage suggesting that the community itself urged its members to avenge 

their closest ones. After the death of King Olaf I, his sons Frothi, later King Frothi V, and 

Harald shared the royal power. As Harald’s renown increased, Frothi, in his feeling of 

inferiority, decided to slay his brother. He also sought to eliminate his brother’s sons Harald 

and Halfdan, later King Halfdan II Biargramm, who were transported to Funen by their guardian 

called Regner.301 Later events are depicted by Saxo as follows: ʻThe boys grew to manhood and 

returned to Zealand, urged by friends to avenge their father; they vowed that they and their 

uncle should not both live out the year.ʼ302 As Saxo says, Harald and Halfdan were encouraged 

by their friends to take arms against their uncle, implying this being a communally approved 

act consequent on Frothi’s fratricide. In addition to Saxo’s protagonists, common people are 

told to have sought revenge. When the Swedish king Götar accused a man called Sibbi for 

raping his sister and executed him, Sibbi’s relatives, deeply upset by his death, are told by Saxo 

to have run to King Jarmerik, whose late father King Sigvarth I had earlier battled against Götar. 

They promised to join him in attacking Götar in order to avenge their kinsman.303 That the 

ʻspiritʼ of the slain relative would gain peace only after the vengeance is implied in one of 

Gesta’s passages. When King Høther received a report that his foster-father, a king called 

Gevar, had been overwhelmed by his treacherous jarl Gunni, he is told to have put his fiercest 

energies into avenging the murder.304 Apparently, this helped his late foster-father: ̒ In this way, 

he appeased his foster-father’s ghost and at length set Gevar’s sons, Herlek and Gerik, on the 

Norwegian throne.ʼ305 

As blood vengeance was as embedded as it was in the Viking societies, it was something people 

expected to happen in certain circumstances, of which Saxo gives two noteworthy examples. 

After Athisl, the king of Sweden, overthrew Frøvin, the governor of Schleswig, in a battle, 

Frøvin’s sons Keti and Vig took joint oaths to avenge their father. They sought Athisl’s 

company and pretended to be deserters from Schleswig. When the downfall of Frøvin came up 

in their discussions, Athisl asked Keti whether Frøvin had any children alive. When he replied 

there were two sons, the king said he would like to know their age and stature.306 According to 

Saxo, Athisl stated as follows: ʻIf their disposition and hardhihood should remain like their 

 
301 Saxo, vii. 1.1., vii. 1.3.–1.6., 447, 449, 451. 
302 Saxo, vii. 1.7., 450–451: ʻQui cum adulti Syalandiam petiuissent, ultionem patris ab amicis exequi iussi non se 

ac patruum annua luce potituros uouerunt.ʼ 
303 Saxo, viii. 9.1., viii. 9.4.–9.5., viii. 10.5., 573, 575, 577, 581. 
304 Saxo, ii. 5.5., iii. 1.1., iii. 4.14., 109, 143, 171. 
305 Saxo, iii. 4.14., 170–171: ʻTaliter educatoris manibus parentando filios demum Herlecum Gericumque 

Noruagie pretulit.ʼ 
306 Saxo, iv. 3.1.–3.3., iv. 3.12.–3.14., 221, 223, 225, 229, 231. 
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father’s, a heavy storm would break over me.ʼ307 Interestingly, what Athisl’s question and 

reaction to the answer reveal is that he already expected a blood feud, if it turned out that Frøvin 

had living relatives. Furthermore, the battle would not be an easy one, in case Frøvin’s sons had 

inherited their father’s characteristics. 

The English king Ælla sensed danger as well. When King Ragnar Lothbrok launched a naval 

attack against Ælla, he was seized and thrown into a prison filled with snakes.308 Ragnar is told 

to have uttered in the pit as follows: ʻIf the young pigs had only known the distress of their 

boar, they would certainly break into the sty and release him from his suffering without 

delay.ʼ309 According to Saxo, Ælla understood this to mean that some of Ragnar’s sons were 

still alive, giving orders for the tormentors to abstain and the adders to be removed. When his 

henchmen had run forward to carry out his bidding, it was found that Ragnar was already 

dead.310 Like Athisl, Ælla understood that Ragnar’s sons would hunt him out when hearing of 

their father’s death. Therefore, he still tried to save Ragnar’s life. This was the case, as he died 

in the hands of Ragnar’s sons after being marked with a blood eagle on his back.311 It has been 

noted that a person marked like this may have been meant as a sacrifice to Odin.312 

In Gesta, revenging a relative’s death is a repeated theme with a great number of examples. In 

addition to these, Saxo also mentions other crimes and insults as the reasons for blood feuds. 

King Gram, for example, tried to exact vengeance for the rape of his sister and the attack on his 

daughter’s chastity by killing the culprit, the Norwegian king Svipdag, meeting his own death 

in the process.313 As discussed earlier, Nordic morals demanded severe punishments for 

insulting free women at home.314 As it was considered dishonourable for men to commit 

violence against women, a man committing such an offence could expect reprisals from the 

woman’s relatives.315 Regarding insults, the famous warrior Starkath is told by Saxo to have 

slain the brothers of King Ingiald’s wife after she had hurt his pride.316 A man named Agner 

also felt the need to exact revenge, when the merrymaking in his wedding feast was disrupted 

 
307 Saxo, iv. 3.14., 230–231: ʻTunc Athislus: ʻSi mensʼ, inquit, ʻillis ac uirtus paterna constaret, acerba mihi 

tempestas ingrueret.ʼʼ 
308 Saxo, ix. 4.38., 661. 
309 Saxo, ix. 4.38., 660–663: ʻ- -ʻSi sucule uerris supplicium scissent, haud dubio irruptis haris afflictum absoluere 

properarent.ʼʼ 
310 Saxo, ix. 4.38., 663. 
311 Saxo, ix. 5.5., 665. 
312 Steinsland 2011b, 51. 
313 Saxo, i. 4.18., 41. 
314 Steinsland 2011b, 31. 
315 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 32. 
316 Saxo, vi. 8.4., 417. 
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by the revelry of some warriors. What he decided was to fight a sword duel with a warrior called 

Biarki.317 As noted above, when a man’s honour had been offended, the only solution to settle 

the dispute was a duel or a blood feud.318 

Regarding the conceptions of honour and rightful revenge, the mentalities of Gesta’s warriors 

markedly resemble those of the Vikings. Warriors in Gesta show loyalty to their families, 

comrades and leaders and carry out revenges for their behalf. Examples of duels and blood 

feuds as solutions to settling disputes related to offences against one’s honour are also 

demonstrated. In Saxo’s narrative, it clearly occurs that the community itself supported the idea 

of blood vengeance and that the individual avoiding this duty would lose his honour. That this 

responsibility went beyond the generations is also emphasized, of which the blood feud between 

King Høther and King Rolf Krake is exemplary. Hence, regarding the conceptions of blood 

vengeance, Gesta can be argued to serve as a source of the Viking past. 

 

4.2. Honourable death 

In addition to blood vengeance, it is possible to argue that Gesta conveys certain views the 

Vikings had on death and the afterlife, focusing especially on the idea and definition of an 

honourable death. Among the Vikings, how a warrior died was just as important as how he 

performed in battle. If a warrior aspired to be remembered, he would need either to be victorious 

or die an honourable death. In the Viking conceptions of the afterlife, there were many realms 

of the dead where people could end up when their mortal days were over. In Åsgard, there were 

two such realms, Valhalla and Folkvang, which were both considered as ʻwarrior heavensʼ. 

When the Valkyries brought the warriors killed in battle to dwell with Odin in Valhalla, the 

Vanir goddess Freya had the right to choose half of them for herself to Folkvang. It has been 

said that the ones chosen by Freya were generally more modest and less bloodthirsty than the 

ones being taken to Valhalla.319 Another realm, contrasted with Valhalla, was Hel. Whereas 

Valhalla is characterized by masculinity and the activities there are classified by masculine 

ideals, the activities in Hel, as far as we can speak of activities, seem to be far from the ideals 

of a masculine life. Valhalla was ruled by a masculine ruler, Odin, and its inhabitants had died 

in battle, which is obviously a male activity. Hel, on the other hand, was ruled by the goddess 

of the same name. Even though between these realms there is the same dualism in certain 

 
317 Saxo, ii. 6.9.–6.10., 117. 
318 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 31. 
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aspects as in Christian belief, there are other aspects that cannot be interpreted as Christian. 

There is, for example, no hint that Hel should be a place of punishment or that Valhalla should 

be one of reward for something that could be construed ethically. Thus, there are reasons to 

believe that these basic ideas are very old. However, as there were many conceptions of the 

afterlife, there is no reason to believe that ancient Scandinavians ever had any systematic ideas 

about the afterlife.320 

At one stage in the development of the mythology, Valhalla came to be known as Valhǫll, that 

is ʻthe hall of the valrʼ, the Old Norse word valr meaning ʻthose who fall on the battlefieldʼ.321 

The literary sources about Valhalla are preserved in manuscripts of various ages, three poems 

called Eiríksmál, Hákonarmál and Grímnismál being considered of the greatest importance to 

our knowledge of Valhalla and having an internal relationship. It has been noted that several of 

the Valhalla sources have circulated verbally before being written down and many of them may, 

at least partially, go back in pre-Christian times.322 In the same way as the king was responsible 

for the well-being of the society and for the communication with the other world, Odin was 

responsible for the well-being of the world as such. Therefore, he is said to have gathered the 

best warriors in Valhalla in order to use their help in defending the cosmos against the powers 

of chaos at Ragnarök. As this final battle has no doubt existed as a collective notion in the 

consciousness of the old Scandinavians, they probably had an idea of how it was going to take 

place.323 In fact, it is said that the myth of Ragnarök was central to the Vikings’ religion of 

war.324 

In addition to kings, warriors in general seem to have lived in Valhalla as einherjar.325 Different 

explanations for the name einherjar have been proposed, such as ̒ those who fight aloneʼ, ̒ those 

who fight togetherʼ or ʻunique or prominent warriorsʼ. Einherjar were Odin’s champions and 

had a close connection with him and his hall in Valhalla, where their main activity consisted of 

practising armed combat.326 It has been presented that 432 000 einherjar would gather at 

Valhalla to battle with the gods at Ragnarök. Thus, Valhalla is portrayed as an immensely large 

hall and the einherjar as extremely many.327 In addition to dying on the battlefield there were 
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also other ways to journey to Valhalla. Warriors who were in some way initiated to Odin and 

had lived their lives as Odinic warriors were taken home by Odin himself, berserks (berserkir) 

being one example. The sources also imply that one could secure afterlife in Valhalla by being 

dedicated to Odin. This could happen either by throwing a spear at the enemy or, if a person 

died in bed, by marking him with a spear, which is a well-known attribute of Odin who was 

himself stuck by a spear when hanging on the world tree. Indeed, the very existence of the spear 

binds the cult of Odin and the admittance to Valhalla together.328 It has also been noted that 

many warriors carried scars made by spear points specifically to mark their status as warriors. 

As the spear also represented age and death, the warrior with this kind of scar understood 

death’s inevitable nature and could, therefore, go fearlessly into battle.329 

Even though there are many conceptions regarding the ʻaccessʼ to Valhalla, Valhalla seems to 

have had a certain ideological role. As Valhalla is stated to be a part of the world of the gods in 

all available sources, those who came there joined the gods. Hence, it has been noted that Odin’s 

hall was no place for the ʻordinary deadʼ, his warriors being aristocrats and other prominent 

warriors. Odin's warriors came from such groups that highlighted an aristocratic warrior ideal. 

For them, the central location was the hall, where they took part in the social and religious 

communion with its ritual drinking as a dominant feature. Interestingly, this earthly setting was 

also reflected in the myth as Valhalla was considered as an aristocracy’s hall, adorned with 

arms. Thus, like the leaders and their warriors gathered in halls on earth, Odin is told to have 

sat with his fallen warriors in Valhalla and being served mead by the Valkyries. Hence, the 

earthly hall building constituted an easily understandable microcosmic model of the abode of 

the gods. These same ideas were expressed in the cult at the funeral as well. In many Viking-

age graves, we find warriors with weapons, shields, helmets, magnificently dressed horses, 

lavish drinking beakers and other things associated with the life in the aristocratic hall. It is 

possible that the warriors buried like this were considered as Odin’s warriors.330 

The myth of Odin welcoming his heroes in Valhalla functioned as ideology. It appealed strongly 

to the Scandinavian warrior elite of the Viking period, being a part of a pronounced male 

warrior ideology. How the Valhalla myth became ideology was through its use in supporting 

the ruling families’ claim to power and prestige. The male aristocracy elevated their position 

by using the eschatological Odin mythology to point out their close relationship with the god 
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in the afterlife. As rulers and chieftains chose the members of their retinue (hirð), it was through 

them how the glorious afterlife in Odin’s hall was achieved. Hence, the myth was an impressive 

instrument of propaganda for gaining political power.331 Odin’s strong position as the Viking 

Age god of rulers seems to be fully supported by two skaldic poems Eiríksmál and Hákonarmál, 

in which King Hákon the Good and King Eiríkr blodøks are both told to have travelled to Odin’s 

Valhalla as Christians. Even though Christian rulers going to Valhalla instead of heaven may 

appear paradoxical, it has to be borne in mind that Christianity’s paradise was far less useful 

for inciting rulers and their warriors to fight than the cult of Odin and the belief in Valhalla.332 

Interestingly, there are two passages in Gesta that may include references to Valhalla, whether 

Saxo realized it or not. Both of them take place in the scene where the Swedish governor 

Hiarthvar attacks the Danish royal palace in Lejre with his men.333 In Saxo’s version of the 

vernacular heroic poem called Bjarkamál, King Rolf Krake’s warrior Biarki utters as follows: 

ʻThe death god is seizing for doom no lowly, obscure race, no cheap rabble souls, but enmeshes 

the rulers and fills his river below with figures of fame.ʼ334 Even though Saxo names the death 

god as Graeco-Roman Pluto, the original source for this passage, Bjarkamál, may have referred 

to Odin, of which there are two hints. Firstly, Saxo mentions a river. In Old Norse poetry, the 

river the dead had to cross on the road to the kingdom of death was a folkloristic motif. It was 

also commonly used in poetry as a metaphor for combat. This was the case, for example, in one 

of the stanzas of the above-mentioned poem called Grímnismál, where the expression of a river 

has been interpreted as conveying the motive with Odin’s warriors who fall in the battle and 

head towards Valhalla.335 This might be the case in Saxo’s passage as well. In addition to 

mentioning a river, the portrayal of Pluto resembles that of Odin. He chooses the warriors who 

are to fall in battles and takes to him only the ʻworthy onesʼ who may be interpreted as rulers 

and mighty warriors, that is the ones with significant fame. The other possible reference to 

Valhalla is also hinted by Biarki, when he states that it was honourable to die alongside one’s 

leader: 

 
331 Hultgård 2011, 297, 325. 
332 Steinsland 2011b, 37. 
333 Saxo, ii. 6.11., ii. 7.2., 119, 121. 
334 Saxo, ii. 7.21., 136–137: ʻNon humile obscurumue genus, non funera plebis Pluto rapit uilesque animas, sed 

fata potentum Implicat et claris complet Phlegethonta figuris.ʼ 
335 Nordberg 2003, 284–285. 
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We shall be the carrion of ravens and nourish gluttonous eagles, our bodies a banquet for 

birds of prey. It is proper that jarls, though fearless in war, should fall, and embrace their 

illustrious king in a common death.336 

Interestingly, this passage of Gesta both serves as an example of a death seen as honourable as 

well as reveals another motif of Old Norse poetry. In addition to being described as having 

appeared on the battlefields in a human guise, it was a popular motif to portray Odin as 

embodying ravens, eagles and wolves that were eating the fallen warriors on the battlefields. In 

fact, the animals’ eating of the dead bodies was a metaphor for Odin taking the fallen to him.337 

What Biarki implies in Saxo’s passage is that King Rolf Krake and his warriors will become 

the meal of ravens and eagles. He also states how it is considered honourable for the fearless 

warriors to share their leader’s end. It is possible to interpret that Biarki believed Rolf and his 

men, himself included, to be received by Odin after their deaths, which possibly made them 

even more fearless fighters. In the forms of ravens and eagles, Odin would take them to 

Valhalla. 

Indeed, it is arguable that Gesta conveys many conceptions of an honourable death that are 

associated with the Vikings. It has been noted that among the Vikings there were ideologies 

that glorified risk-taking and death in combat. To make one’s name and reputation through 

daring acts, even if these resulted in death, was fundamental to the martial psyche of the Viking 

Age.338 For the Vikings, the judgement after death happened not in the afterlife but in the world 

they left behind. How the dead was regarded by other men was considered as the most important 

judgement. As an ethical doctrine this was at the same social and egocentric, aiming to show 

the individual how to succeed in life rather than how he or she should serve the community or 

mankind or carry out some high ideal. Success depended solely on the individual’s status in the 

eyes of others. As the skaldic poetry emphasizes, the ways to achieve fame were generosity, 

heroic deeds and victories, including martial skill, which is often expressed as an ability ʻto 

feed ravens and wolves on the bodies of slain enemiesʼ. Importantly, the sagas, which are 

mostly written in the thirteenth century, largely represent the same attitude.339 

It is said that Odin had a special place in the ideology of war. He was believed to have been 

invisibly present on the battlefield, deciding which fighters should fall and which side should 

win, the outcome of the battle being predetermined. Before a battle started, the field of battle is 

 
336 Saxo, ii. 7.28., 140–141: ̒ Preda erimus coruis aquilisque rapacibus esca, Vesceturque uorax nostri dape corporis 

ales. Sic belli intrepidos proceres occumbere par est, Illustrem socio complexos funere regem.ʼ 
337 Nordberg 2003, 150. 
338 Raffield 2019, 818. 
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said to have been dedicated to Odin with the cry Oðin á yðr alla, that is ʻOdin owns you allʼ. 

In fact, the most important thing for a warrior’s posthumous reputation was not necessarily 

victory or defeat. What was decisive was how he had acquitted himself at the end. The Vikings 

possibly had a psychological advantage over an enemy with a different view of life and death 

as they believed that the outcome of the battle lay beyond one’s control. In the same way Odin’s 

dead warriors would defy fear despite the inevitable end in Ragnarök, the warriors in real life 

threw themselves into battles without the thought of their own safety, which possibly 

contributed to their reputation as fearless fighters. In other words, the ideal of a myth was 

mirrored in the earthly life.340 The belief in the glorious afterlife in Valhalla made champions 

engage in the conspicuous acts of bravery, laugh at danger and scorn to protect themselves 

regardless of the conditions of certain death. As heroes and their deeds were immortalized in 

poetry, fearlessness was, in a way, a means to win immortality.341 

These mentalities are strongly present in Gesta as well. A case in point is a man named Agner 

who died a courageous ʻwarrior’s deathʼ in the scene already discussed above. He met his fate 

in the duel against a warrior called Biarki. According to Saxo, some maintain that his dying 

mouth relaxed into a smile as a supreme disguise of his agony as he gave up the ghost.342 Later 

in Gesta, Biarki comments on Agner’s fate: 

I [Biarki] never saw, by heaven, a braver man; he [Agner] collapsed half-conscious and 

leaning on his elbow welcomed his fate with a smile, laughed death to scorn, as he passed 

on to the other world exultant. High courage he had, clever to conceal his moment of death 

with a grin, to suppress the utmost anguish of body and mind with a cheerful expression.343 

As the passage suggests, it was considered honourable to die without showing fear. Agner’s 

courageous death gained him earthly fame and, even though he was dead, his story kept on 

living, which was something the Vikings strived for. In the above-mentioned battle of Lejre, 

King Rolf Krake is also told by Saxo to have faced his doom happy and smiling. In the words 

of his warrior called Hialti, Rolf met an illustrious fate. He lived afire with courage and always 

shot to the fray headlong. According to Saxo, Rolf’s fate to die fighting decorated his former 

life in a manly fashion.344 In other words, Rolf is portrayed as a warrior who was not afraid of 

 
340 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 34, 37, 40. 
341 Wade 2016, 25. 
342 Saxo, ii. 6.9.–6.10., 117, 119. 
343 Saxo, ii. 7.19., 134–137: ʻHercule nemo illo uisus mihi fortior unquam: Semiuigil subsedit enim cubitoque 

reclinis Ridendo excepit letum mortemque cachinno Spreuit et Elisium gaudens successit in orbem. Magna uiri 

uirtus, que risu calluit uno supremam celare necem summumque dolorem Corporis ac mentis leto compescere 

uultu!ʼ 
344 Saxo, ii. 7.14.–7.15., 131, 133. 
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risking his life. What is also implied here is that a warrior’s death was considered a manly death, 

bringing honour to the fallen. King Gorm III the Old’s son Cnut displayed similar courage in a 

scene which has also been presented earlier. When he was laying Dublin under siege along with 

his brother Harald, later King Harald IV Bluetooth, the Irish king aimed an injurious arrow at 

him while he was watching a sports display. Saxo describes how Cnut wished to keep his mortal 

wound concealed, since he was afraid the enemy might greet his critical condition with an 

outburst of joy. Therefore, he ordered that the games should carry on. According to Saxo, by 

this artifice Cnut enabled the Danes to win Ireland before the Irish were even aware of his 

death.345 

Saxo also gives examples of how important it was fame-wise to die an honourable warrior’s 

death. As King Frothi I’s warrior named Thorkil puts it in the face of a battle: ʻIt is finer to die 

a flamboyant death than moulder away craving the sunlight. We are severed from life in a split 

second; shame pursues us even beyond the grave.ʼ346 What Thorkil implies is that to avoid a 

battle in order to live another day was seen as disgraceful and even shaming one’s posthumous 

reputation. The same idea is presented in the battle of Lejre by King Rolf Krake’s warrior Hialti 

who urges men to avenge their king even if it meant their deaths. He also asks if there is 

someone so soft that he fears to confront the blows of the enemy.347 In his speech to his 

comrades-in-arms he reminds them of the everlasting fame that would follow their deeds: 

Let us too be exalted with joy, following in honourable death the fate of our noble father 

[Rolf]. Let our voices be cheerful, bold, and vigorous. It is right to despise panic with spirited 

words and embrace death with deeds worthy of record. Hearts and mouths, quit your fear; 

each must display resolute striving, and no one level a reproach that at any point we showed 

a sign of wavering. Let the drawn sword balance the weight of gifts. Glory follows the dead, 

fame shall survive crumbling remains, and what perfect courage has accomplished now, 

shall never fade in succeeding ages.348  

As the passage suggests, an honourable death was to die fighting. Loyalty and the will to follow 

one’s leader in death, if needed, are also portrayed as the attributes of distinguished warriors. 

According to Saxo, the death of King Rolf Krake roused in all of his warriors a desire to 

 
345 Saxo, ix. 11.6., 677, 679. 
346 Saxo, ii. 3.3., 98–99: ʻPrestat speciosa defungi morte quam lucis auiditate uilescere. A uita paruulo temporis 

momento deserimur: pudor etiam fatum insequitur.ʼ 
347 Saxo, ii. 7.9., 129. 
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encounter oblivion and to be united with him in death.349 In the poem Lay of Ingiald, the famous 

warrior Starkath also states that if he had not been away at the time of King Frothi IV’s murder, 

he would have been ready to join his fate: ʻOtherwise I should have avenged my lord, or 

partnered his suffering, accompanied his fate, rejoicing to follow my blessed ruler to a similar 

death.ʼ350 

As the example of Thorkil already demonstrated, there were conceptions of shameful deaths as 

well. It has been noted that among the Vikings to die in battle or while abroad, in a way that 

would be remembered, may have been perceived as an attractive alternative to an ignoble death 

of sickness or old age at home.351 This possible mentality of the Vikings is also represented in 

Gesta, the fates of King Harald I Hildetan and Starkath being exemplary. At one point of his 

life, King Harald I Hildetan is told to have intentionally sought occasions for dying.352 

According to Saxo, there was a following reason behind his intentions: 

When through his old age and rigour he became a burden even to his subjects, he preferred 

the sword to the rackings of disease and opted to surrender his life on the battlefield rather 

than in his bed, so that he might meet an end which fitted the performances of his past life.353 

This passage is noteworthy in many respects. Firstly, Harald sees his old age as a disadvantage 

that affects even his subjects. As an old man, he was not fit for battles, which may have 

undermined his abilities as a Viking leader. Secondly, he clearly prefers a death in battle to a 

death in his bed. As he is said to have thought, only a warrior’s death was an end which fitted 

the performances of his past life. Saxo describes how Harald contrived a glorious death for 

himself by making voluntary preparations for war, the already mentioned battle of Bråvalla 

against his nephew Ring, the king of Sweden, being the chance for him to leave this world. 

According to Saxo, he even allowed somewhat greater strength to Ring whom he had rather 

come off victorious and survive him. Harald is also told to have desired to enrol many partners 

in his fate.354 As Harald is portrayed in Gesta as a warrior favoured by Odin, as discussed in 

Chapter 2.2., this detail seems of importance. Even though Odin betrayed him during the battle, 

it is possible to interpret that Harald thought he could grant his warriors ʻaccessʼ to Valhalla 
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alongside with him. As it has also been noted, Odin’s betrayals may have, in fact, worked as a 

way for him to enlist his chosen warriors as his einherjar. Likewise, the famous warrior Starkath 

hoped for an honourable death. Before presenting Gesta’s final poem, the so-called Starkath’s 

Death Song, Saxo describes Starkath’s vexation as follows: 

Meanwhile Starkath was worn out from an already prolonged life; since he was now 

regarded as retired from military campaigns and combat duty, yet was loth to see his long-

standing glory and distinction dissipate through the failings of old age, he thought it would 

be honourable to embrace a voluntary end and hasten on death at his own decision. This 

man, who had fought so many splendid battles, judged it beneath him to meet a bloodless 

death; so that he could enhance the brilliance of his past life by a glorious departure, he chose 

to be slain by someone of noble blood rather than await the overdue javelin of Nature. Dying 

through illness was once thought as discreditable as this by individuals who were dedicated 

to warfare.355 

As the example of King Harald I Hildetan, this description of Starkath corresponds with the 

Viking views on death. Like Harald, Starkath finds his old age discrediting his long-standing 

glory as a brilliant warrior. Thus, he sees embracing a voluntary end more honourable than 

waiting for a natural death. As Saxo explicitly tells, dying through illness was once thought as 

a discreditable death for warriors. In the minds of both Harald and Starkath, a warrior’s death 

was the only death fit for them, Harald dying in a battle and Starkath having chosen to be slain 

by a sword. Eventually, a young man called Hathar was urged by Starkath to take his life. As 

Starkath had once killed Lenni, Hathar’s father, he asked Hathar to revenge his father’s death 

on him.356 Saxo’s mention of the javelin of Nature seems also important. As discussed above, 

spears often have a symbolic connection to both Odin and Valhalla. We also know from Chapter 

2.2. that Starkath was favoured by Odin. In the light of this, it is significant that Saxo mentions 

Starkath choosing a voluntary death instead of waiting for the overdue javelin of Nature. What 

it is possibly implied here is that Starkath will eventually be received by Odin in Valhalla, the 

spear symbolizing his death and status as one of Odin’s chosen men. That Starkath decided to 

leave the world voluntarily does not necessarily change the outcome. As he can be seen as an 

Odinic warrior, his place in Valhalla among Odin’s einherjar has possibly already been 

guaranteed. 

 
355 Saxo, viii. 8.1., 558–561: ʻInterea Starcatherus prolixa iam etate defessus, cum castrorum stipendiis ac 

gladiatorio munere emeritus haberetur, ne senii uitio pristinum glorie decus amitteret, egregium fore putauit, si 

uoluntarium sibi conscisceret exitum fatumque proprio maturasset arbitrio. Itaque, qui toties excellentes ediderat 

pugnas, incruenta morte | defungi ignobile ratus, ut specioso obitu preterite uite claritatem augeret, maluit ab 

ingenuo quouis interfici quam serum nature iaculum operiri. Adeo quondam rei bellice deditis morbo oppetere 

probrosum existimatum est.ʼ 
356 Saxo, viii. 8.10.–8.12., 571, 573. 
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For the Vikings, death was often preferable to the loss of honour.357 In addition to old age, Saxo 

gives examples of other circumstances that would affect warrior’s honour and make him choose 

death instead of life. The already mentioned example of Thorkil is one example. Like him, a 

king named Hiarni chose the risk of dying in a battle instead of living another day. He is told 

by Saxo to have considered it a sad business to cling to life before honour and, by sacrificing 

his glory, seek safety instead of death.358 In Gesta, being captured is another example of 

shameful outcomes where death was seen more preferable than a life as a captive. One example 

has to do with King Halfdan II Biargramm and a warrior called Erik, who was the son of 

Halfdan’s uncle, late King Frothi V. When these men were waging war against each other, Erik 

was surrounded in a sea fight. According to Saxo, he rejected the offer of being spared under 

the conditions of servitude, for he could not bear to set life before liberty. Thus, he preferred 

death to submission, as he did not want to appear so greedy for existence that he would turn 

from a free man to a slave. Therefore, he was removed in fetters to a neighbourhood, where he 

is told to have suffered a death unsuitable for so majestic a spirit in the claws of wild beasts. 

Furthermore, Saxo comments on Erik’s fate by saying that bravery does not know how to buy 

its safety at the price of disgrace.359 That it is said in this passage that Erik’s death was 

unsuitable for his majestic spirit seems of importance, possibly meaning that it would have been 

more honourable to die by a weapon. Perhaps, his death was not considered a warrior’s death, 

which was something he would have deserved. 

In Gesta, accepting a concession to save one’s life is also depicted as dishonourable. After King 

Ragnar Lothbrok had obliterated Dian, the king of the Hellespont, Dian’s son Daxon is told to 

have attempted to overthrow Ragnar’s son Hvitserk who was ruling Scythia. Daxon feigned a 

truce and secretly ambushed Hvitserk with his warriors. Even though Hvitserk fought them 

courageously, he was seized along with his twelve comrades. When Hvitserk’s comrades were 

given the chance of returning to their home country, they preferred to share their sovereign’s 

danger rather than escape their own. As Daxon was moved to pity by Hvitserk’s distinguished 

figure, he offered him safety. However, through the dignity of his spirit, Hvitserk is told to have 

sniffed at a life granted on sufferance. Thus, he embraced the death sentence of his own accord 

and was burnt with his comrades. Hvitserk also says that his father, King Ragnar Lothbrok, 

would be less ruthless in avenging his son when he learnt that Hvitserk had chosen this manner 
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of dying of his own free will.360 In addition to being an example of choosing rather death than 

captivity, this passage implies that a life granted by the enemy was not necessarily the most 

honourable one. Interestingly, Saxo also implies that Ragnar would be less ruthless in his blood 

vengeance, if he knew his son had chosen his faith by himself. The question remains, would a 

death like Hvitserk’s change the way the blood feud worked. 

Losing one’s reputation as a warrior and a war leader was also fatal, of which King Sigvarth I’s 

fate is a revealing example. After the Swedish king Götar attacked Sigvarth and defeated him 

in Halland, Sigvarth retreated to Jutland. His misfortunes continued as he was defeated by the 

Wends and divested of both Scania and Jutland, retaining merely the central parts of his 

kingdom. In addition to this, his son Jarmerik went as a spoil to the enemy along with his two 

young sisters, one of them being sold to the Norwegians and the other to the Germans.361 In his 

catastrophic state, Sigvarth reacted as follows: 

Sigvarth, whose fighting efforts had so often been futile and guilty of odious retreats, could 

not bear, after the many noble endeavours of his ancestors, to hold the erratic rudder of state 

and see his country in such a shameful plight; he therefore lost no time in organizing a 

brilliant soldier’s death for himself, in case an extension of life caused him to lose his last 

rags of reputation.362 

As he wanted to wipe out the dishonour, Sigvarth massed his troops for battle and declared 

open war on Sime, the governor of Scania. According to Saxo, he killed both Sime and himself, 

ending his own life.363 Two noteworthy observations can be made about this passage. Firstly, 

Sigvarth’s retreats and overall poor success in war are seen as severe failures and having an 

effect on his reputation, of which Sigvarth is clearly aware of. Secondly, the fact that Sigvarth 

is told to have ended his own life by himself implies it being an honourable choice in certain 

circumstances. In the light of this passage, Sigvarth’s death was also considered a warrior’s 

death. There is another similar example in Gesta. After Asmund, the son of the Norwegian king 

Svipdag, was killed by King Hadding, a royal funeral was held for him in Uppsala. As 

Asmund’s wife, Gunhild, did not wish to survive him, she snatched away her breath with a 

sword, choosing rather to follow her husband in death than desert him by living. According to 

Saxo, their friends added Gunhild’s remains to those of Asmund’s, for they believed her worthy 
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of his burial mound when she had preferred to set her love for him above life.364 As the passage 

shows, Gunhild’s resolve to take her own life was honoured, and she was laid at rest in the same 

burial mound as her husband. 

As the passage of Asmund and Gunnur illustrates, Gesta also serves as a source of the Viking 

funerary rites. In the light of the archaeological evidence, bodies were often placed in ships, 

boats or carts. Items were also deposited in the graves alongside the dead, reinforcing their 

identities and social roles. As male leadership status was underlined with weapons, shields and 

drinking equipment, female elite status was reinforced with items such as keys, jewellery, 

storage chests and weaving equipment. Horses, too, frequently appear in Viking-age graves. As 

the absence of evidence for butchery in some graves supports the notion that horses were not 

primarily meant as food for the funerary feasting at the time of the burial, their killing probably 

combines the symbolic sacrifice and the destruction of resources for the status display. Like 

ships, boats and carts, horses were a means of transport to the next world. The Viking-age 

picture stones from Gotland showing mounted figures being welcomed to Valhalla, for 

example, suggests that horses provided transport both to and in the afterlife. The Viking rites 

also incorporated the practice of feasting regularly and prominently.365 

In Gesta, there are two examples where funerary rites were even arranged to enemy leaders. 

When above-mentioned Asmund’s son Uffi called King Hadding to a sham meeting in Uppsala, 

Hadding’s escort was lost through treachery. Consequently, he sought revenge for this outrage 

and overthrew Uffi in a battle. However, Saxo tells that after the battle Hadding lay aside his 

hatred and consigned Uffi’s body to a mausoleum of outstanding workmanship, admitting his 

enemy’s greatness by a magnificent, finely wrought tomb. Even though he used to hound the 

living man furiously, Hadding glorified him at his decease with expensive honours.366 The 

Swedish king Ring also felt the need to arrange his opponent’s last rites. After defeating his 

uncle King Harald I Hildetan in the battle of Bråvalla, Ring, believing that propitiation must be 

rendered to Harald’s ghost, attached to the royal chariot the horse Harald had ridden himself, 

laid a handsome golden saddle upon it and dedicated it to the king’s honour. Then, he raised a 

pyre, on which the Danes were bidden to deposit their ruler’s gilded ship to feed the flames. 

Harald was laid upon his ship, his body being consumed in the fire. Ring also exhorted the 

mourning jarls to cast a large quantity of weapons, gold and precious objects onto the pyre as a 
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way of showing reverence to such a mighty king. His ashes were to be consigned to an urn, 

transported to Lejre and there buried in a royal funeral with his horse and his arms.367 

Another description of arranging funerary rites has to do with King Høther and Gelder, the king 

of the Saxons, who had earlier been enemies but then reconciled. Together they battled against 

the demi-god called Balder in strife that, according to Saxo, involved both men and gods. 

However, Gelder died in this conflict. Saxo recounts how Gelder was set by Høther upon the 

corpses of his oarsmen, placed on a pyre from his vessels and attended with handsome funeral 

rites. After this, Høther is told to have consigned Gelder’s ashes to a fine burial mound, as 

befitted royal remains, and having honoured him with abundant ritual.368 In his descriptions of 

Harald and Gelder, Saxo possibly refers to Snorri Sturluson’s presentation of the Viking 

funerary rites in Ynglingasaga. Snorri states that according to Odin’s laws, the dead were to be 

burned on a pyre together with their possessions as everyone would arrive in Valhalla with such 

wealth as he had with him on his pyre. In addition to this, people would also enjoy the use of 

what they had themselves hidden in the ground. After this, the ashes were to be carried out to 

sea or buried in the ground. Burial mounds were to be thrown up as memorials to notable men 

and all men who had shown great manly qualities should have memorial stones erected. 

However, this Snorri’s ʻlaw of Odinʼ has been noted to be, at least partly, an illusion, since, in 

the context of the Viking-age Scandinavian funerary rituals, we cannot speak of a standard 

orthodoxy of burial practices common to the whole Norse world. Nevertheless, this does not 

mean that every part of Snorri’s description is inaccurate.369 

Pre-Christian mortuary contexts across the vast extent of the Viking world reveal a considerable 

degree of variability in ritual practice that included both cremation (burned) and inhumation 

(unburned) burials, commemorative mounds being also built over the cremation sites. This was 

the case, for example, in the funerary rites of the leader of the Rus Vikings, which were recorded 

by an Arab ambassador named Ahmad ibn Fadlan, whose account provides one of the most 

detailed descriptions of the Viking death rituals from a cultural outsider’s point of view. That 

the rituals seem so variable to us in the light of the archaeological material and the saga sources 

suggests that Viking-age people had a great deal of options for appropriate rituals. The 

appropriateness of these rituals depended upon the identity of the dead, the aspirations of the 
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living, and the desired destination for the dead.370 In some cases, the dead were believed to have 

continued to live a corporeal existence inside their burial mounds with the resting place of the 

soul being the grave itself. A soul like this was called a haugbui, that is a mound-dweller. Even 

though mound-dwellers might meddle with the affairs of men, they were not to do it in 

universally destructive manner. The undead, however, are depicted in the Old Norse sagas as 

dangerous beings. As they had failed to cross over to the next world, they remained to haunt 

the living. How these creatures could be overcome is described in Grettir’s saga, in which a 

monster-slayer Grettir the Strong is told to have decapitated a revenant called Glam.371  

Interestingly, there may be a reference to these beliefs in Gesta. According to Saxo, friends 

named Asmund and Asvith confirmed their friendship by making a vow that whichever of them 

lived the longer should be entombed with his dead companion. As Asvith died of an illness and 

was committed with his horse and dog to a cavern in the earth, Asmund, bound by their oath, 

was buried alive with him along with food put inside for him to eat. However, Asvith is told to 

have returned to life in the nights as a ghoul and struggled frequently with Asmund. Eventually, 

Asmund managed to escape the burial mound, telling people how he had to cut the ghoul’s head 

off with his sword and to thrust a stake through its wicked body.372 Like King Harald I Hildetan, 

Asvith, is told to have been buried with his horse. He was also accompanied by his dog. It has 

been noted that dogs were deposited in the Viking graves as manifestations of the economic 

status of the dead. Horses put down along with dogs and the birds of prey possibly referred to 

the aristocratic hunt with falcons, the social and political relationship with the aristocracy and 

the warrior ideal in Scandinavia and Europe having had some common traditions.373 In fact, 

both Asmund and Asvith are described as the sons of rulers. Asmund’s father Alf being a ruler 

in Hedmark and Asvith’s father Biorn having ruled in the Vik province.374 Thus, it is possible 

that the depiction of Asvith’s grave resembles that of a warrior burial. Food, too, is known to 

have been placed in inhumation graves.375 

Another passage having references to the Viking funerary rites and beliefs regarding the 

afterlife has to do with King Frothi III: 

Then Frothi assembled the races he had conquered and decreed by law that any head of a 

family who had fallen in that year should be consigned to a burial-mound along with his 
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horse and all his panoply of arms. If any greedy wretch of a pall-bearer meddled with the 

tomb, he should not only pay with his lifeblood but remain unburied, without a grave or last 

rites. The king believed it just that one who interfered with another’s remains should not 

receive the benefit of a funeral, but that the treatment of his body should reflect what he had 

committed on someone else’s. He ordained that a commander or governor should have his 

corpse laid on a pyre consisting of his own boat. A single vessel must serve for the cremation 

of ten steersmen, but any general or king who had been killed should be cast on his own ship 

and burnt.376 

As we have seen, Gesta conveys many aspects connected to the Viking funerary rites, bringing 

forward elements such as cremation burials, burial mounds, grave goods and the use of horses, 

vessels and ships in the rituals. Furthermore, the abundant ritual King Høther honoured Gelder 

with may refer to the Viking practice of feasting. Interestingly, it is also possible that behind 

King Frothi III’s warning lay a certain Viking belief concerning the undead. As it has been 

noted, the Viking ghost stories shed light on the fears and potential results of an unsuccessful 

transition to the next world. A failure to apply appropriate rituals or failed rituals could result 

in the dead inhabiting semi-permanent liminal states. In fact, the Old Norse sagas are rife with 

the dangerous un-dead who haunted the living after having failed to cross over to the next world. 

However, not all of them were necessary threatening.377 The question remains, whether the 

purpose of Frothi’s threat was to remind the people of this unwanted ʻstate of beingʼ, which 

was, in the light of above, believed to be their fate in case they did not receive their last rites 

properly. 
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5. Gesta and the honourable combat of the Vikings 

 

He [King Frothi III] allowed any dispute to be settled by the sword, since he believed it more 

honourable to combat with sinews than speech.378 

 

In this Chapter, I will examine the connections between Gesta and the Viking societies 

regarding the ideas of an honourable combat. In Chapter 5.1., King Frothi III’s rules concerning 

his warriors and the different battle tactics presented by Saxo are compared with the mentalities 

and practices of the Vikings. The importance of duels as a type of combat is demonstrated in 

Chapter 5.2. in consideration of their significance as a way to settle disputes in the culture of 

the Vikings that emphasized one’s personal honour. As 

 

5.1. Rules and battle tactics 

Even though it was especially honourable for the Vikings to kill enemies in battle, murders 

carried out in the hunt for goods and property are not considered honourable in the sagas. As 

taking life in order to acquire wealth is the essence of what it is to be a Viking raider, it is 

uncertain to what extent this is a Christian concept. However, the Vikings had a distinction 

between ʻabroadʼ and ʻat homeʼ. A Viking who committed murder to enrich himself abroad, 

that is outside his own district (ting), chief’s territory or family area, was not sanctioned or 

suffered the loss of honour. Quite the contrary, this could have increased his honour. However, 

such an action within one’s own area could be regarded as dishonourable, provoking vengeance 

from the victim’s family or friends. Honour could also be gained by demonstrating courage in 

a battle or in a single combat. Likewise, taking part in raids, which yielded wealth in the form 

of slaves, cash or portable goods of high value, was a way to win fame. Furthermore, it was 

honourable to show loyalty towards one’s leaders, keep one’s word for one’s leader and 

brothers-in-arms as well as not to flee the field of battle. Nevertheless, it was also possible to 

flee from the battlefield without incurring the loss of personal honour. This was the case in the 

retreats following the Vikings’ loss of their leader, which released them from their bonds of 
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loyalty. It was also possible to withdraw from a battle if the leader had managed to negotiate 

favourable terms. As it has been noted, in reality there is always a difference between theory 

and practice, and we must also consider that many fled simply because they wanted to save 

their lives. However, they risked the loss of honour in doing so. The role of the leaders was 

emphasized among the Vikings in many respects. In addition to being expected to lead the 

attack from the front, the leaders were under heavy responsibility to defend their own and their 

followers’ honour. A leader would also be highly respected for not fleeing from an enemy. In 

a sense, it would better for a leader to die young and with honour than to live long without it.379 

Even though King Frothi III’s regulations concerning his warriors should be approached with 

caution regarding their actual use in a historical context, it is arguable that they convey some 

Viking-age mentalities and practices. According to Saxo, Frothi decided to redraft the army’s 

code of laws. As to the distribution of booty, Frothi ordered that the leaders who had the 

standards carried before them in battle were to have all the captured gold due to their authority. 

Each standard-bearer received a larger portion than the other warriors, who were to be satisfied 

with silver. Supplies of arms were to be given to the champions and a captured ship to the 

ordinary people.380 In fact, Frothi’s regulations correspond to the rules the Vikings had in regard 

to the sharing of the loot. Among the Vikings, rank and age were the most important criteria, 

young and inexperienced warriors getting less than more established men and the chiefs and 

kings always receiving the most and the best.381 The status of the standard-bearers is also 

emphasized in Frothi’s orders, since they are told to have received larger portions of the spoils 

of war. As discussed in Chapter 3.2., the standard-bearers among the Vikings were respected 

warriors with a high status.382 

Interestingly, the above-mentioned distinctions of the Vikings regarding the acts committed 

ʻabroadʼ and ʻat homeʼ may also be seen in Gesta. In Saxo’s words, Frothi commanded that no 

one should put his personal property under a lock and a key. Otherwise, he would owe the king 

a gold mark. If an individual was to lose some of his property, he would draw double the value 

of the goods he had lost from the king’s treasury. Furthermore, if one Dane robbed another, he 

would be charged with violating the peace and ordered to make double payment. It is also said 

that anyone pardoning a thief should himself incur the sentence for the theft.383 What is 
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explicitly said here is that the crimes committed at home were considered dishonourable. 

However, Frothi’s rules for the distribution of booty clearly refer to the loot taken from an 

enemy. In other words, stealing abroad was not a blameworthy act. Viking mentalities are also 

mirrored in Frothi’s regulations when it comes to fleeing the battlefield. According to Frothi, 

the first man to flee from battle should forfeit his common rights.384 As mentioned above, the 

only excuse for the Vikings to be able to flee the field of battle without losing personal honour 

was the death of their leader.385 The dishonourable nature of fleeing is also presented in Gesta’s 

passage recounting the speech of King Vermund, which has been regarded as a possible 

characterization of the four types of the Scandinavian warriors during the Viking Age. Each of 

these groups is described by King Vermund according to whom one group was shamefully the 

first to flee and the last to fight. However, it has also been noted that even though this group 

could be found in Viking times, it was certainly the most common in Saxo’s own time, when 

the conscripted free farmers comprised most of the men in an army.386 

Frothi also decreed that anyone who was sluggish in carrying out the king’s command because 

of an obstreperous spirit was to be banished as a penalty. Any exile who turned into an enemy 

of his native land and bore a shield against his fellow-citizens was also to pay with his property 

and life. In a case if a Dane was murdered by an alien, reparation could be made through the 

killing of two of those foreigners.387 There are two noteworthy observations to be made about 

these passages. Firstly, the penalty of banishment may have its roots in the Viking conceptions 

of personal honour since a person who had totally lost honour was no longer considered a part 

of the society.388 Secondly, the idea of blood vengeance is strongly present, as traitors and 

murderers are said to have paid for their crimes with their lives. Interestingly, Saxo also 

mentions an old Scandinavian method as he tells that Frothi ordered a wooden arrow that looked 

like iron to be passed everywhere from man to man by way of an announcement whenever a 

sudden and unavoidable war fell on them.389 An arrow like this, also called a ʻwar-arrowʼ, was 

a baton that warned of the incoming enemy and bore news of military mobilization. Even 

though it could be set on its way by whoever first detected an enemy, it was usually the king or 

his representative who initiated it. To remind the recipients that there were severe penalties for 
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failing to pass the baton on or to mobilize a war-arrow was burnt at one end and had a piece of 

rope at the other, the penalties being burning down of the farm and hanging.390 

The importance of a warrior’s courage is also emphasized in the regulations: 

He [Frothi] also ruled that any sworn soldier who sought a name for proven courage must 

attack a single opponent, take on two, evade three by stepping back a short distance, and 

only be unashamed when he ran from four adversaries. The vassal kings must observe 

another usage regarding militiamen’s pay: a native soldier in their own bodyguard should be 

given 3 silver marks in wintertime, a common soldier or mercenary 2, and a private soldier 

who had retired from service just 1. This law slighted their bravery, since it took notice of 

the men’s rank more than their spirits. You could call it a blunder on Frothi’s part to 

subordinate desert to royal patronage.391 

There are many noteworthy parts in this passage. The pursuit of fame, which is an attribute 

closely associated with the Viking ethos as discussed above and in Chapter 2.1., is pointed out, 

as Frothi encourages his warriors to fight fearlessly. Even though this rule would be fictitious, 

the mentality behind these lines speaks of a culture that values one’s military skills. It is also 

interesting that Saxo sees a flaw in Frothi’s orders in regard to the pay of the warriors. As Saxo 

says, Frothi’s law put the warriors’ status before their bravery. In fact, Saxo’s comment 

corresponds to the notion that even though the different social layers within the Viking 

population were perceived as ordained by the gods, a degree of social mobility was possible, as 

a person could be raised to a higher social lever or could sink to a lower one.392 This idea is 

demonstrated in another passage, where Frothi states that any of the people who advanced in 

battle before the standard-bearer were raised in status. A slave became a freedman, and a 

peasant could achieve the status of a nobleman. If the individual was already of high birth, he 

would be appointed a jarl. According to Saxo, these were the rewards once earned by the valiant, 

as the men of old believed that distinction should be accorded to courage. In fact, it was not 

reckoned that bravery ought to be attributed to good luck, but good luck to bravery.393 As the 

standard-bearers carried the banners before the leaders who, on their part, were expected to be 

at the front, it is implied in Frothi’s regulations that an individual who was brave enough to 

advance in the vanguard of the troops could elevate his social status. The mention of good luck 

 
390 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 54. 
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is interesting as well. As it has been said, luck had nothing to do with what we would refer to 

as coincidence or chance in Norse culture, on the contrary. Luck was a quality inherent in the 

man and his lineage and a part of his personality similar to his strength, intelligence or skill 

with weapons.394 Thus, there may be a Viking mentality behind Saxo’s phrase suggesting that 

a person who was brave also had good luck, not the other way round. 

Regarding battle tactics, the Vikings had no hesitation about using stratagems. In fact, winning 

by trickery was acceptable and respected and it almost seems that successful trickery was a 

good way to gain prestige. Even though it was honourable to fight, avoiding the fight was also 

desirable, if the same objective was achieved by other tactical means, trickery or talks. If 

fighting became inevitable, one of the Viking army’s main aims was a quick result, prolonged 

stalking, manoeuvring and positioning between armies, such as was common in antiquity, being 

unusual among the Vikings. As remaining in one place for a long time carried the risks of 

famine and disintegration of the army, the Vikings went in for quick outcomes when they saw 

a possibility. When they judged themselves to be the underdogs, they would attempt to 

withdraw from the enemy, preferably to a previously chosen location where supplies had been 

laid in, barricading themselves in and waiting for the enemy to go away. If it came to open 

fighting, one always tried to take out the opponent’s leadership early in the battle, as all the 

bonds of loyalty between the leader and his men were broken immediately if the leader died.395 

However, as royal power gradually became institutionalized, the death of the leader no longer 

signified the automatic release of his followers from their obligations or the end of the struggle. 

The fact that the Vikings’ opponents outside Scandinavia had had such a system for centuries 

may have been why they gradually managed to build themselves up to expel the Vikings, as the 

Vikings over-estimated the consequences of killing their opponents’ leaders. Even though the 

Vikings won in the short term, they did not manage to break the kingdoms where loyalty was 

shown to the institution rather than to one person.396 Interestingly, Saxo gives many examples 

of battles ending after the fall of the leader. In the battle between King Sigvald I and his 

opponent Regnvald, a warrior called Ottar is told to have broken through where the enemy was 

thickest, contemptuous of death, and cut down their leader Regnvald among the bravest of his 

soldiers, winning the day for the Danes.397 What is also noteworthy in this passage is that Ottar 
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is told to have ignored the risk of dying, conveying the Viking ethos as discussed in Chapter 4. 

Likewise, the Danish were everywhere torn apart and shattered after the Swedish king Athisl 

proved the superior warrior and overthrew Frøvin, the governor of Schleswig.398 In the battle 

of Bråvalla, when the Swedish king Ring learnt of his opponent King Harald I Hildetan’s death, 

he gave his men a signal to slacken formation and ordered them to cease fighting. According to 

Saxo, he struck a treaty with his enemies, under the cover of a truce, and advised them that it 

would be folly to prolong the engagement without a leader.399 

It has been noted that many tactics which the Europeans regarded as dishonourable were 

considered especially worthy by the Vikings, who used different methods and tricks.400 This 

mentality is revealed by King Ragnar Lothbrok, when he encourages his men to use trickery in 

the face of a war: 

Although being branded as deserters and renegades is ugly, it is rash to be audacious beyond 

one’s strength and equal blame can be proved to exist in both courses; you must pretend to 

go over to the enemy’s side and, as soon as the opportunity arises, abandon him at a timely 

moment. So it will be better to forestall our foe’s anger by simulated obedience than give 

him a weapon to assault us more fiercely for refusing his wish. - - Often subterfuge is most 

effective when nourished on concealed aims. The fox must be caught in a trap of cunning.401 

In fact, Gesta is filled with trickery of different kinds. As several tactics have many examples 

in the work, I will introduce one passage of each stratagem. When the Vikings met an enemy 

army, they preferred to use a stratagem. One stratagem was to divide their army shortly before 

a confrontation and hide part of it to make their forces appear weaker than they really were, 

thereby luring the enemy into making himself vulnerable one way or another. When the fighting 

had started, the hidden section attacked the enemy in the flanks or the rear. The Vikings also 

combined this stratagem with a simulated flight. On several occasions, they dug pits and 

simulated a retreat so that the pursuing opponents fell into the pits. Then, they turned round and 

killed the enemies laying on the ground. In fact, the simulated withdrawal was a favourite tactic 

often used to draw an enemy who was better positioned into launching an attack and losing his 

strategic advantage.402 In Gesta, digging pits and simulating flight are mentioned in the battle 
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fought between King Frothi I and Dorn, the king of the Kurlanders. When Frothi doubted, 

whether he could strom the town where Dorn had taken the majority of his forces, he gave 

orders of several ditches of unusual depth to be dug within his camp, the earth to be secretly 

carted in baskets and dumped in the river near the city walls. He also took care to keep Dorn 

ignorant of his device by covering the pits with a mass of turf that would cave in before the 

unsuspecting enemy. After this, Frothi simulated a panic and withdrew his men from the lines 

for a short while. Consequently, the pursuing enemy could gain no footing anywhere and 

pitched headlong into the trenches, where Frothi’s men rained down their spears on them.403 

Another trickery described by Saxo is drilling holes into the enemy ships, a case in point being 

the scheme of the Norwegian warrior Erik the Eloquent: 

When Erik had fully comprehended the stratagem, he thought of the smallness of his own 

fleet and reckoned he should enlist the sea’s aid towards his opponents’ overthrow. He 

therefore climbed into a small boat and, rowing silently, carried himself close to the enemy’s 

keels, where he gradually drilled with a gimlet through the timbers near the waterline and 

shortly made his return, scarcely lifting his oars above the surface. He conducted the 

operation so cautiously that none of the sentinels detected his arrival or departure.404 

King Høther used the same tactic but in addition to drilling holes he and his men are told to 

have plucked the enemies’ helmets and shields away from their ships.405 However, the most 

important element for the Vikings’ success was their basic strategy for outflanking the enemy 

by approaching from the sea and attacking rapidly and forcefully with yelling, screeching and 

clashing weapons in order to paralyze the enemy with fear, a modern military expression ̒ shock 

and aweʼ being a good description of what the Vikings tried to do in the raids. The raiding 

parties being usually small it was important to prevent the population from organizing a 

defence. Once the attack had been carried out, the Vikings took hold of the plunder quickly and 

got back to their ships.406 In Gesta, too, spreading fear in an enemy is a strategy of its own. 

After having lost his troops in Britain, King Frithlef I the Swift found his return to the coast 

tricky. Thus, he raised the bodies of his dead soldiers and set them in the battle line to simulate 

his former numbers. As it seemed that he had suffered no losses, his enemies are told to have 
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turned tail.407 Even though this horrid trick Saxo describes has been considered a literary 

fabrication, it has not been ruled out that it may have its roots in a real event, considering the 

spirit of the Vikings.408 King Gram, on his part, is told to have stridden forward in goatskins in 

order to intimidate anyone who appeared in his path. Wearing a club in his right hand, he is told 

to have impersonated a giant. Gro, the daughter of the Swedish king Sigtrygg, who saw Gram 

in his outfit, even says that bold warriors have frequently concealed themselves beneath the 

pelts of a beast.409 

On several occasions, when they had not succeeded in taking a town or when they themselves 

were surrounded, the Vikings even sent out false reports that their leaders were dead and that 

they wished to withdraw or bury their leader within the town walls. As people at that time were 

well aware of the importance of the personal bonds between a leader and his warriors, knowing 

that the death of a leader often changed the political situation entirely, it was possible to take 

advantage of a trick like this.410 King Frothi I, for example, is told by Saxo to have feigned his 

death in London. After the city’s strong walls had denied any possibility of taking it by storm, 

Frothi used cunning and feigned his own death. When the governor named Daleman heard the 

false news of his decease, he accepted the surrender of the Danes and offered them a leader 

from the inhabitants. When the Danes were allowed to enter the city to select one from a large 

company of candidates, they acted the election out seriously. However, they laid a snare, 

surrounded Daleman, and took his life at night.411 In another kind of situation, King Hadding 

and his anonymous companion deliberately capsized their boat and clung inside the hollow 

cavity to make their pursuer, a villain named Tosti, to believe they were dead. By his trickery, 

Hadding managed to attack Tosti unexpectedly.412 

One rather atypical tactic used by King Hadding was to set a town completely alight by 

attaching burning fungi beneath the wings of the birds habiting the town.413 As it has been 

noted, the same tactic was used by Harald Hardråde and Gesta’s King Frithlef I the Swift. 

However, the trick has been regarded as a literary fabrication.414 Interestingly, Saxo also 

mentions hounds being used as battle companions. In fact, the Thracians and Celts are known 
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to have bred fighting dogs, war-hounds being particularly useful in fighting because of their 

discipline and loyalty.415 A warrior called Biorn is told to have possessed a dog of unusual 

savagery. In a fight where Biorn found his ranks giving way, he unleashed his dog and set it 

upon his adversaries. According to Saxo, the warriors’ waning courage was restored by canine 

assistance, which was no advantage to King Frithlef II in whose ranks Biorn fought.416 

Likewise, a warrior called Oli, who was later to be the king of Denmark, fought alongside his 

hound.417 A dog is also mentioned as an old companion of King Jarmerik’s son Broder.418 It 

has been pointed out that both horses and dogs were deposited in the Viking graves as 

manifestations of the economic status of the dead. Together with the birds of prey these animals 

possibly served as a reference to the aristocratic hunt with falcons, the social and political 

relationship with the aristocracy and the warrior ideal in Scandinavia and Europe having some 

common traditions.419 

As to more common battle strategies, Saxo mentions shield walls. Even though we do not know 

much about what types of formation the Viking armies used in their early battles, they preferred 

battle line to the big, open formations. Adopting the European method of warfare, the Vikings 

used tightly formed lines that were difficult to overcome with an unorganized attack. The 

Vikings preferred to fight in relatively tight formations stretched out in a line, the benefits of 

such a formation including the ability to communicate with the man at your side and the extra 

protection offered by overlapping shields. In fact, men who had lived together on board ship 

knew each other well and would have gained tactical advantage from sticking close together,420 

Saxo depicts how King Frothi I ordered his comrades to take the initial brunt of their enemy’s 

attacks passively, merely by making a barrier of their shields.421 An offensive shield formation 

mentioned in Gesta is ̒ the boar’s snoutʼ (svínfylking). As discussed in Chapter 2.2., Odin taught 

this strategic battle formation both to King Hadding and King Harald I Hildetan.422 This attack 

formation has long traditions in northern Europe and Scandinavia, being the principal method 

of attack used by the German and Frankish tribes. If available, elite troops such as berserks and 

wolfskins were used in shield formations. They were either put in the front of the phalanx to 

resist the main weight of an attack or at the front of the pig’s head when launching an attack. 

 
415 Speidel 2004, 16. 
416 Saxo, vi. 2.5., vi. 4.8., 359, 373. 
417 Saxo, vii. 11.6., 525. 
418 Saxo, viii. 10.12., 587. 
419 Nordberg 2003, 285–286. 
420 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 74. 
421 Saxo, ii. 3.1., 95, 97. 
422 Saxo, i. 8.16., vii. 10.6., 67, 517. 
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However, it is said that berserk troops could be a two-edged sword since they were difficult to 

control in a battle along with formation warfare. This was experienced by the Norwegian king 

Olav Haraldsson, whose berserks attacked instead of holding the line, which led to the king’s 

downfall.423 

In Gesta, there are also traces of the Viking armies. A Viking army was nearly always 

assembled from smaller units known as lið, each of them having its own leadership.424 In fact, 

the large Viking armies depended on the cooperation between numerous ʻbrotherhoodsʼ.425 One 

of the reasons why so many Viking chieftains are perceived as biological brothers in the 

European sources is because they presented themselves as ʻbrothersʼ, that is as members of 

warrior brotherhood.426 In Gesta, the great battle of Bråvalla serves as an illustrative example 

of the Viking armies. Both King Harald I Hildetan and his nephew Ring, the king of Sweden, 

had raised a large army to fight by their side. The Danish navy, for example, crowded the seas 

so thickly that it seemed as if a bridge had been built, connecting Zealand with Scania. In 

addition to describing the battle companies and their formations Saxo gives interesting details. 

Ring’s warrior Thryrik, for example, is told to have sailed on a ship with a prow and a stern 

twisted into the likeness of a dragon.427 In the same battle, a possible marker of group identity 

is also mentioned. As it has been pointed out, the employment of visually distinctive equipment 

could have acted as a means of creating an ingroup identity in Viking lið, the customization of 

shields being an example of this.428 Interestingly, it is said by Saxo that in one company fighting 

on Harald’s side warriors carried sky-coloured shields.429 

 

5.2. Duels 

In Gesta, duels play a prominent role among Saxo’s warriors. The importance of this type of 

combat is also demonstrated in King Frothi III’s regulations: 

He [Frothi] allowed any dispute to be settled by the sword, since he believed it more 

honourable to combat with sinews than speech. If one of the fighters drew his foot out of the 

previously marked circle, he must be regarded as vanquished and his case lost. But if a 

 
423 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 76, 78. 
424 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 70. 
425 Raffield 2016, 324. 
426 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 46. 
427 Saxo, vii. 10.11., viii. 1.1.–5.2., 521, 533–551.  
428 Raffield et al. 2016, 40–41. 
429 Saxo, viii. 2.5., 535, 537. 
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common citizen attacked a champion on any score, he was to fight armed, while the warrior 

should be equipped only with a club, a cubit long.430 

Thus, in the light of this passage, the disagreements between men were settled by duels and the 

fairness of the combat was also ensured, Saxo’s description corresponding significantly to the 

conceptions of the Vikings. Before duels became forbidden in the 11th century, men could settle 

their grievances by prescribed forms of duelling in case they felt insulted or thought that their 

honour had been offended. In Viking times, there were two types of duel, ʻtrial by combatʼ 

(einvigi) and ʻholm-goingʼ (holmgang). In trial by combat, the rules were looser and the 

combatants fought to the death, whereas in holm-going there were strict rules and the outcome 

for the loser was not necessarily death. A casual remark, slander, gossip or a word of abuse 

could lead to a challenge to a duel and it was socially unacceptable not to follow up a verbal 

insult with weapons, if necessary. The duel often took place in the open air, at a busy crossroads 

or other well-frequented place, where everybody could witness the combat. If the originator of 

the insult failed to respond to the challenge, he was considered an unmanly, false and unreliable 

coward and outlawed as a punishment, which meant that anybody could take his life without 

having to pay a fine. If the offended party declined to fight, the penalty would be less severe. 

However, the individual lost the trust of the society in this situation as well, consequences being 

that he could no longer speak at the ting or swear an oath.431 

If the originator of the insult won, the insult would be deemed to have been justified. However, 

if the offended party won, the insult was deemed unjustified and was withdrawn. In most cases, 

the loser had to pay economic compensation to the winner. Consequently, many people were 

an easy target for men who were good at fighting. In fact, there are many stories of men who 

earned themselves enormous wealth by travelling round and challenging others to duels. Thus, 

having the law on your side counted a little if you could not defend your honour with weapons. 

Trial by combat, also known as ʻsingle combatʼ, was a type of duel that continued until one of 

the combatants died. It was also forbidden for others to intervene in a contest like this. Holm-

going, on the other hand, differed from trial by combat by being so regulated that it was also 

used for training purposes. As the fighters took turns in striking, warriors learned to hold their 

ground and not to retreat in the face of a violent attack. Originally, such contests were fought 

 
430 Saxo, v. 5.6., 318–319: ʻDe qualibet uero controuersia ferro decerni sanxit, speciosius uiribus quam uerbis 

confligendum existimans. Quod si alter dimicantium relato pede prenotati orbis gyrum execederet, perinde ac 

uictus cause detrimentum reciperet. Sin autem quauis de re pugilem popularis impeteret, ipsum armatus exciperet 

cubitali dumtaxat stipite pugnaturum.ʼ 
431 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 55. 
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on small islands (holms). However, the same conditions could be achieved anywhere, provided 

the fight took place within a defined boundary. This probably applied to the trial by combat as 

well. As it has been noted, Saxo tells that weapon training partners each stood within a square 

with sides one alen (about 60 cm) long and that whoever stepped outside his square had lost. 

What the warriors learnt from a training like this was the ability to fight in small areas of ground, 

which would be useful in military formation on the battleground. There were also strict rules 

regarding when the fight should be stopped, the conditions being either that one of the 

combatants was wounded or one of them stepped beyond the prescribed area.432 

That a duel was a respected type of combat is illustrated especially well in the battle fought 

between the Jutland governor Ørvendil and the Norwegian king Koller. When Ørvendil took 

the initiative and asked his opponent how he wanted to fight, he stressed that the most superior 

method was one which exercised the sinews of the fewest men.433 In Saxo’s words: ʻHe thought 

that single combat was more effective than any other type of contest for securing the honours 

of bravery, since a person must rely on his own valour and refuse any other man’s aid.ʼ434 

Koller, too, voted for an encounter that only needed the work of two.435 When King Hadding 

chooses to hazard his own fortune instead of risking the lives of his warriors, Saxo states as 

follows: ʻThe valiant commanders of old avoided executing their missions at everyone’s risk 

where the issue could be settled by the fate of one or two.ʼ436 Gesta also conveys the idea 

according to which nobody could intervene in a trial by combat: 

Our ancestors believed that a battle of two against one was ignominious as well as unfair. 

Victory resulting from such an encounter was deemed unpraiseworthy, and indeed seemed 

 
432 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 55–56. In holmg-going, each fighter was permitted two changes of shield, which 

allowed for up to three shields in all. He also had the right to call for rest periods. This gave holm-going the 

character more of a sporting contest than of a fight between life and death. Introductory comments in Kormak’s 

Saga say that it is more difficult to fight in holmg-going than in trial by combat. Holm-going, with its special rules, 

was more suited to experienced warriors, who were more able to stay within the rules of the contest. The writers 

of the sagas clearly saw holm-going as a more honourable form of duel than trial by combat. To lift the opponent’s 

shield from the ground or to strike the shield-boss signalled acceptance of a challenge to duel. Before they could 

begin, the contestants had to go through a series of rituals, which imparted a religious element to the contest. Even 

though all the accounts and descriptions we have were written in sources from the 13th century, they are relativelty 

consistent (Hjardar and Vike 2016). 
433 Saxo, iii. 6.1.–6.2., 179. 
434 Saxo, iii. 6.2., 178–179: ʻDuellum siquidem ad capessendam fortitudinis palmam omni certaminis genere 

efficacius fore, quod propria uirtute subnixum aliene manus opem excluderet.ʼ 
435 Saxo, iii. 6.2., 179. 
436 Saxo, i. 8.22., 72–73: ʻNolebant enim prisce fortitudinis duces uniuersorum discrimine exequi, quod paucorum 

sorte peragi potuisset.ʼ 
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nearer to disgrace than to honour. People considered that the crushing of a single man by 

twin opponents held no difficulty and therefore was a cause for the deepest ignominy.437 

That there was glory to be won from the duels is demonstrated by the fact that King Helgi was 

given an epithet after challenging the Saxon king Hunding to a single combat and having laid 

him low. According to Saxo, from this feat Helgi was called ʻSlayer of Hundingʼ, taking glory 

of his victory from this title.438 As mentioned above, there are stories of Viking men who earned 

themselves enormous wealth by travelling round and challenging others to duels, the losers of 

the combats paying economic compensations to the winners.439 Interestingly, it is possible to 

argue that Saxo mentions warriors like this in his account of the battle of Bråvalla. On King 

Harald I Hildetan’s side there were several men whom Saxo portrays as taking on the enemy 

man to man and waging duels often and successfully.440 In fact, what is implied here is that for 

these men duelling was a common and profitable practice. 

In Gesta, Saxo gives multiple examples of trials by combat, that is duels ending in the death of 

one of the fighters. The passage involving the famous warrior Starkath and a warrior called 

Hama is exemplary in many respects. When the Saxons thought how they could destroy King 

Frothi IV in a way which would avoid a general conflict, they believed the most suitable method 

was the individual combat. Consequently, they issued a challenge to the king, knowing that he 

always embraced every danger and that his high spirit would certainly never give way to any 

admonition. Knowing that Frothi’s loyal warrior Starkath was away also made the challenge 

more prospective. However, Starkath appeared on the scene, back from his sea-roving, and 

severely criticized the idea of the challenge. As Starkath pointed out, such fights were not 

appropriate for kings except against their equals and certainly they should not be undertaken 

against the men of the people. Saying this, Starkath offered to handle the contest on his own. 

The Saxons, on their part, approached Hama, a champion famous for his athletic prowess, 

promising him prize money in exchange for him fighting the duel. Hama agreed to their request 

and attended the field marked for the contest by a jubilant procession of soldiers. Starkath, too, 

was led to the duelling ground. By emerging victorious, Starkath also received the price of 

victory, which consisted of a large portion of land and sixty slaves.441 

 
437 Saxo, iv. 3.16., 232–233: ʻDuos siquidem cum uno decernere ut iniquum, ita etiam probrosum apud ueteres 

credebatur. Sed neque uictoria hoc pugne genere parta laudabilior habita, quod potius dedecori quam glorie iuncta 

| uideretur. Quippe unum a duobus opprimi ut nullius negotii, ita maximi ruboris loco ducebatur.ʼ 
438 Saxo, ii. 5.2.–5.3., 107. 
439 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 55. 
440 Saxo, viii. 2.2., viii. 2.6., 535, 537. 
441 Saxo, vi. 5.16.–5.17., 389, 391. 
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In addition to conveying the Viking ideas of the duels as decisive combats and demonstrating 

that they were organized in predetermined locations witnessed by other people, the passage 

involving the duel between Starkath and Hama is related to the conceptions of honourable 

opponents. Even though the struggle for honour took place between the people of more or less 

equal social status in the Viking communities, it would not be honourable, for example, for a 

chief to compete against a farmer. As the object of the power struggle was to overcome others 

and develop social distinctions, the outcome of this kind would oppress the majorities within 

the various layers of society for the benefit of an elite.442 In the light of this, it can be argued 

that there was no honour for King Frothi IV to be won, if he would not confront an esteemed 

leader like himself. Thus, Starkath took the challenge, being fitter to the task. In Gesta, it is also 

implied that a duel was not considered honourable, if the opponent had disadvantages that 

would make the fight as dishonourable. This was the case when King Vermund was challenged 

to offer his son to battle the son of the anonymous Saxon king. As Vermund was old and had 

lost his sight, the king of Saxony did not want to challenge him, as a duel with Vermund would 

bring dishonour to him. However, the business could be settled through their sons, whose duel 

was fought in a battleground encircled by the waters of the river Eider, the dense crowds of 

eager spectators thronging the winding banks.443 As we can see, this passage also corresponds 

the above-mentioned notion that duels were often fought on small islands. 

Saxo also gives an example of holm-going where the fighters took turns to strike. A duel like 

this was fought between men called Agner and Biarki.444 Interestingly, Saxo describes the rules 

of holm-going as follows:  

In days of old when contests were arranged they did not try to exchange a hail of blows but 

hit at one another in definite sequence with a gap between each turn; the thrusts during such 

contests were infrequent but savage, with the result that it was their force rather than number 

which won acclaim.445 

Saxo continues to tell that the precedence to strike first was given to Agner because of his higher 

rank.446 That declining a duel challenge brought dishonour to a Viking is also emphasized in 

Gesta. As Saxo says: ʻWhoever refused to contend after being challenged was an object of 

 
442 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 32. 
443 Saxo, iv. 4.1.–4.2., iv. 4.8., 235, 237, 241. 
444 Saxo, ii. 6.9.–6.10., 117. 
445 Saxo, ii. 6.10., 116–117: ʻNon enim antiquitus in edendis agonibus crebre ictuum uicissitudines petebantur, sed 

erat cum interuallo temporis etiam feriendi distincta successio, rarisque sed atrocibus plagis certamina gerebantur, 

ut gloria potius percussionum magnitudini quam numero deferretur.ʼ 
446 Saxo, ii. 6.10., 117. 
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derision to everyone.ʼ447 The reasons for duels in Gesta are many, one them being a quarrel 

between two parties. It is said that the dispute between Hithin, the king of a sizeable people in 

Norway, and the Jutland princeling Høgni could only be settled by a sword fight.448 The 

Swedish champion Arngrim is told to have challenged to combat and killed a man named Skalk 

of Scania for once robbing him of a ship.449 Duels were also fought in order to exact blood 

vengeance. Warrior woman Rusla’s soldiers Thori and Beri, for example, are told to have 

sought out King Ømund and issued a summons to incite him into combat. Like in the case of 

King Frothi IV and Starkath, warriors called Ømoth and Tola approached the king and offered 

to meet his challengers.450 Interestingly, this passage describes a duel that was fought between 

several combatants. However, there was an equal amount of fighters on both sides. 

Furthermore, King Gram is told to have challenged Svarin, the governor of Götaland, to armed 

combat, when Svarin was suspected of aspiring the throne. After overthrowing him, Gram was 

contested by Svarin’s brothers, of whom seven were born in wedlock and nine from a 

concubine. However, they did not succeed in their revenge since Gram is told to have slain 

them all in this unequal contest.451  

It was not unusual for the Vikings to fight duels in the hours leading up to the battle, both sides 

eagerly watching the battles between warriors from each army. There are also accounts of these 

duels being used to decide overall victory.452 In Gesta, King Ragnar Lothbrok is told to have 

fought a single combat before the actual battle in front of the eyes of two armies. His opponent 

was a warrior named Skarth, who fought on the Swedish regent Sörli. Interestingly, both Ragnar 

and Skarth used the help of their sons in this combat. Thus, Skarth and his seven sons were 

confronted by Ragnar and his sons Bjørn, Fridlev and Rådbard.453 Saxo describes the scene as 

follows: 

Sörli, confronting him [Ragnar] there with his army, gave his opponent the option of meeting 

en masse or individually; the other chose single combat, whereupon Sörli brought Skarth, a 

fighting-man of tested courage, together with his band of seven sons to challenge and engage 

 
447 Saxo, vi. 7.2., 404–405: ʻConfundebatur enim apud omnes, quisquis certamen ad dimicandum prouocatus 

abnueret.ʼ 
448 Saxo, v. 8.3. (7.8.), v. 9.1., 329, 331, 333. 
449 Saxo, v. 13.1., 341. 
450 Saxo, viii. 7.7., 559. 
451 Saxo, i. 4.13., 37. 
452 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 57, 79. The trial by combat was an ancient Germanic way of resolving conflicts, having 

a religious aspect as well. There were complicated rituals and the outcome of the contest was considered to be in 

the hands of the gods. The Roman historian Tacitus wrote that the Germanic tribes used trial by combat to predict 

the outcome of a war. A victory for one or the other was interpreted as a prediction of the outcome of the war and 

so a battle could sometimes be avoided. Contests like this also took place in the Viking times, often preliminary 

to a battle. The religious aspect of duelling was also still significant in the Viking Age (Hjardar and Vike 2016). 
453 Saxo, ix. 4.17., 645. 
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him. Ragnar, with the three sons he had enlisted as his fellow-warriors, clashed with his 

opponents under the eye of both armies and emerged victorious from the contest.454 

As we can see, the duel was fought before the eyes of both armies. In this case, however, it 

seems that the bigger battle was still fought. As Bjørn displayed exceptional talent in this battle, 

slaying even the opponent’s leader Sörli, he is told by Saxo to have adopted a nickname from 

the iron-like strength of his sides.455 However, it is suggested that the duel between King Skiold 

and Skat, the governor of Alemanni, decided the overall victory. According to Saxo, Skiold 

challenged Skat to combat before the eyes of the German and Danish armies and, by killing 

their leader, also overthrew all the people of the Alemanni.456 

It is also implied in Gesta that warriors avoided fighting after the fall of darkness. This has an 

interesting parallel with the beliefs of the Vikings. It is said the Vikings were afraid that the 

spirits and the forces of the underworld would intervene at night. In fact, they could often 

withdraw or regroup without much loss of honour in case they managed to hold out until the 

evening.457 Gesta’s examples of this are also connected to duels. When King Halfdan II 

Biargramm could not defeat his opponent, a warrior called Egther the Finn, before the fall of 

darkness, he is told to have concluded the skirmish of his troops. However, the next day he 

challenged Egther to a duel and overthrew him.458 He is also told to have challenged a pirate 

called Ebbi, who, in fact, tried to postpone their nocturnal duel.459 Interestingly, it is implied 

that Ebbi was worried of the possible intervention of monsters, preferring day to night: 

He [Halfdan] then challenged him to a sword fight, declaring that the other would have to 

win before he had his wishes. Ebbi replied that night combats were for monsters, daylight 

suited human beings; so that he could not offer the time as an excuse for refusing battle, 

Halfdan pointed out that the brightness of the moon turned night into day. Thus Ebbi was 

forced to contend with him, the banqueting hall became an arena, and by laying the pirate in 

the dust Halfdan changed the wedding to a funeral.460 

  

 
454 Saxo, ix. 4.17., 644–645: ʻCui occurrens cum exercitu Sorlus, publice an priuatim dimicandi optione facta, 

singularem deligenti conflictum Scarthum, spectate audacie pugilem, cum septena filiorum manu ex prouocatione 

pugnaturum admouit. Cum quibus Regnerus tribus filiis in certaminis societatem assumptis utroque exercitu 

inspectante congressus agone uictor excessit.ʼ 
455 Saxo, ix. 4.17., footnote 14, 645: ʻBjørn’s epithet Ironside (Old Norse járnsíða) is mentioned for the first time 

in William of Jumiège’s Gesta Normannorum ducum, finished c. 1070 - -; it probably refers to a coat of mail.ʼ 
456 Saxo, i. 3.2 (3)., 25. 
457 Hjardar and Vike 2016, 73. 
458 Saxo, vii. 2.12., 461, 463. 
459 Saxo, vii. 3.1., 463, 465. 
460 Saxo, vii. 3.1., 464–465: ʻDeinde eum ferro secum decernere iubet, non prius uoto quam uictoria potiturum. 

Quo nocturnum monstris certamen, diurnum hominibus congruere respondente, ne temporis excusatione pugna 

abnui posset, lune splendore diem equari perhibuit. Taliter adactum pugne Ebbonem conuiuio in spectaculum 

uerso prostrauit nuptiasque exequiis mutauit.ʼ 
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6. Epilogue 

 

In my master’s thesis, I have argued for Gesta Danorum’s potential as a source of the warrior 

culture of the Vikings. In fact, the connection between Saxo’s accounts and the historical 

research made on the Viking past is quite striking. References to the Viking-age mentalities, 

practices and beliefs are both numerous and diverse. As I have sought to demonstrate in my 

work, the warrior culture of the Vikings emerges from various themes, covering the traits of the 

warriors along with their pagan ways, the notions of masculinity and the idea of warrior women, 

the conceptions of honour, revenge and death as well as the definitions of an honourable 

combat. Even though the source value of Saxo’s work regarding the Viking past has been 

questioned by many scholars, I argue that there may be more Viking dimensions to be found 

than it has previously been observed. 

The militarism of Saxo’s warriors mirrors the typical characterization of the Viking Age as a 

violent period. In Gesta, military activities, such as war campaigns, military training and 

warlike achievements are at the centre of the narrative. In fact, Saxo’s descriptions of the traits 

of the male warriors and their activities resonate with the current scholarly appreciation of the 

Viking communities. Interestingly, though Christian virtues and moral doctrines have certainly 

had their impact on Gesta’s content, the pagan elements in the work are clearly perceptible, as 

several of Saxo’s kings and warriors have associations with Odin and the pagan tradition. As 

to Gesta’s warrior women and women with masculine qualities, I argue that there may be more 

to read about their characters than it has been done earlier. In the light of the recent historical 

and archaeological research, it is possible to argue that Viking-age societies may have respected 

masculine qualities both in men and women, even though the more traditional female role was 

relevant and appreciated. Of this, Gesta serves as a versatile testimony, describing numerous 

women leading a warrior’s life and participating in masculine domains. Indeed, the image of a 

physically strong woman exists. It is possible that there is some historical background behind 

the behaviour of Saxo’s warrior women, even if he himself did not fully comprehend their 

masculine ways. 

In addition to these themes, there are many more Viking aspects in Gesta that have not received 

much attention, such as the conceptions of honour and rightful revenge. Gesta is filled with the 

examples of blood feuds as well as the reasons behind them and their severe aftermaths. What 

is also significant is that blood vengeance receives approval in Saxo’s narrative despite the 
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Church’s critical view and efforts to root out the practice. The Viking views on death and the 

afterlife are also presented, including descriptions of the Viking funerary rites and the ideas 

related to them. In fact, Gesta serves as an illustrative source of the conceptions the Vikings 

had of an honourable, warrior’s death. Viking mentalities are further represented in Saxo’s 

definitions of an honourable combat, as he goes through different rules, battle tactics and types 

of combat, such as duelling. Considering the parallels with the historical research, it is possible 

to argue that the ways Saxo’s warriors were expected to behave and fight correspond with our 

understanding about the Viking warfare. 

Interestingly, in the second part of Gesta that covers the history after the conversion to 

Christianity, the duels were prohibited, and the breakers of the law were rather punished than 

revenged. Whereas in the pagan part of Gesta blood vengeance was communally approved and 

culprits often met cruel punishments, even at the expense of their lives, in the Christian part of 

the work these wrongdoers were offered chances to amend their ways. Thus, there is a clear 

difference between these inner parts of the work, which strengthens the interpretation that Gesta 

serves as a source of the Viking past. While in the pagan past Saxo’s kings convey Viking-age 

mentalities, the kings in the Christian part are clearly embracing the rex iustus ideology, 

according to which kings were God’s representatives on earth, guarding justice by laws of a 

new kind. Saxo also depicts Christian kings as merciful, a characteristic than contrasts with the 

warlike Viking kings of Gesta’s first part. However, the spirit of the Danish warrior carries on 

even in the course of change. It is clear that Saxo wanted to picture his Danish ancestors as 

mighty warriors along with their pagan past. As we have seen, there are traces of the Vikings 

to be found. 
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